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Abstract

The replication program of about one half of mammalian genomes is characterized by
megabase-sized replication U/N-domains. These domains are bordered by master repli-
cation origins (MaOris) corresponding to ∼ 200 kb regions of open chromatin favorable
for early initiation of replication and transcription. Thanks to recent high-throughput
chromosome conformation capture technologies (Hi-C), 3D co-localisation frequency ma-
trices between all genome loci are now experimentally determined. It appeared that
U/N-domains were related to the organization of the genome into structural units. In
this thesis, we performed a combined analysis of human Hi-C data and replication timing
profiles to further explore the structure/function relationships in the nucleus. This led
us to describe novel large (>3 Mb) replication timing split-U-domains also bordered by
MaOris, to demonstrate that the replication wave initiated at MaOris only depends of
the time during S phase and to show that chromatin folding is compatible with a 3D
equilibrium in early-replicating euchromatin regions turning to a 2D equilibrium in the
late-replicating heterochromatin regions associated to nuclear lamina. Representing Hi-C
co-localisation matrices as structural networks and deploying graph theoretical tools, we
also demonstrated that MaOris are long-range interconnected hubs in the structural net-
work, central to the 3D organization of the genome and we developed a novel multi-scale
methodology based on graph wavelets to objectively delineate structural units from Hi-C
data. This work allows us to discuss the relationship between replication domains and
structural units across different human cell lines.

Résumé

Le programme de réplication d’environ la moitié du génome des mammifères est carac-
térisé par des U/N-domaines de réplication de l’ordre du méga-base en taille. Ces do-
maines sont bordés par des origines de réplication maitresses (MaOris) correspondantes
à des régions (∼ 200 kb) de chromatine ouverte favorables à l’initiation précoce de la
réplication et de la transcription. Grâce au développement récent de technologies à haut
débit de capture de conformations des chromosomes (Hi-C), des matrices de fréquences
de co-localisation 3D entre toutes les paires de loci sont deśormais déterminées expéri-
mentalement. Il est apparu que les U/N-domaines sont reliés à l’organisation du génome
en unités structurelles. Dans cette thèse, nous avons effectué une analyse combinée de
données de Hi-C de lignées cellulaires humaines et de profils de temps de réplication pour
explorer davantage les relations structure/fonction dans le noyau. Cela nous a conduit
à décrire de nouvaux domaines de réplication de grande tailles (>3 Mb). Ces split-U-
domaines aussi bordés par des MaOris, d̀émontrer que la vague de réplication initiée aux
MaOris ne dépend que du temps pendant la phase S et de montrer que le repliement
de la chromatine est compatible avec un modèle d’équilibre 3D pour les régions euchro-
matiniennes à réplication précoces et un modèle d’équilibre 2D pour les régions hete-
rochromatiniennes à réplication tardives associées à la lamina nucléaire. En représentant
les matrices de co-localisation issues du Hi-Cen réseaux d’interactions structurelles et
en déployant des outils de la théorie des graphes, nous avons aussi démontré que les
MaOris sont des hubs interconnectés à longue portée dans le réseau structurel, fonda-
mentaux pour l’organisation 3D du génome et nous avons développé une méthodologie



multi-échelle basée sur les ondelettes sur graphes pour délimiter objectivement des unités
structurelles à partir des données Hi-C. Ce travail nous permet de discuter de la relation
entre les domaines de réplication et les unités structurelles entre les différentes lignées
cellulaires humaines.
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Introduction

The nucleus of human cells contains over six billion base pairs of DNA (lined up ∼ 2 me-
ters of DNA). Fitting that much DNA in a tiny cell nucleus (∼ 5 micrometers) requires
a high level of compaction. While complex and showing strong cell to cell variabilities,
genome organisation is not random. Our current understanding of the nuclear architec-
ture is rather precise at the two extremes of resolution. On the chromosomal level, during
interphase, every chromosomes occupy a different nuclear region known as chromosome
territories [1], while the metaphase chromosomes are more condensed forming the classic
chromosome structure seen in karyotypes. On the scale of hundreds of base pairs, the
DNA double helix composed by nucleotides, wraps around histone proteins forming nu-
cleosomes connected by linkers leading to the “beads on a string” model [2]. The X-ray
crystal structure of the nucleosome has been determined showing how the histone proteins
are assembled and how the DNA is organised around them [3]. Between the atomic reso-
lution and the chromosome resolution, our understanding of chromosome folding remains
sparse even though many models have been proposed to describe chromatin folding into
the so-called 30 nm fiber and then into higher-order folding (See Chapter 2, Section 2.3).
Despite this huge resolution gap, it is increasingly recognised that the three-dimensional
(3D) dynamical architecture of the genome plays an important role in the regulation of
nuclear functions, including transcription and replication [1, 4–12]. In fact, over the last
two decades, many studies have assessed the spatial proximity and nuclear organisation
of specific genomic loci, using microscopic techniques such as fluorescent in situ hybridis-
ation (FISH) or molecular biology techniques namely chromosome conformation capture
(3C) demonstrating a correlation between chromatin topology and gene activity without
understanding the structure/function causality effect [13]. Recent developments in ge-
nomic technologies have led to genome wide contact maps. Thanks to Hi-C technique,
a high-throughput 3C based method [14], structural interaction frequencies between all
genome pairs of loci is now achievable. In other words, Hi-C technique is particularly
informative in deciphering genome-wide chromatin contacts on the mega-base or even
tens of kilobase scales offering the unprecedented opportunity to close the resolution gap
in understanding genome architecture. Pioneering Hi-C works using Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) [15] allowed genome segmentation into two compartments (A/B
compartments), one of gene-rich euchromatin and the other one of silent gene-poor het-
erochromatin [14]. Recently higher-resolution Hi-C interaction maps have revealed that
the human genome is organised into distincts units, the so-called Topologically Associated
Domains (TADs), where genomic interactions are strong within a domain and depleted
between domains [16]. The organisation of these TADs relies on specific DNA contacts:
DNA-DNA loops or DNA fragments tethered to nuclear features such as the nuclear
lamina [17]. These processes are mediated by various architectural proteins that are im-
portant factors in the creation of these contacts. CTCF plays a key role in nuclear organi-
sation [18]. It is able to bring together pieces of DNA, possibly through homodimerisation
and appears to be a major player in chromatin structure formation in general. It also
acts as an insulator between TADs, and is considered as a landmark feature of organising
histones. TADs were found to be conserved in Drosophila [19, 20] and mammalian [16, 21]
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

genomes but they were less clearly apparent in Arabidopsis thaliana [22, 23], Plasmodium
falciparum [24] and yeasts [25, 26] genomes.

Hi-C data have also been used to build 3D models of global or local chromatin fold-
ing allowing a visual representation of chromatin structure. Several approaches have
been adopted such as the restraint-based models based on the assumption that interac-
tion frequencies (measured by Hi-C) are inversely related to spatial distances [25, 27].
The exact relationship between distance and interaction frequency can potentially be
calibrated measuring the distances of known loci using microscopy techniques (such as
DNA-FISH). Additional constraints can be added by measuring the size and the geom-
etry of the nucleus, or integrating knowledge about the physical properties of the DNA
polymer. Once pairwise distances are estimated, the modelling problem can be turned
into an optimisation problem by defining a score function. Standard optimisation pack-
ages based on non-linear programming can then be run to generate the lowest-scoring
models. A different approach is to embrace the fact that for each loci, various dominant
conformations are likely to co-exist in the compendium of cells. The Hi-C data reflect
the frequency to which chromatin assumes these particular conformations. A prime ex-
ample of this is based on the Integrated Modelling Platform (IMP) [28]. A large set of
starting coordinates is initialised randomly, and potential structures are generated iter-
atively using simulated annealing. The resulting structures are subsequently clustered
by spatial similarity with mirroring structures merged together. This process is able
to effectively capture the variability of conformations by detecting local minima, while
converging to dominant structures with high frequency given the right annealing param-
eters. Also linking Hi-C interaction frequencies to genomic distance, the authors in [29]
have proposed an iterative algorithm to reassemble genomes. The algorithm generates
a 1D genome structure that is consistent with the 3D contact data by applying virtual
rearrangements to an initial ordering of DNA fragments. From the assumption that the
interactions between chromosomes has enough information to distinguish between DNA
segments coming from different species, the authors have generalised their method to
allow the de novo assembly and scaffolding of the various genomes present in a mix of
species without prior knowledge of their genome sequences [30].

Another line of research is based on polymer physics. The models estimate local char-
acteristics of DNA polymer fibre in order to recapitulate higher order structures such
as DNA supercoiling or chromosomes territories [31, 32]. The two most popular models
are the Equilibrium Globule [33] and the Fractal Globule [34] models. Experiments show
that the interaction frequency steeply decreases with genomic distance until ∼ 10 Mb
followed by a more gradual decrease. This characteristic is in line with equilibrium states
of a homopolymer which exerts a local repulsive force between the chains to avoid exten-
sive clumps or knots. External confinement of polymer chains by the nuclear membrane
results in a formation called equilibrium globule, which is consistent with chromatin char-
acteristics elucidated from FISH data [33]. Grosberg et al. [34] proposed an alternative
polymer model, the Fractal Globule, that accounts for the condensation of the chromatin
fiber into a long-lived, non-equilibrium unknotted conformation. The model has been
found to closely match the contact probabilities of the original Hi-C data [14]: the ex-
ponent -1.08 of the power-law decrease of the contact probability as a function of the
genomic distance of the Hi-C data lies very near the exponent -1 predicted by the model.
In the fractal globule model, nearby regions tend to form a hierarchy of clusters resulting

10



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

in topological domains on the small-scale, and chromosome territories on the large scale.
The knot-free structure allows for dense packing while keeping the chromatin accessible
to various proteins. However, as the Hi-C data generally stem from multiple cells the
resulting models reflect the dominant “mean” structures, averaging out the more variable
features of the genome organisation.

This thesis takes advantage of the availability of the Hi-C data to follow on the research
programme of the host team and others that aim at understanding the large-scale organ-
isation of mammalian genomes and, in particular, the role of chromatin structure and
dynamics in the regulation of replication and transcription. Previous analyses of the repli-
cation timing profiles have shown that the genome can be segmented into megabase-sized
domains that replicate relatively synchronously during S-phase called constant timing
regions (CTRs) [35–37]. Early replicating CTRs are generally transcriptionally active
gene-rich regions. Whereas, late CTRs have low gene density and are enriched in repres-
sive epigenetic marks. Late CTRs are also located in lamin-associated domains. These
early and late replication timing plateaus have been shown to be separated by rather
steep timing transition regions (TTRs) of size ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 Mb and presumed
to be replicated unidirectionally by a single fork coming from the early domain [36]. Hi-C
data have also been compared to genome-wide mean replication timing (MRT) data of
related cell lines [37, 38] and consistent with the original Hi-C analysis of the human
genome [14], some dichotomic picture has been proposed where early and late replication
loci occur in the separated A/B compartments of open and closed chromatin respec-
tively. Previous team work on the analysis of DNA compositional asymmetry profiles
led to the segmentation of the human genome into replication domains exhibiting a N-
shaped nucleotide compositional skew profile called N-domains and overall bordered by
∼ 1000 putative replication origins [39–41]. This segmentation was further confirmed
with the emergence of replication timing data (the timing at which each locus is repli-
cated during the S-phase). Interestingly, when using a wavelet-based multi-scale analysis
of MRT data [42, 43] for seven human cell types, about half of the genome was shown
to be divided in megabase-sized U-shaped MRT domains [44]. Significant overlap was
observed between the MRT U-domains of different cell types and also with germline
N-domains [39–41, 45–47]. From the demonstration that the average fork polarity is di-
rectly reflected by both the compositional skew and the derivative of the MRT profile
[44, 48, 49], it has been argued that the fact that the MRT derivative displays a N-shape
in MRT U-domains sustains the existence of megabase-sized gradients of replication fork
polarity in somatic and germline human cells [39, 43, 44]. When investigating the large
scale organisation of human genes inside these replication domains, a remarkable organ-
isation has been revealed [41, 46, 50]; in particular highly expressed genes in a given cell
type are over-represented close to the corresponding U/N-domain borders [50]. When
further mapping experimental and numerical chromatin mark data in these domains, the
“master” replication origins at U/N-domain borders were shown to be specified by a re-
gion (∼ 200 kb) of open and transcriptionally active chromatin significantly enriched in
insulator DNA-binding proteins [44, 51]. More recently, availability of a large number
of epigenetic mark profiles, allowed to characterise more precisely the link between the
mean replication timing and the epigenetic status. Using principal component analy-
sis [15] and classical clustering [52] on a set of 13 epigenetic marks at a spatial resolu-
tion of 100 kb (corresponding to the MRT profile resolution), the apparent complexity
of the data set was reduced to four major groups of chromatin marks that share fea-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tures [53, 54]. These states have specific replication timing: an early transcriptionally
active euchromatin state (C1), a mid-early repressive type of chromatin (C2) associated
with polycomb complexes, and two late replicating states; a silent state (C3) not en-
riched in any available marks, and a gene-poor HP1-associated heterochromatin state
(C4). When mapping these chromatin states inside the megabase-sized U/N-domains, it
appears that the associated replication-fork polarity gradient corresponds to a directional
path across three chromatin states, from C1 at the U/N-domain borders followed by C2,
C3 and C4 at the centers [53, 54]. A recent high-resolution 4C study dedicated to the
analysis of the interaction of some selected U/N-domain borders with the rest of the
human genome [55] confirmed that these early-initiation zones play a major role in the
chromatin tertiary structure. Moreover, the additional comparative analysis of replication
U/N-domains and Hi-C data revealed that these functional domains are intimately linked
to the genome 3D architecture [44]. In this sense, the relationships between the distribu-
tion of chromatin states, the spatio-temporal replication programme and the 3D genome
architecture could be the key to understanding the chromatin complex organisation and
its role in regulating nuclear functions. Our aim in this thesis is to objectively quantify
the importance of the “master” replication origins (MaOris) at U/N-domain borders and
to discuss the existence of structural domains as a counterpart to the replication domains.

Graphs [56, 57] have become extremely useful as a representation of a wide variety of
complex systems in social sciences [58, 59], biology [60–62], computer sciences [62, 63],
engineering and many other area of fundamental and applied sciences [64–66]. A graph
consists in a set of nodes connected to each other by edges, for example a group of people
can form a set of nodes for a social graph where acquaintances are the edges. Graph the-
ory provides centrality measures to identify and quantify the nodes that occupy critical
positions in a network. Another major property of graphs is their community structure,
a community in a graph is a group of nodes highly connected in between them and less
connected to the rest of the graph. Here, we explore the use of graph theory on the
chromatin interaction network where nodes are the DNA loci and edges correspond to
Hi-C interactions. On the one hand, using centrality measures, we quantify that MaOris
are indeed key organisational features of the genome. On the other hand, we detect
structural communities in the chromatin interaction network.

This manuscript is organised in seven chapters. After this short chapter of introduc-
tion, we recapitulate in Chapter 2 previous results of the host team in their biological
context. In Chapter 3, we highlight key results from graph theory that are used in this
thesis. The results part starts with Chapter 4, where we extend MRT profiles analysis to
regions depleted in MaOris which leads to the identification of split-U-domains (bordered
by two MaOris far from each other). Split-U-domains complement the U-domains, their
borders present similar characteristics in terms of epigenetic marks; nevertheless split-U-
domains specifically contain a central late replicating heterochromatin region. Study of
the MRT derivative in those domains leads us to propose a universal cascade model for
the replication programme that only depends of the timing during the S-phase. Taking
into account the long range interactions, we discuss in Chapter 5 the “fractal globule”
and the “equilibrium” model interpretations of Hi-C data. In fact, the chromatin fiber
is not a homopolymer but a heteropolymer that accounts for the spatial compartmental-
isation of the epigenome in the four prevalent chromatin states likely corresponding to
different structural and mechanical properties. We show that only the heterochromatin
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regions of differentiated human cell types are compatible with the fractal globule model
while the euchromatin regions are rather compatible with the equilibrium globule model.
We propose a unified understanding of these results in the framework of the equilib-
rium globule model where the differentiated cell types heterochromatin regions dynamics
correspond to a transition to a confinement in 2D. In Chapter 5, we use centrality mea-
sures to show that MaOris are vertices of high centralities in the chromatin interaction
network. In K562, they are found to form long-distance interconnected hubs of DNA
interactions. We then test how this property extend to other cell types. We show that
cell type specificities are reflected in the computation of centrality measures. Moreover
depending on their status (peaks or asymmetric borders) MaOris do not play the same
role. In Chapter 6, we reformulate the question of finding topological domains in Hi-C
data into a question of community detection in the Hi-C interaction network. Using a
multi-scale community detection method based on graph wavelets, we delineate at each
scale, a partition of the nodes into structural communities. Importantly, the observed
communities are genomic intervals, even though the community detection method does
not assume that the communities should group adjacent loci of the genome. Analysis
of those communities across scales provides a hierarchical organisation of the genome
allowing to address the relationships between structure and function in a cell type and
structural domains conservation between different cell types. Finally, Chapter 7 provides
a summary of the main results of this thesis with concluding remarks. Altogether, this
thesis explores the relationships between structure, function and epigenetics as a useful
tool to fully apprehend genome regulation, in particular during differentiation. It reports
already published results (See the communication list page 185) and some ongoing work.
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matin conformation capture data
In this chapter, we review previous analyses of mean replication timing profiles and DNA
compositional asymmetry profiles that demonstrated the existence of Mb-sized replication
domains with “master” replication initiation zones at the borders and late replicating
zones in the center. The replication domain organisation was shown to present a strong
relationship with the local chromatin state. Indeed, the study of tens of chromatin mark
profiles from different cell types led to reducing the chromatin complexity to 4 prevalent
chromatin states. The spatial repartition of those chromatin states along the genome is
structured especially along the replication domains where there exists a gradient of chro-
matin from border to center. Besides this 1D description along the chromosomes, DNA
replication can also be analysed in relation to the 3D organisation in the nucleus. Re-
cently, developments in chromatin conformation technologies have provided new insights
to the structural organisation of the nucleus at meso-scales. Interestingly, structural units
seem to co-localise with replication domains,providing a unifying view of chromatin struc-
ture, nuclear functions and organisation. In this thesis, we try to address some issues
raised by the structure/function relationships.
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CHAPTER 2. FROM DNA SPATIO-TEMPORAL REPLICATION PROGRAMME
TO CHROMATIN CONFORMATION CAPTURE DATA

2.1 Organisation of the human genome into replica-
tion domains

DNA replication is a fundamental process of cell life. Dysregulation of DNA replica-
tion can challenge genome stability and lead to mutations, cancer and other genetic dis-
eases [67, 68]. Yet this process remains not fully understood: mapping of DNA replication
origins and the regulation of fork progression and termination are still open questions in
molecular biology. In this section, we present the analysis of replication timing profiles
and nucleotide compositional skew revealing the existence of chromosomal units for repli-
cation called U/N-domains. These domains are characterized by a U-shaped replication
timing and N-shaped compositional skew and correspond to large scale gradient of the
replication fork polarity [41, 43, 44, 69]. We finally present a “cascade model” that was
proposed for the replication origin activation along replication U/N-domains [44, 69, 70].

2.1.1 Strand compositional asymmetry as the signature of ge-
nomic activity

According to the second parity rule [71, 72], under no strand-bias conditions, each genomic
DNA (Fig. 2.1) strand should present equimolarities [73, 74] of A and T and of G and C.
Actually, during genome evolution, mutations do not occur at random as illustrated by
the diversity of the nucleotide substitution rate values [75–78]. This non-randomness is
considered as a by-product of the various DNA mutation and repair processes that can
affect each of the two DNA strands differently. Deviations from intrastrand equimolari-
ties have been extensively studied and the observed skews have been mainly attributed
to asymmetries intrinsic to the transcription (Fig. 2.2) or to the replication (Fig. 2.3)
processes. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, during replication one strand is replicated con-
tinuously (leading strand), while the other strand is replicated in discrete steps towards
the origin (lagging strand). Hence, mutational effects can affect the leading and lagging
strands differently with different repair mechanisms leading to compositional asymme-
try between the two DNA strands reflecting the directionality of the replication fork
progression.

2.1.1.1 DNA double helix structure and Chargaff compositional symmetry
rules

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) encodes the genetic information used in the development
and functioning of free living organisms. DNA molecules consist of two polynucleotides
chains called DNA strands, held together by hydrogen bonds and resulting in a double
helix structure (Fig. 2.1) [79, 80]. The nucleotide chain is composed of a backbone of
alternating sugars and phosphates, and the nucleotides differ by their base: Thymine
(T), Adenine (A), Guanine (G) or Cytosine (C). A fundamental property of DNA double
helix is base pairing [79]: a guanine on one strand is always paired to a cytosine on the
complementary strand by three hydrogen bonds and a thymine on one strand is always
paired to an adenine on the complementary strand by two hydrogen bonds. The polynu-
cleotide chain has also an orientation. A sugar in the backbone has its 5’ phosphate
group attached to the 3’ hydroxyl group of the next sugar: this gives the polarity to the
DNA strands. In the DNA double-helix, the two strands have opposite polarities i.e.
they run anti-parallel to each other. Conventionally, the nucleotide sequence of one DNA
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3’ 5’

3’ 5’

Figure 2.1. DNA double helix struc-
ture. Two helical nucleotide chains
twisted around each other like a right
handed spiral staircase, where the Ade-
nine (A) (resp. Cytosine (C)) on one
chain is always paired to a Thymine (T)
(resp. Guanine (G)) on the other. The
DNA helix has a pitch of 34 Å and
a radius of 10 Å. The largest human
chromosome is chromosome number 1
and consists of approximately 220 mil-
lion base pairs and is 85 mm long.

Figure 2.2. Schematic view of
transcription. RNA polymerase tra-
verses the template strand and uses
base pairing complementarity with the
DNA template to create an RNA copy.

Figure 2.3. Schematic view of replica-
tion. The double helix is unwound and each
strand acts as a template for a new strand.
Bases are matched to synthesize the new
partner strands.
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strand is read in 5’ → 3’ direction. The polarity of the DNA strand has great biological
importance. For instance, the DNA polymerase always synthesises the newly replicated
strand in the 5’ → 3’ direction (Fig. 2.3).

DNA strands complementarity (base-pairing) imposes that the number of adenine and
thymine (resp. guanine and cytosine) are identical when considering the two DNA
strands, which is also known as Chargaff first parity rule [71]. Now supposing a model of
mutations where we have the same mutational and repair mechanisms on the two strands
(no strand bias conditions) it results that the substitutional rates are equal on the two
strands and in turn that the asymptotic compositions of the two DNA strands are on
average equal [73, 74, 81]. For example, noting (1) and (2) the two DNA strands, having
the same substitutional rate thus implies that [T](1) = [T](2). From the first parity rule
[T](2) = [A](1), which result in [T](1) = [A](1) (parity rule 2 for A/T composition) [71, 72].
In the same manner, parity rule 2 for G and C gives [G](1) = [C](1), under no strand bias
conditions. This parity rule 2 is valid when considering long genomic portions (complete
chromosome) (data not shown). In order to analyse possible deviations to parity rule 2
along small regions, compositional skews STA and SGC have been defined as:

STA =
nT − nA

nT + nA

, SGC =
nG − nC

nG + nC

, (2.1)

where nA, nC, nG and nT are respectively the numbers of A, C, G and T in the analysed
sequence window. Because of the observed correlation between the TA and GC skews [39,
40, 82], the total skew S defined as:

S = STA + SGC, (2.2)

was mainly considered. From the skew profiles STA(n), SGC(n) and S(n), obtained along
the sequences in 1 kb windows, where n is the position (in kb units) from the origin, the
skew DNA walks are computed as the cumulative skew profiles:

ΣTA(n) =
n
∑

j=1

STA(j), ΣGC(n) =
n
∑

j=1

SGC(j), (2.3)

and

Σ(n) =
n
∑

j=1

S(j). (2.4)

If locally the numbers of As and Ts (or of Gs and Cs) are equal, we have STA = 0
(SGC = 0) and S = 0. However, nuclear processes break the no strand bias hypothesis
leading to asymmetries in the nucleotides composition (STA 6= 0, SGC 6= 0, S 6= 0). Note
that, in pluricellular organisms, mutations responsible for the observed biases occur in
germline cells only.

2.1.1.2 Transcription-associated strand compositional asymmetry

Transcription (Fig. 2.2) is a biological process important for the usage of the genetic
information, it is the first step of gene expression. It consists in copying a particular
segment of DNA into RNA by the RNA polymerase enzyme. RNA is similar to DNA
with the replacement of thymines T by uracils U and usage of alternative sugar in the
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backbone. Transcription proceeds in the following steps: RNA polymerase binds to DNA
promoter and creates a transcription bubble, by separating the two DNA strands. The
RNA polymerase synthesises the messenger RNA in the 5’ → 3’ direction by base-pairing
using the complementary strand as a template. The RNA polymerase therefore progresses
in the 3’ → 5’ direction on the template strand [83]. RNA sugar-phosphate backbone
forms with the assistance from DNA polymerase. Hydrogen bonds of the untwisted
RNA-DNA helix break, freeing the newly synthesised RNA strand. The coding strand
and the transcribed strand undergo different mutational and repair events that gener-
ate strand asymmetry [84–89]. During transcription, the coding strand is transiently in a
single-stranded state (ssDNA), while the transcribed strand is protected by the RNA poly-
merase. The coding strand is possibly more exposed to mutagenic lesions [84, 88–90] than
the transcribed strand. It has also been proposed that repair mechanisms [84, 87, 89, 91]
could generate strand asymmetries. A mechanism known as transcription-coupled repair
(TCR) [83], associated with the passage of RNA polymerase, preferentially repairs to-
wards the coding strand [92].

Asymmetries of substitution rates coupled to transcription have been first observed in
prokaryotes [86, 93, 94]. In the human genome, excess of T was observed in a set of
gene introns [95] and some large-scale asymmetry was observed in human sequences but
they were attributed to replication [96]. A comparative analysis of mammalian sequences
demonstrated a transcription-coupled excess of G+T over A+C in the coding strand [87].
In contrast to the substitution biases observed in bacteria presenting an excess of (C→T)
transitions, these asymmetries are characterised by an excess of purine (A→G) transi-
tions relatively to pyrimidine (T→C) transitions. These might be a by-product of the
transcription-coupled repair mechanism acting on uncorrected substitution errors dur-
ing replication [92]. Genome-scale analyses of gene sequences have definitely established
the existence of transcription-coupled nucleotide biases in human and other eukaryotes
[82, 97]. The comparison of the overall STA and SGC skew profiles (Equation (2.1)) [82, 97]
in transcribed regions to those in the neighbouring intergenic sequences showed at the 5’
gene extremities, a sharp transition of both skews from about zero values in the inter-
genic regions to finite positive values in transcribed regions ranging between 4 and 6%
for STA and between 3 and 5% for SGC. At the gene 3’- extremities, the TA and GC
skews also exhibit transitions from significantly large values in transcribed regions to very
small values in untranscribed regions. However, in comparison to the steep transitions
observed at 5’- ends, the 3’- end profiles present a slightly smoother transition pattern
extending over ∼ 5 kb and including regions downstream of the 3’- end likely reflecting
the fact that transcription continues to some extent downstream of the polyadenylation
site [82, 97] .

Z A gene is defined as sense (+) gene if its coding sequence is on the reference strand,
and as antisense (−) gene if its coding sequence is on the complementary strand. For a
sense (+) gene the reference strand is the coding strand and the complementary strand is
the transcribed strand. For an antisense (−) gene we have the opposite situation. There-
fore the gene orientation (±) is a crucial parameter of transcription-associated strand
asymmetry. Another crucial parameter is the transcription rate, which reflects how many
times a gene has been transcribed during a cell cycle. Indeed, in mouse it was shown
that transcription-associated compositional asymmetry was specifically correlated to the
transcription rate in the germline [42].
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2.1.1.3 Replication-coupled strand compositional asymmetry

In their 1953 announcement of the DNA double helix structure, Watson and Crick [79]
stated “It has not escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have postulated im-
mediately suggests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic material”. Indeed when
separated, each strand of the DNA can be a template to assemble a new complementary
strand, thus producing two identical DNA molecules. This is how replication proceeds:
when a cell divides, the genome of the mother cell is duplicated and one copy is trans-
mitted to each of the two daughter cells. The DNA replication is semi-conservative
(Fig. 2.3): each daughter cell inherits a DNA strand of the mother cell, which has served
as a template for the DNA polymerase to synthesise the complementary strand [83]. At
a replication origin (Fig. 2.4 (a)), the DNA double helix is opened, and two divergent
replication forks replicate the DNA one on each side of the replication origin, creating
a “replication bubble”. Each replication fork is composed of two DNA polymerases that
replicate separately the two parental strands. The DNA polymerases always synthesise
the new strand in the 5′ → 3′ direction progressing on the parental strand in the 3′ → 5′

direction. Due to the anti-parallel polarities of the parental strands, one strand is syn-
thesised continuously (the leading strand) and the other one discontinuously (the lagging
strand). The parental strand oriented in the 3′ → 5′ direction as seen by the replication
fork (the leading strand template) is replicated continuously by the DNA polymerase,
producing continuously the synthesised leading strand in the 5′ → 3′ direction. On the
parental strand oriented in the 5′ → 3′ direction as seen by the replication fork (the
lagging strand template), the DNA polymerase synthesises discontinuously small nascent
strands, called Okazaki fragments, in the 5′ → 3′ direction, progressing in the 3′ → 5′

direction on the parental strand, opposite to the global replication fork movement. Repli-
cation could induce strand asymmetries by several means [84, 85, 98–100]. For instance
the leading strand, when it serves as a template for the lagging synthesis of the comple-
mentary strand, is transiently in ssDNA, where it could be more exposed to mutagenic
lesions [84, 85].

We next briefly review the studies about replication-associated skews in prokaryotes be-
fore presenting the results for eukaryotes.

The analysis of replication-associated strand asymmetries was first performed in bacterial
genomes [74, 85, 98, 101, 102]. In bacteria, the spatio-temporal replication programme is
particularly simple (Fig. 2.4). The replication origin is defined by a consensus sequence,
therefore, replication always initiates at the same genomic locus (O in Fig. 2.4 (b)), two
divergent forks then replicate the DNA until they meet at the replication terminus (T
in Fig. 2.4 (b)). As illustrated in Figure 2.4 (b and c) for the GC skew, the GC and
TA skews abruptly switch sign (over few kb) from negative to positive values at the
replication origin and in the opposite direction from positive to negative values at the
replication terminus. This step-like profile is characteristic of the replicon model [103].
In Bacillus subtilis, as in most bacteria, the leading (resp. lagging) strand (Fig. 2.4(a))
is generally richer (resp. poorer) in G than in C (Fig. 2.4(b)), and to a lesser extent
in T than in A. This typical pattern is particularly clear when plotting the cumulated
skews ΣGC (Fig. 2.4(c)) and ΣTA (Equation (2.3)); both present decreasing (or increas-
ing) profiles in regions situated 5’ (or 3’) to the origin, displaying a characteristic ∨-shape
pointing to the replication origin position (similarly a characteristic ∧-shape is observed
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Figure 2.4. The replicon model.
(a) Schematic representation of the
divergent bi-directional progression of
the two replication forks from the repli-
cation origin (Fig. 2.3). (b) SGC cal-
culated in 1 kb windows along the
genomic sequence of Bacillus sub-
tilis. (c) Cumulated skew ΣGC (Equa-
tion (2.3)). The vertical lines corre-
spond respectively to the replication
origin (O) and termination (T) posi-
tions. In (b) and (c), red (resp. blue)
points correspond to (+) (resp. (-))
genes that have the same (opposite)
orientation than the sequence.

at the terminus position). The research of ∨ patterns in the cumulated skews has been
extensively used as a strategy to detect the position of the (unique) replication origin
in (generally circular) bacterial genomes [85, 98, 101, 102]. It is noteworthy that genes
present a remarkable organisation around the replication origin of Bacillus subtilis. As
shown in Figures 2.4(b) and 2.4(c), we observe that most of the (+) (resp. (-)) genes are
preferentially on the right (resp. left) of the replication origin. This has suggested that
the replication forks progression is co-oriented with transcription, as to minimize the risk
of frontal collision between DNA and RNA polymerases [104–107].

The spatio-temporal replication programme in eukaryotes is much more complex. In
eukaryotic cells, the cell cycle is divided into 4 consecutive phases. Cell division occurs
during mitosis (M) phase. The rest of the cell cycle, called interphase is subdivided in
G1, S and G2 phases. Cells grow continuously during the interphase, doubling in size and
preparing for next division. Yet, DNA duplication occurs only during S phase. Repli-
cation is initiated at a number of replication origins (∼ 50 000 in human genome [69])
and propagates until two converging forks collide at a terminus of replication (Fig. 2.3),
initiation sites fire at different times during S-phase. The genomic positions and firing
times of the initiation sites change from one cell cycle to another. During G1 phase the
Origin Recognition Complex (ORC) binds to DNA. The binding of ORC is followed by
the recruitment of several proteins including the helicase MCM (minichromosome main-
tenance). These proteins form the pre-replication complex (pre-RC) that constitutes a
potential replication origin that may be activated during S-phase. In fact, there are more
pre-RC deposited on DNA than actively needed during the S-phase. The subsequent
activation of the pre-RC during S-phase leads to the recruitment of DNA polymerase
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Repeat masked position (kb)

TOP1

Figure 2.5. Skew S profiles along human genome fragments. (a) Fragment of human
chromosome 20 including the TOP1 origin, a known origin (red vertical line). (b) Fragment
of human chromosome 4. Vertical lines correspond to selected putative origins; yellow lines
are linear fits of the S values between successive putative origins. Black, intergenic regions;
red, (+) genes; blue, (-) genes. Note the fully intergenic regions upstream of TOP1. Skew
profiles were calculated in 1 kb windows of the repeated masked sequence resulting in a
shortening of the sequence length by a factor of ∼ 2. Adapted from [40].

and other proteins necessary to DNA synthesis. The activation of different replication
origins occurs at diverse moments of the S phase and is not deterministic [69, 108–112].
It was proposed that pre-RC activation could be triggered by the activation of neigh-
bouring replication origins [69, 70]. Also, the activation depends on the neighbouring
transcriptional activity and on the local chromatin structure [109–112]. In eukaryotes,
the leading and lagging strands are presumably synthesised by two distinct DNA poly-
merases [113]. Strand asymmetries could result from the different error spectra of the
two DNA polymerases [100]. Several studies have failed to show compositional biases re-
lated to replication, and analysis of nucleotide substitutions in the region of the β-globin
replication origin in primates did not support the existence of mutational bias between
the leading and the lagging strands [101, 114, 115]. Other studies have led to rather
opposite results. For instance, strand asymmetries associated with replication have been
observed in the subtelomeric regions of S. cerevisiae chromosomes, supporting the exis-
tence of replication-coupled asymmetric mutational pressure in this organism [116]. As
illustrated in Figure 2.5 (a) for human TOP1 replication origin, it has been argued that
most of the 9 human replication origins known at the time of the study correspond to
rather sharp (over several kb) transitions from negative to positive S skew values [39, 40].
This is reminiscent of the behaviour observed in Figure 2.4 for Bacillus subtilis. Accord-
ing to the gene environment, the amplitude of the jump observed in the skew profiles
can be more or less important and its position more or less localised (from a few kb
to a few tens of kb). Indeed, it was previously mentioned that transcription generates
positive TA and GC skews on the coding strand [41, 46, 82, 97, 117], which explains
that larger jumps are observed when genes are on the leading strand so that replication
and transcription biases add to each other. However, the observation that the skews in
intergenic regions on both sides of the replication origins shift from negative to positive,
suggests that there exists mutational pressure associated with replication, contributing
to the mean compositional biases [40] (Fig. 2.5 (a)). Note that the value of the skew
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Figure 2.6. Model of “factory roof” skew profiles. (a) N-shaped replication-associated
skew profile. (b) Transcription-associated skew profile showing positive square blocks at
(+) gene positions and negative square blocks at (-) gene positions. (c) Superimposition of
the replication- and transcription-associated skew profiles producing the final factory-roof
pattern that defines “N-domains”. Adapted from [40].

could vary from one origin to another, possibly reflecting different initiation efficiencies.
As shown in Figure 2.5, sharp upward jumps, similar to the ones observed for the known
replication origins, exist at many other locations along the human chromosomes. This
observation led to the development of an upward jump detection methodology based on
the wavelet-transform microscope [39, 40] (See Appendix A, Section A.1). When applying
this wavelet-based method to the 22 human autosomes, retaining as putative replication
origins upward jumps with an amplitude much larger than the one induced by transcrip-
tion at the TSS [39, 40], a set of 1012 putative replication origins was detected.

Z Overall, the detection of sharp upward jumps in the skew profiles with characteristics
similar to those of experimentally determined replication origins and with no downward
counterpart, provided further support for the existence of replication-associated strand
asymmetries in human chromosomes, and led to the identification of numerous putative
replication origins active in germline cells.

2.1.2 Skew N-domains as replication domains in the germline

Another striking feature observed along the skew profiles (Fig. 2.5), is the sharp linear
decrease of the S profile between the putative replication origins. This pattern has been
named “factory roof” profile (Fig. 2.6) [39–41, 46, 118]. Note that there exists extreme
variability in the distance between two successive upward jumps, from spacing ∼100-
200 kb up to ∼2-3 Mb [39, 40]. But what is important to notice is that some of these
segments between two successive skew upward jumps are entirely intergenic (Fig. 2.5(a)),
clearly suggesting that the observed peculiar N-shape skew profile is characteristic of a
strand bias resulting solely from replication [40, 41, 46, 118].
Hence, it has been suggested that the overall factory roof profile observed in mammalian
genomes actually results from the superposition of two patterns (Fig. 2.6) [41, 46]. One
decreases steadily from the 5’ to the 3’ direction and would be attributable to replication
in germline cells (Fig. 2.6(a)). To explain this replication-associated N-shaped pattern, a
model in which replication first initiates at origins located at the borders of the N-shaped
skew profile domain, followed by successive activations of secondary origins as replication
progresses toward the center of this domain has been proposed [46]. It has been argued
that the linear decline of the skew would reflect a progressive change in the proportion of
center- and border-oriented forks that itself would reveal the dynamic pattern with which
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secondary initiations would occur within the domain. The other pattern would result from
transcription-associated strand asymmetries generating square-like profiles corresponding
to (+) and (-) genes (Fig. 2.6(b)). When the two profiles are superimposed, this leads to
the factory roof pattern (Fig. 2.6(c)) [41, 46]. Because the typical gene size (∼30 kb) is
much smaller than the characteristic distance between two adjacent putative replication
origins, these replication domains were qualified as “N-domains” [41, 46] in regards of
their overall qualitative N-shape.

Z The analysis of the skew profiles [46] with a wavelet-based method (Appendix A,
Section A.3), led to a database of 663 mega-base sized N-domains∗ whose skew profile
displays a N-shape (Fig. 2.5) bordered by 1062 putative replication origins spanning 33.8%
of the genome. The size of these domains ranges from ∼200 kb to 2.8 Mb with a mean
length L̄ =1.9 Mb. 78% of the 1062 putative replication origins are intergenic and are
located near to a gene promoter [46]. When investigating the large scale organisation of
human genes with respect to replication, it has been shown that gene orientation and gene
expression are not randomly distributed relatively to these domains [41, 50]. Around
N-domain borders, genes are abundant and broadly expressed, and their transcription is
co-oriented with replication fork progression. These features weaken progressively with
the distance from N-domain borders. At the center of N-domains, genes are rare and
expressed in few tissues. It was proposed that this specific organisation results from
the constraints of accommodating the replication and transcription initiation processes
at the chromatin level. Indeed, the mapping of experimental and numerical chromatin
mark data in replication N-domains [51], showed that around most of the N-domain bor-
ders that replicate early in the S phase, there exist regions of a few hundred kb wide
that are hypersensitive to DNase cleavage, that are hypomethylated and that present
a significant enrichment in genomic energy barriers that impair nucleosome formation.
This suggests that the replication initiation zones at N-domain borders are specified by
an open chromatin structure favoured by the DNA sequence.

2.1.3 Experimental characterisation of the human replication
programme

For years, progress in elucidating the mechanisms underlying replication initiation and its
coupling to transcriptional activity and local chromatin structure has been hampered by
the small number (approximately 30) of well-established origins in the human genome and
more generally in mammalian genomes. In this section, we review recent experimental
developments allowing better description of the replication programme in mammals.

2.1.3.1 Mapping replication origins

One might naturally think that it is easy to map replication origins because it could
simply be specified by a sequence motif, allowing the initiator protein of replication to
recognise it easily. However, as reviewed in [120], mapping replication origins is chal-
lenging in mammalian cells where the origin recognition complex (ORC) does not exhibit
sequence specificity (as in budding yeast). Actually, ORCs may bound to different sites in

∗The coordinates of the 678 human N-domains for assembly NCBI35/hg17 were obtained from the
authors [46] and mapped using LiftOver to hg18 coordinates. We kept only the 663 N-domains that had
the same size after conversion.
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Replication bubble: can be trapped in gelling agarose

Okazaki fragments: 
50–350 bp genome-wide

Small nascent leading strands: 
800–1,500 bp from origin

RNA primer: λ exonuclease resistant Replication fork: 
can be arrested 
close to sites 
of initiation

Single-stranded DNA:
labelled by primer
extension

Figure 2.7. How can one find replication origins? Summary of the unique nucleic
acid features found near origins of replication. When cells that have been synchronized
before the onset of S phase initiate replication in the presence of replication fork inhibitors,
replication forks are arrested close to sites of initiation so that any DNA synthesized must
be close to origins. The sites where forks are arrested consist of primed templates that
can be labelled at the sites of arrest by extension. The leading strands of DNA synthesis
quickly become larger than Okazaki fragments and can be isolated as small single-stranded
molecules that can be verified to be nascent either by metabolic labelling or by virtue of
the fact that nascent strands have small stretches of RNA at their 5’ ends that render them
resistant to λ exonuclease. Finally, the physical structure of replication origins shortly after
initiation is that of a bubble structure, which can be trapped in gelling agarose. Adapted
from [119].

different cells, ORCs do not reveal origin efficiency or timing, some ORCs may not func-
tion as origins, and initiation may occur remotely from the ORC binding site. However,
some hallmarks of replication initiation (summarised in Figure 2.7), have been exploited
to map origins as reviewed in [119].

Cells can be synchronised and made to enter S-phase in the presence of a replication
fork inhibitor resulting in the accumulation of nascent strands within a few kilobase of
early firing origins. Replicated sequences can be detected by their twofold copy num-
ber [121, 122] or by labelling the nascent strands with tagged nucleotide precursors either
before fork arrest [123–127] or after primer extension of the arrested forks [128, 129].
These methods of trapping the earliest replicated DNA by replication fork arrest has been
applied at genome scale in budding [126–128] and fission [121, 124, 125] yeasts and re-
cently in D. melanogaster [123]. Note that these methods are limited to mapping origins
that fire very early in S-phase; actually replication fork arrest triggers a checkpoint re-
sponse that inhibits origins that would normally fire later in S-phase [130].

Alternatively, in recent studies, small nascent leading strands (SNSs) were purified. In
fact, there are two leading strands emanating bidirectionally from origins, and their 5’
ends define the site of initiation (Fig. 2.7). Denaturing genomic DNA from proliferating
cells releases single-stranded nascent DNA, which can be fractionated by size to identify
strands closer to the origin. Moreover, nascent strands from asynchronous cells derive
from all origins firing throughout S-phase, and their relative abundance should be a direct
reflection of their efficiency of firing within a population of cells. This method has been
applied to map replication origins genome-wide in different eukaryotic organisms includ-
ing Arabidopsis thaliana [131], Drosophila [132], mouse [132, 133] and human [134–139].
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Another approach to discover replication origins consist in trapping replication bub-
bles [140–142]. In this technique, restriction fragments containing replication bubbles
are retarded in their mobility on a gel by allowing the gel matrix to form through the
circular replication bubble. Trapped bubble-containing restriction fragments are recov-
ered from the gel and can be coupled with DNA microarrays or genomic sequencing to
identify bubble-containing restriction fragments genome wide.

Altogether, these studies led to identify from few tens of origins (32 in [134]) up to
59 185 in [138], 72 812 in [142] and recently around 100 000 in [139]. Despite some incon-
sistencies or poor concordance between certain of these studies [119, 143], some general
trends have emerged confirming the correlation of origin specification with transcriptional
organisation [119, 144]. The replication origins identified so far are strongly associated
with annotated promoters and seem to be enriched in transcription factor binding sites
[135, 136], in CpG islands [132, 133, 135, 139] and in G-quadruplex [132, 138, 139].

2.1.3.2 Mean Replication Timing

An alternative and more robust way to characterise the replication programme is to
estimate the relative order in which DNA segments replicate in a cell population re-
sulting in replication timing profiles. A wealth of genome-wide replication timing data
is available for several eukaryotic organisms ranging from yeast [145], to plants [146], to
Drosophila [110], to mouse [37, 38, 147, 148], and to human [35–38, 139, 149–151]. Recent
genome-wide replication timing data have been collected in several human cell types [35–
38, 139, 149–151], which enables to study changes in the replication programme across
differentiation. Current technology is not able to measure the spatio-temporal replica-
tion programme in one cell. The characterisation of replication timing is done on a large
population of cells (tens of millions). The availability of robust methodologies to analyse
the DNA replication programme when averaging over large population of cells somewhat
contrasts with the extreme difficulty to experimentally delineate individual replication
origins [119, 152, 153]. Figure 2.8 illustrates the two most common classes of methods
used to assess replication timing: isolation of newly replicated DNA (Fig. 2.8 a) and DNA
content approaches (Fig. 2.8 b).

• DNA content approaches: This method (Fig 2.8 b) relies on analysing the
number of copies of each locus to know if it has been replicated or not. For example,
when comparing DNA content in S phase and G1, early replicating loci present a
S/G1 DNA content ratio close to 2 whereas this ratio is close to 1 for late replicating
loci, whatever the length of S phase. This method has been applied first, for human
genome at a 1 Mb resolution [35], then at a 100 kb resolution for human chromosome
6 [150], and further extended genome-wide via high throughput sequencing in [36],
and more recently in [139] allowing generation of genome-wide allele-specific timing
profiles.

• Isolation of newly synthesised DNA (Repli-seq): In this method (Fig 2.8
a), a large population of cells, is temporarily cultivated in presence of BrdU which
is a modified nucleotide. Cells in S-phase incorporate BrdU in place of thymine
in newly synthesised DNA which becomes identifiable. In order to label cells at a
specific time slot in the S-phase, the cell culture needs to be tightly synchronised.
Synchronisation can be done by either whole culture synchronisation or isolation of
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Figure 2.8. Two major technologies to measure replication timing. (a) Isolation
of newly replicated DNA at various time points during S phase. The newly replicated
DNA is labeled by BrdU and isolated by immunoprecipitation or density fractionation.
(b) Replication timing is measured by the changes in DNA content. In an unsynchronized
culture, the DNA content of a region decreases with its replication timing: early replicating
regions are present in two copies in most of S phase cells, whereas late replicating regions
are present in only one copy in most cells. DNA is harvested from S phase cells and from
G1 phase cells and the DNA content of each region is compared. Adapted from [154].

cells at a certain stage of the cell cycle, usually by florescence-activated cell sorting
(FACS). The cell population can be classified into 2, 4 or 6 bins (6 bins for the
example in Figure 2.9), labelled G1b, S1, S2, S3, S4, G2, [151]). In the original
study [155], cells were only classified in 2 classes: early or late replicating. This
method with only 2 classes can not distinguish 2 early replicating regions. This
limitation has been overcome by sorting additional fractions of the S-phase leading
to 4 and 6 bins. After, this sorting, the newly synthesised DNA is sequenced and
mapped on the genome. For each bin, the density of tags is computed genome wide.
This method was first applied in Drosophila [110], in mouse [37, 38, 147, 148], and
in human [37, 38, 149, 151].

In this manuscript, we use data from [149, 151]. To efficiently summarise the information
contained in the six temporal bins, the data were normalised as described in [44]. For a
given cell line and for each S-phase fraction the tag densities were computed in 100 kb
windows and following the authors of [151] the tag densities were normalised to the same
genome-wide sequence tag counts for each fraction, and a second normalisation was per-
formed so that at each position, the sum over S-phase fractions be one. To filter out the
noise that bias the mean replication timing profile estimate (Fig. 2.9 A), it was noticed
that the genome-wide distribution of the normalised tag density (Fig. 2.9 D) presents
a mode at 0.01 < m < 0.08 and a long tail up to 1. For each S-phase fraction, 4m
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Figure 2.9. Establishment of the mean replication timing (MRT). (A) Normalized
tag densities on a 25 Mb long fragment of chromosome 10, for the GM06990 cell line, and
the corresponding computed MRT (white line). (B) “Denoised” normalized tag densities
on the same genomic fragment and the corresponding MRT (white line). In (A) and
(B) the tag densities for each S-phase fraction (G1-G2) are color coded using the color
map situated at the top. (C) Comparison of the MRT computed on the normalized tag
densities (cyan line) and the MRT computed on the “denoised” normalized tag densities
(blue line), on the same genomic fragment. (D) Probability density function (P.d.f.) of the
genome-wide distribution of the normalized tag densities for each S-phase fraction from
G1 to G2 from bottom to top (black histogram). The mode m of the distribution is given
by the red bar, the threshold 4m used for denoising is given by the green bar. Adapted
from [44].

was subtracted from the tag density and resulting negative values were set to 0. Finally,
each genomic position was re-normalised by the sum over S-phase fractions. The mean
replication timing profile computed on these denoised tag densities superimposes on the
original one but is much less noisy (Fig. 2.9 C).

Z The MRT data have been extensively analysed in relation to transcriptional activity,
chromatin state and genomic features like gene density and GC content. In metazoan,
significant correlations have been observed between early replicating loci and regions pre-
senting a strong transcriptional activity, an open chromatin state, a high gene density or
a GC rich nucleotide composition [35, 36, 110, 150, 151, 156–158]. Replication timing pro-
files have also been used to delineate replication domains along chromosomes. The widely
adopted point of view is to look for constant timing regions (CTRs) using segmentation
algorithms like those developed to analyse variation in genome copy number (array CGH)
[35, 147, 153, 157, 159, 160]. Alternatively, timing transition regions (TTRs) have been
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extracted from replication timing profiles directly by looking for long regions of constant
slope [36]. In both cases, these segmentations implicitly assume a crude dichotomous
nature of replication domains. CTRs are interpreted as regions of coordinated origin
firings and the intervening TTRs as origin-less regions replicated by the unidirectional
progression of a single fork [36, 147, 157].

2.1.3.3 Experimental data corroborate replication origin predictions: N-
domains are active replication domains in the germline

Examining the average timing profiles computed from Repli-Seq data [149, 151] for 5 cell
types including one embryonic stem cell line (BG02), a fibroblast cell line (BJ), a lym-
phoblastoid cell line (GM06990), and an erythroid cell line (K562), it was observed that
they all present numerous peaks pointing towards early replication timing (See Fig. 2.10
for BG02, GM06990 and K562 cell lines) [47]. The regions at the tip of the peaks are
on average replicated earlier than their surrounding regions and thus harbor replication
initiation zones highly active in the corresponding cell types. In the 11.4 Mb region anal-
ysed in Figure 2.10, a strong correspondence was observed between the germline putative
replication origins at N-domain borders and the initiation zones pointed to by the timing
peaks. Figure 2.10 shows a strong conservation of timing peak location between cell lines
in this region. In order to perform a systematic comparison between these loci containing
conserved replication origins and N-domain borders, a multi-scale methodology for the
detection of peaks along timing profiles was developed (Appendix A, Section A.4). For
the 5 considered cell lines, timing peaks were detected: 706 in GM06990, 795 in K562,
981 in BJ, 1556 in HeLa and 1690 in BG02 [161]. When comparing the observed distri-
bution of distances of the N-domain borders to the closest timing peak to the expected
distribution for uniformly distributed borders, a significant excess of short distances (.
175 kb) was observed. Considering that N-domain borders and timing peaks coincide if
they are within 100 kb from each other, 57% of N-domain borders were associated to an
active replication region in at least one of the considered cell lines [161]. These results
provided a quantitative evidence for the co-localisation of N-domain borders with the
active initiation zones at MRT peaks in different cell lines and support the idea of the
interpretation of skew N-domains (Fig. 2.10) as independent replication units in germline
cells.

2.1.4 Megabase-sized gradients of replication fork-polarity: To-
wards a cascade model of replication initiations

Replication generates strand asymmetries by discriminating a leading and a lagging
strand. Strand asymmetry is defined relatively to the reference strand for which we
have the DNA sequence. A replication fork is defined as sense (+) fork if it “moves”
in the 5′ → 3′ direction seen from the reference strand, and as antisense (−) fork if it
“moves” in the opposite 3′ → 5′ direction. In other words, a sense (+) fork comes from
a replication origin that fired upstream (5′ direction of the reference strand), whereas
an antisense (−) fork comes from a replication origin that fired downstream (3′ direc-
tion of the reference strand). During the S-phase, each locus is replicated once and only
once [162], and it is either replicated by a sense or an antisense fork. Over cell cycles,
the locus x will be replicated by a proportion p(±)(x) of (±) forks. As the proportions
of sense and antisense forks always sum up to one, only the difference of proportions is
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Figure 2.10. Comparing skew S and mean replication timing (MRT). (A) S profile
(Equation (2.2)) along a 11.4 Mb long fragment of human chromosome 10 that contains
6 skew N-domains (horizontal black bars) bordered by 7 putative replication origins O1 to
O7. Each dot corresponds to the skew calculated for a window of 1 kb of repeat-masked
sequence. The colors correspond to intergenic (black), (+) genes (red) and (−) genes
(blue). (B) Corresponding cumulative skew profile Σ obtained by cumulative addition of
S−values along the sequence (Equation (2.4)). (C) MRT profiles from early, 0 to late, 1
for BG02 (green), K562 (red) and GM06990 (blue) cell lines. (D) Correlations between S
and dMRT/dx, in BG02 (100 kb windows) along the 22 human autosomes; colors as in
(A). (E) Average dMRT/dx profiles (± SEM) in the 663 skew N-domains after rescaling
their length L to unity; colors as in (C). Adapted from [44].
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relevant. This difference defines the replication fork polarity:

p(x) = p(+)(x) − p(−)(x). (2.5)

We define the replication fork polarity for a locus x, but it can be equally defined for
a genomic region. When the replication fork polarity p = +1 (resp. p = −1), the ge-
nomic region only undergoes leading (resp. lagging) strand synthesis, hence the strand
asymmetry due to replication is maximal in such regions. Between these two extreme
cases, the replication fork polarity can take values in the whole interval [−1, 1]. When
the replication fork polarity p = 0, there is as many leading and lagging strand synthe-
sis, and consequently there is no strand asymmetry due to replication in these regions.
To establish the existence of replication domains associated with replication fork polar-
ity gradients, we first recall the relations between replication fork polarity, nucleotide
compositional skew and derivative of the replication timing profile.

2.1.4.1 Linking fork polarity to nucleotide compositional skew

In bacteria, the compositional skew is piecewise constant changing sign at the replication
origin and termination positions This step-like skew profile mirrors the opposite orienta-
tions of the two divergent replication forks starting from the replication origin and meeting
at the replication terminus (Section 2.1.1.3, Fig. 2.4). This property illustrates the exis-
tence of a general relationship between replication-associated compositional asymmetries
and the average replication fork orientation. Using the formalism of Markov processes,
it was demonstrated [44, 48, 49] that replication-associated asymmetries between the
substitution rates of the two DNA strands induce, in the limit of small asymmetries, a
nucleotide compositional skew SR proportional to the replication fork polarity:

SR(x) ∼ p(x). (2.6)

According to Equation (2.6), the observed linear decrease of the skew S in N-domains from
positive (5’ end) to negative (3’ end) values likely reflects the progressive linear decrease
of the replication fork polarity with a change of sign in the middle of the skew N-domains.
These results provide strong support to the interpretation of skew N-domains (Fig. 2.6)
as independent replication units in germline cells delimited by well positioned replication
origins and presenting an overall gradient of the average replication fork orientation.

2.1.4.2 Replication fork polarity and replication timing data

In this section, linking replication fork polarity to MRT allows to bring another evidence
of the organisation of DNA duplication in replication domains. In [44], it was shown
that the replication fork polarity is related to MRT, under the central hypotheses that
the replication fork velocity v is constant and that replication is bidirectional from each
origin Oi. In fact, for a given cell cycle, let n be the number of activated origins, x1 <
· · · < xn their positions along the genome and t1, · · · , tn their initiation times. Then
the configuration C = O1 · · ·On = (x1, t1) · · · (xn, tn) (where and when the origins of
replication fire during the S-phase) completely specifies the spatio-temporal replication
programme (Fig. 2.11) [163, 164]. Let Ti be the termination locus where the fork coming
from Oi meets the fork coming from Oi+1 whose space-time coordinates (yi, ui) are:

and
yi = 1

2
[(xi+1 + xi) + v(ti+1 − ti)],

ui = 1
2
[(ti+1 + ti) + (xi+1 − xi)/v],

(2.7)
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Figure 2.11. Modelling the spatio-
temporal replication programme in a
single cell. (A) Replication timing
r(x), (B) replication fork polarity p(x)
(Eq. (2.5)) and (C) spatial location of repli-
cation origins (upward arrows) and termi-
nation sites (downward arrows). Oi =
(xi, ti) corresponds to the origin i posi-
tioned at location xi and firing at time
ti. Fork coming from Oi meets the fork
coming from Oi+1 at termination site Ti
with space-time coordinates (yi, ui) given
in Eq. (2.7). Note that one can deduce
the fork polarity in B (resp. origin and ter-
mination site locations in C) by simply tak-
ing successive derivatives of the timing pro-
file in A (Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10)). The
fundamental hypothesis is that the repli-
cation fork velocity v is constant. Adapted
from [43].

then the replication timing profile r(x) and replication fork polarity p(x) (Eq. (2.5))
around origin Oi (x ∈ [yi−1, yi]) are given by (Fig. 2.11):

r(x) = ti + |x− xi|/v and p(x) = sign(x− xi). (2.8)

Finally, using the Dirac function δ to represent origin locations δ(x−xi) and termination
sites δ(x− yi) (Fig. 2.11(c)), the following fundamental relationships were obtained:

v
d

dx
r(x) = p(x), (2.9)

v
d2

dx2
r(x) =

d

dx
p(x) = 2

(

∑

i

δ(x− xi) −
∑

i

δ(x− yi)

)

. (2.10)

In other words, we can extract, up to a multiplicative constant, the fork polarity p(x)
(Fig. 2.11(b)) and the location of origins and termination sites (Fig. 2.11(c)) by sim-
ply taking successive derivative (Equations (2.9) and (2.10)) of the timing profile r(x)
(Fig. 2.11(a)). Finally, the above results can be rewritten for application to experi-
mental replication data obtained from a large number of cells (millions), from which
only population statistics can be derived with a finite spatial resolution of tens of kb or
more [36–38, 149–151]. Since taking the spatial derivative commutes with statistical and
spatial average, one gets:

d

dx
MRT(x) =

1
v

〈p(x)〉Cells,∆x , (2.11)

d2

dx2
MRT(x) =

2
v

(

NOri
Cells,∆x(x) −NTer

Cells,∆x(x)
)

, (2.12)

where MRT(x) = 〈r(x)〉Cells,∆x, 〈.〉Cells,∆x stands for the average over many cells and
over the spatial resolution ∆x and NOri

Cells,∆x(x) (resp. NTer
Cells,∆x(x)) is the number of ori-

gins (resp. termination sites) per unit length averaged over many cells and the spatial
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coordinate. Note that when replication fork speed is inhomogeneous with fork speed fluc-
tuations that do not depend on the replication timing nor on the spatial coordinate then
Equations (2.11) and (2.12) remain valid with v standing for the average replication speed.

Replication fork polarity provides a direct link between the skew S and the derivative
of the MRT (Equations (2.6) and (2.9)). This link between skew profiles and the MRT
data raised the issue whether the replication domains observed in germline cells as skew
N-domains correspond to a mode of replication that also exists in different cell types.

To test this relationship, the MRT profiles of seven somatic cell lines (one embryonic
stem cell, three lymphoblastoid, a fibroblast, an erythroid and HeLa cell lines) were
used as a substitute to germline MRT [149, 151]. First the skew S was correlated with
dMRT/dx, in the BG02 embryonic stem cells, over the 22 human autosomes (Fig. 2.10
D). The significant correlations observed in intergenic (R = 0.40, P < 10−16), genic (+)
(R = 0.34, P < 10−16) and genic (−) (R = 0.33, P < 10−16) regions are representative of
the correlations observed in the other 6 cell lines [44]. These correlations are as impor-
tant as those obtained between the dMRT/dx profiles in different cell lines [44], as well
as those previously reported between the replication timing data themselves [37, 38, 151].
The correlations between S and dMRT/dx are even stronger when focusing on the 663
skew N-domains. The correlations obtained in intergenic regions (R = 0.45 ± 0.06) are
recovered to a large extent in genic regions (R = 0.34 ± 0.03) where the transcription-
associated skew ST was hypothesised to superimpose to the replication-associated skew
SR [41, 45, 46]. Further evidence of this link between S and dMRT/dx was obtained
when averaging, for the different cell lines, the dMRT/dx profiles inside the 663 skew
N-domains after rescaling their length to unity (Fig. 2.10 E). These mean profiles are
shaped as a N, suggesting that some properties of the germline replication programme
associated with the pattern of replication fork polarity are shared by somatic cells [44].

ZApparent speed of replication: If from cell to cell, a region R is systemati-
cally replicated by one fork moving across the region with a specified direction then
|〈p(x)〉Cells,R| = 1 and the derivative of the timing profile along the region (Eq. (2.11)) is
an estimate of the inverse of the fork speed. We can thus define the local apparent speed
of replication vapp i.e., the speed of a single replication fork reproducing the same slope
of the timing profile, as the inverse of d

dx
MRT(x). This definition clarifies the status of

the MRT gradients. Rewriting Eq. (2.11), we get vapp,R = v/〈p(x)〉Cells,R showing that
the sign of the apparent replication speed indicates the predominant direction of replica-
tion progression and that, in flat domains of uniform MRT (infinite apparent replication
speed), forks move equally in both directions.

2.1.4.3 Replication timing U-domains are replication domains robustly ob-
served in different cell types

According to Equations (2.6) and (2.11), the integration of the skew S is expected to gen-
erate a profile rather similar to the MRT profile. In segments of linearly changing skew,
the integrated S function is thus expected to show a parabolic profile. The integrated S
function when estimated by the cumulative skew Σ (Equation (2.4), Fig. 2.10 B) along N-
domains of a 11.4 Mb long fragment of human chromosome 10, indeed displays a U-shaped
(parabolic) profile likely corresponding the MRT profile in the germline. Remarkably, the
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6 N-domains effectively correspond to successive genome regions where the MRT in the
BG02 embryonic stem cells is U-shaped (Fig. 2.10 C). The 7 putative initiation zones (O1

to O7) corresponding to upward S-jumps (Fig. 2.10 A), co-locate (up to the ∼ 100 kb
resolution) with MRT local extrema which indicates that they are also highly active in
BG02. These initiation zones can present cell specificity as exemplified by the putative
replication origin O5 which is inactive (or late) in both the K562 erythroid and GM06990
lymphoblastoid cell lines (Fig. 2.10 C) resulting in domain “consolidation” [148]. Two
neighbouring U-domains ([O4, O5] and [O5, O6]) in BG02 merged into a larger U-domain
in the K562 and GM06990 cell lines. Note that the other 3 N-domains ([O1, O2],[O2, O3],
and [O6, O7]) are MRT U-domains common to BG02, K562 and GM06990. To detect
U-domains in MRT profiles at genome scale, a wavelet-based method (Appendix A, Sec-
tion A.5) was developed which allowed to identify in 10 human cell lines (Table 2.1 show
the analyzed data) from 664 (TL010) up to 1534 (BG02) U-domains of mean size ranging
from 0.97 Mb (HeLa R2) up to 1.62 Mb (TL010) and covering from 40.40% (TL010) to
63.06% (BG02) of the genome (Table 2.2). Interestingly, for each cell line, the average
MRT profile of U-domains has an expected parabolic shape representative of individual
U-domains. Inside the U-domains, the derivative dMRT/dx is N-shaped like the skew
profile inside N-domains. When rescaling the size of each U-domains to unity for a given
cell line, these profiles superimpose onto a common N-shaped curve well approximated
by the average dMRT/dx profile (Fig. 2.10 E).

Overall it was observed that (i) MRT U-domains are robustly observed in all cell lines,
covering ∼ 50% of the human genome, (ii) about half of the U-domains in one cell line
is shared by at least another cell line (from 38.4% to 61%) and (iii) this is also true for
the skew N-domains (50.2%) that likely correspond to MRT U-domains in the germline.
However about half of the genome that is covered by U-domains in fact corresponds to
regions of high replication timing plasticity where replication domains may (i) reorgan-
ise according to the so-called “consolidation” scenario (Fig. 2.10), (ii) experience some
boundary shift and (iii) emerge in a late replicating region as previously observed in the
mouse genome during differentiation [148].

ZA cascade model of initiations along replication domains: To sum up, it
appears that the organisation of replication into mega-based sized replication fork po-
larity gradients along about half of the human genome is a general characteristic of the
average spatio-temporal replication programme in the germline (N-domains) as well as in
different cell lines where MRT profiles were analysed (U-domains) (7 cell lines were anal-
ysed in [44]). Moreover, the analysis of replication kinetics questions the reported absence
of replication origins within timing transition regions [36, 147, 157] and rather suggests
a mode of replication by sequential activation of origins along these regions [70]. Taking
into account that replication domain borders correspond to ∼ 200 kb wide regions of open
chromatin (See [51] for N-domain borders and the corresponding analysis for U-domain
borders in [44]), a model of the spatio-temporal replication programme was proposed
where replication first initiates at “master” origins in the open chromatin environment
at MRT domain borders, followed by successive activations of secondary origins within
replication domains according to the observed U-shaped timing profile [42, 44, 51, 69, 70].
One possible mechanism for this is that secondary origins are remotely activated by the
approach of a center oriented fork. This “saltatory transmission” of origin activation
could explain why replication progress from replication domain borders much faster (3-5
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Cell line Cell Type Replicates Accession Reference
BG02 Embryonic stem cell 1 NCBI SRA website SPR 0013933 [151]
IMR90 Foetal lung fibroblast 1 ENCODE wgEncodeUWRepliSeq [165]

BJ Skin fibroblast 2 NCBI SRA website SPR 0013933 [151]
GM06990 Lymphoblastoid 1 NCBI SRA website SPR 0013933 [151]
GM12878 Lymphoblastoid 1 ENCODE wgEncodeUWRepliSeq [165]

TL010 Lymphoblastoid 1 NCBI SRA website SPR 0013933 [151]
H0287 Lymphoblastoid 1 NCBI SRA website SPR 0013933 [151]
K562 Myelogenous leukemia (blood cancer) 1 NCBI SRA website SPR 0013933 [151]
HeLa Cervical carcinoma (cervical cancer) 2 NCBI SRA website SPR 0013933 [151]

HeLaS3 Derived from HeLa 1 ENCODE wgEncodeUWRepliSeq [165]
MCF7 Mammary gland (breast cancer) 1 ENCODE wgEncodeUWRepliSeq [165]

Table 2.1. Mean replication timing analysed data. First column indicates the cell
line in wich the MRT is available, the second column is the cell type to which a cell line
belongs, the third column is the number of available replicates, the forth column is the
accession number under wich the data are available and the last column is the reference
to the original paper.

BG02 IMR90 BJ (R1) BJ (R2) GM06990 GM12878 TL010 H0287 K562 HeLaS3 HeLa (R1) HeLa (R2) MCF7
N 1534 1135 1150 1247 882 825 664 828 876 1388 1422 1498 891
L 1.09 1.28 1.19 1.15 1.52 1.58 1.62 1.57 1.42 1.13 1.06 0.97 1.38
C 63.06 54.81 51.52 54.18 50.41 48.40 40.40 48.80 46.96 58.89 56.75 54.52 46.16

Table 2.2. Characteristics of replication domains. Number (N) of detected MRT
U-domains, their mean length (L) and their genome coverage (C) in each of the analysed
cell lines.

times) than the known speed of single fork obtained by DNA combing technique [70]. The
dynamic pattern with which secondary initiations occur governs the progressive change in
the proportion of center- and border- oriented forks that is revealed by skew N-domains
and replication U-domains. These results question to which extent chromatin state in-
fluences fork progression and secondary initiations and whether outside of replication
domains, the genome replicates according to a similar or completely different set of rules.

2.2 Human genome replication proceeds through 4
chromatin states

2.2.1 Genomic DNA codes for open chromatin around replica-
tion skew domain borders

The complex formed by DNA and the proteins attached to it is named chromatin. DNA
wraps around a bead-like structure formed by an octamer of proteins called histones.
DNA turns about twice around each octamer [3, 166, 167]. The complex formed by the
DNA and the eight histones is called nucleosome. Each canonical nucleosome contains
147 bp of DNA. Histones are the most prevalent proteins in chromatin. There are four
types of histones: H3, H4, H2A, and H2B. H3 and H4 associate together to form a dimer;
two dimers of H3-H4 associate to form a tetramer which is, in turn, surrounded by two
dimers of H2A and H2B. Histones carry chromatin marks that convey a lot of functional
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information by two mechanisms. First, one of the canonical histones can be replaced by
a histone variant†. This replacement slightly modifies the nucleosome structure and its
function. For instance, transcriptionally active regions are enriched in H3.3 and H2AZ
variants instead of H3 and H2A, respectively. Second, histones are formed of a globular
part that constitues the nucleosome core and a flexible “tail” that reaches outside toward
the nuclear enviroment. These tails carry diverse covalent modifications that have a func-
tional meaning. There is a specific notation to indicate modifications: H3K9ac means
that a histone H3 carries a modification on its ninth amino-acid and that the modi-
fication is acetylation. Histone modifications can make chromatin looser (acetylation
modifications) or can serve as an anchor to regulatory proteins. For instance, H3K27me3
is used as a docking station by the Polycomb Repressive Complex PRC1 that silences
developmental genes‡. Other diverse proteins are associated to DNA. Some are needed
to transcibe active genes (transcription factors), some repair and replicate DNA, some
repress genes by compacting the chromatin and others modify histones. For example, the
families of proteins that add and remove acetyl groups to histone tails are named HAT
(Histone Acetyl Transferase) and HDAC (Histone DeACetylase). There is also a class of
proteins that move nucleosomes along DNA or eject them called chromatin remodellers.
Finally, there is a class of proteins that organise the fourth layer of chromatin, namely
its three dimensional folding (cohesin and CTCF for example) [169].

Recently, the development of new techniques, in particular chromatin immunoprecip-
itation (ChIP) followed by massive parallel sequencing (ChIP-seq) [170], has enabled
genome-wide analysis of many chromatin marks such as histone modifications, histone
variant incorporation as well as of various DNA-binding proteins [171]. These techniques
have been extensively applied to various eukaryotic genomes, from budding yeast [172],
to plants [173, 174], fly [175, 176], mouse [171, 177] and human [171, 177, 178], and have
led to significant progress in our understanding of the chromatin landscape and of its
impact on gene regulation, replication origin specification and cell differentiation.

Genome-wide investigation of chromatin architecture has revealed that, at large scales
(from 100 kb to 1 Mb), regions enriched in open chromatin fibers correlate with regions
of high gene density [179]; whereas, at small scales (<1 kb), DNA accessibility, nucleo-
some distribution and modifications are important determinant for transcriptional activ-
ity [180–184]. Moreover, there is a growing body of evidence that transcription factors
are regulators of origin activation (reviewed in [185]). In this context, it has been asked
to which extent the remarkable genome organisation observed around N-domain borders
is mediated by particular chromatin structure favorable to specification of early replica-
tion origins [41]. Historically, genome-wide availibility of DNase I hypersensitive (HS)
sites [184] provided the opportunity to study open chromatin in relation to the observed
nucleosome-depleted regions [180–184] that look very similar to the nucleosome-free re-
gions (NFRs) previously observed at yeast promoters [186, 187]. Mapping chromatin
mark data in the replication N-domains showed a significant enrichment around the bor-
ders with a decrease towards the domain center [51]. A significant subset of N-domain
borders were shown to correspond to particular open chromatin regions, permissive to
transcription. From the demonstration that there is an excess of NFRs at N-domain bor-

†Proteins are formed by a chain of molecular units called amino-acids. Histone variants have the
same amino-acid sequence as the canonical histone up to a few substitutions.

‡For a complete summary on diverse histone modifications see [168].
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ders, it has been suggested that these putative replication origins have been imprinted in
the DNA sequence during evolution [51]. Similarly when mapping open chromatin marks
inside replication U-domains, it has been recently shown that these domains are bordered
by early replication initiation zones likely specified by ∼ 200 kb wide region of accessible,
open chromatin permissive to transcription [44].

2.2.2 Few chromatin states sum up chromatin complexity

Statistical analyses of multivariate epigenetic data sets have shown that this huge com-
binatorial complexity can be reduced to a surprisingly small number of predominant
chromatin states with shared features namely four in Arabidopsis thaliana [188], five in
Caenorhabditis elegans [189] and four [20] or five [190] in Drosophila. In human, the
application of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [191] as well as the implementation of
adapted pattern-finding algorithm, have confirmed that distinct epigenetic modifications
often exist in well-defined combinations corresponding to different genomic elements like
promoters, enhancers, exons, repeated sequences and/or to distinct modes of regulation
of gene expression (transcribed, silenced and poised) [191–193]. A recent study [194] of
chromatin mark maps across nine different human cell types has ultimately identified
fifteen main chromatin types which is a relatively limited number of epigenetic states
but probably not the optimal complexity reduction one may achieve in human and more
generally in mammalian genomes. The analysis of a wide set of chromatin regulators that
add, remove or bind histone modifications reported in [195], is a very encouraging step
in this direction since six major groups or modules of chromatin regulators were shown
to encompass the combinatorial complexity and to be associated with distinct genomic
features and chromatin environments.

In the following, we review the result of a recent study of the host team [53, 54], based
on an integrative analysis of eleven genome-wide chromatin marks profiles at 100 kb res-
olution of mean replication timing (MRT) data. This study identified four major groups
of chromatin marks with shared features. This study used principal component analysis
(PCA)§ [15] and classical clustering [52] to investigate relationships between genome-
wide distributions of nine histone modifications, one histone variant and one DNA bind-
ing protein at a 100 kb resolution in five sommatic cell types including an immature
myeloid cell line (K562), a monocyte cell line (Monocd14ro1746), a lymphoblastoid cell
line (GM12878), a mammary epithelial cell line (Hmec), an adult dermal fibroblast cell
line (Nhdfad) and an ESC cell line (H1 ES). Note that when comparing chromatin state
organisation to MRT data, MRT profiles in the human embryonic stem cell line BG02
(resp. fibroblast IMR90) were used as surrogate profiles in H1 ES (resp. Nhdfad).

The matrix resulting from the computation of the Spearman correlation coefficient¶ of
each mark with the others is reproduced in Figure 2.12 as a heatmap after having reor-
ganised rows and columns with a hierarchical clustering based on Spearman correlation
distance. The correlation matrices obtained for the five somatic cell lines strongly ressem-
ble to each other (data only shown for Nhdfad bottom pannel of Figure 2.12) while the

§PCA [15] is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of
observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal
components.

¶Spearman correlation coefficient [15] is a nonparametric measure of statistical dependence between
two variables whose relationship can be described by a monotonic function. A perfect Spearman corre-
lation of +1 or -1 occurs when each of the variables is a perfect monotone function of the other.
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pluripotent H1 ES cell line showed a different correlation structure between epigenetic
marks (Fig. 2.12, top pannel) [54]. In the epigenetic mark matrices obtained for Nhd-
fad (Figure 2.12, bottom panel), all histone modifications that are known to be involved
in transcription positive regulation, namely H3K4me1, H3K4me2, H3K4me3, H3K27ac,
H3K36me3, H3k79me2 and H4K20me1, form a block that also includes the histone variant
H2AZ and the transcription factor CTCF, meaning that all these marks are all correlated
with each other and are likely to occupy similar regions in the genome [183, 194]. In fact,
two lines are clearly apart in all correlation matrices as illustrated on the hierarchical
clustering dendrogram (Figure 2.12, bottom panel). They correspond to the repressive
chromatin marks H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 that are respectively associated with the so-
called facultative and constitutive heterochromatins [53]. These two marks are recognized
by the chromodomains of polycomb (Pc) proteins and heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1)
respectively, components of distinct gene silencing mechanisms which may explain that
they are anti-correlated with each other. While H3K9me3 behaves quite independently if
not anticorrelated with most of the active chromatin marks (except for GM12878 where
some positive correlations were observed), H3K27me3 correlates to some of them in a cell
line dependent fashion but more systematically to CTCF and H4K20me1 (Figure 2.12,
bottom panel). Taking advantage of the consistency between the epigenetic mark corre-
lations in the five differentiated cell lines and to reduce the dimensionally of the data,
principal component analysis (PCA) was applied on the “shared” epigenetic space ‖. Four
principal components accounted for 86% of the total set variance and the data showed
meanigful patterns along them. Thus four chromatin states were identified and labeled
with a color [53, 54]. The correlation matrix obtained for the same 11 epigenetic mark
profiles of the pluripotent H1 ES cell line (Figure 2.12, top panel) displays important
differences from the ones previously obtained for differentiated cell lines. Among others,
let us mention the repressive polycomb-associated mark H3K27me3 which now strongly
correlates with most of the active marks including H3K4me3 as the probable signature of
bivalent ESC chromatin [183, 196–200]. Also the histone variant H2AZ that now corre-
lates as much with both the repressive marks H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 as with some of
the active marks, which is likely an indication of the specific highly dynamic and accessi-
ble chromatin of pluripotent cells [171, 183, 196–198, 201]. When reproducing PCA and
clustering analysis on the H1 ES epigenetic data, again four PCs were enough to account
for 86% of the total variance, and thus one could still reduce the ESC epigenetic complex-
ity to four chromatin states but, as described below, these chromatin states are distinct
from the ones delineated in sommatic cells confirming that ESCs and differentiated cells
have different epigenomes [171, 177, 183, 196, 197, 201].

2.2.3 Epigenetic content of prevalent states in ESCs vs differ-
entiated cells

The four prevalent chromatin states so identified in the five differentiated cell lines [54] are
quite similar to the ones found in K562 in a preliminary study [53] (see also [198]). C1 is a
gene rich transcriptionally active euchromatin state enriched in the histone modifications
involved in transcription positive regulation, namely H3K4me1, H1K4me2, H3K4me3,
H3K27ac, H3K36me3, H3K79me2 and H4K20me1, as well as in the histone variant H2AZ
whose binding level was shown to correlate with gene activity in human [183]. C2 is a

‖For the five differentiated cell lines a shared epigenetic space was created by concatenating all the
100 kb epigenetic profiles of the same mark [54].
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Figure 2.12. Spearman correlation matrix between epigenetic marks in H1 ES (top)
and Nhdfad (bottom) cell lines. For each cell line, the Spearman correlation is computed
over all 100 kb non overlapping windows with a valid score. Spearman correlation value
is color coded using the colormap shown on the left. Lines for the epigenetic marks were
reorganised by a hierarchical ordering using Spearman correlation distance as illustrated
by the dendograms on the right of the corresponding matrices. This ordering implies that
highly correlated epigenetic marks are close to each other. Reproduced from [54].
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polycomb (Pc) repressed chromatin state [183, 202] notably associated with the histone
modification H3K27me3. This epigenetic mark is recognised by the chromodomains of Pc
that is known to induce gene silencing in the so called facultative heterochromatin [171,
183, 197, 198]. C3 can be compared to the “null” or “black” silent heterochromatin regions
devoid of chromatin marks previously found in Arabidopsis [188] and Drosophila [20, 190].
C4 corresponds to a gene-poor constitutive heterochromatin state [183, 202] with all C4
100 kb loci containing the repressive mark H3K9me3 associated with the heterochromatin
protein 1 (HP1). Note that the transcription factor CTCF that is known to establish
chromatin boundaries to prevent the spreading of heterochromatin into transcriptionally
active regions [169, 203] was found in C1 and to a lesser extent in C2. Prevalent chromatin
states in pluripotent H1 ES cell line (EC1, EC2, EC3, EC4) are different even though they
display some similarities with the above described differentiated chromatin states (C1, C2,
C3, C4) [54]. Again among these four prevalent states, only one is transcriptionally active
and three are silent. The first one is a gene rich euchromatin that contains all the active
modification marks considered and is shared by pluripotent (EC1) and differentiated
(C1) cells as well as the “unmarked” states EC3 and C3 that correspond to a silent
state not enriched in any available epigenetic mark. The two other chromatin states
bear more differences than similarities as the signature of the global accessible character
of pluripotent chromatin [197, 198]. Almost all EC2 loci were found, like C2 loci, to be
marked by H3K27me3 which is deposited by polycomb complex PRC2 and then enhanced
PRC1 targeting [204, 205]. Consistently, EC2 is enriched in a subunit EZH2 of PRC2
containing a SET domain that acts on H3K27 as a methyltransferase, confirming the
polycomb activity of this state. The additional observation that, relatively to EC1, EC2
contains more active mark H3K4me3 than C2 relatively to C1, is an indication of bivalent
heterochromatin associated with bivalent genes [183, 196–200]. EC1, EC2 being the most
genic chromatin states in ESCs, they both contain CTCF, as previously observed in
differentiated chromatin states C1, C2, but EC2 is more enriched (via the bivalent genes)
than C2 and vice versa for EC1 and C1. But, the most striking difference concerns
the pluripotent state EC4 whose epigenetic content is qualitatively and quantitatively
different from the one of C4. As compared to C4, EC4 contains significantly less HP1-
associated heterochromatin mark H3K9me3 concomitant with an important excess in the
histone variant H2AZ. In contrast to its local positioning, mainly at gene promoters,
in EC1, EC2 and C1, C2, and its scarsity in C4, H2AZ known to be associated with
nucleosome exchange and remodeling [172, 183, 206, 207] is broadly distributed in EC4
likely contributing to the highly dynamic properties of pluripotent chromatin and its
refractory character to HP1-associated constitutive heterochromatin extension [171, 183,
197, 198, 207]. This interpretation was further strengthened by the observation that
unlike C4, EC4 is enriched in CTCF which besides its insulator properties [169, 203], is
also known to mediate long-range intra- and inter- chromosomal interactions [18, 208–
212]. The fact that H2AZ was also found to be broadly distributed in the bivalent state
EC2 containing bivalent genes confirmed that the polycomb repressed state C2 resulted
from the spreading of H3K27me3 in differentiated cells [171, 183, 197, 198, 207].

2.2.4 Replication timing of chromatin states

As compared to previous integrative analyses of epigenetic data mainly performed at a
few kb scale characteristic of gene promoters [20, 188–190], the results reported in this
section were obtained, on purpose, at a much larger scale 100 kb allowing a direct com-
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Figure 2.13. MRT and GC distributions in the four prevalent chromatin states. For
pluripotent H1 ES cell line: EC1 (light pink), EC2 (light orange), EC3 (light green), EC4
(light blue), and for three differentiated cell lines (K562, GM12878, Nhdfad): C1 (pink),
C2 (orange), C3 (green), C4 (blue). First row: Boxplots of MRT computed in 100 kb non-
overlapping windows per chromatin state. Replication data in BG02, GM06990 and BJ
were used as surrogates of replication data in H1 ES, GM12878 and Nhdfad, respectively.
Second row: Boxplots of GC content computed in 100 kb non-overlapping windows per
chromatin state. Adapted from Julienne et al. [54].

parison with MRT data [53, 54]. (We refer the reader to Ref. [213] for a complementary
study of the coherence between promoter activity and large-scale chromatin enviroment.)
This comparison was very instructive since it revealed the existence of a strong correla-
tion between the four prevalent chromatin states and the MRT, and this for both the
pluripotent (H1 ES) and the differentiated (K562, GM12878, Nhdfaf) cell lines (Fig. 2.13)
[53, 54]. The transcriptionally active euchromatin states EC1 and C1 replicate early in
the S-phase in agreement with previous studies of open chromatin marks in human and
mouse [36, 38, 147, 151, 157, 214]. The pluripotent bivalent EC2 state and the differ-
entiated polycomb repressed C2 facultative heterochromatin state both replicate slightly
later in mid-S phase as recently confirmed by the sequencing of nascent DNA strands
synthetized at replication origins in human [138]. Note that this result contrasts with
previous observation that at a few kb scale, the repressive chromatin mark H3K27me3 in-
deed highly correlates to late replication [38]. The silenced unmarked EC3 and C3 states
as well as the pluripotent chromatin states EC4 prepared to heterochromatization and
the HP1-associated heterochromatin state C4 all replicate much latter up to the end of
S-phase. Interestingly, whereas (EC1, C1) and (EC2, C2) have a clearly different MRT,
they have almost the same high mean GC content as expected for gene-rich states in
high GC isochores (Fig. 2.13) [215–219]. In contrast, a definite correlation between MRT
and mean GC content was observed for the late replicating chromatin states: when C3
replicates before C4 (K562, Nhdfad), C3 has a higher GC content and vice-versa when
C3 (EC3) replicates after C4 (EC4) (GM12878, H1 ES)) (Fig. 2.13). As emphasized
by Julienne et al. [54], there is however a major difference between MRT of pluripotent
and differentiated cell lines. EC4 exhibits a much wider MRT distribution than C4 with
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a non-negligible proportion of early replicating (MRT<0.5) 100 kb loci, namely 35.7%
(H1ES) as compared to 5.5% (K562), 19.2% (GM12878) and 4.2% (Nhdfad). This is the
confirmation of the highly dynamic character of pluripotent chromatin states that are
sufficiently accessible and open to enable origin firing and early replication. In that re-
spect, the “master” replication origins firing early in EC4 chromatin state at U/N-domain
borders specific to H1 ES, were shown to play a fundamental role in the loss of pluripo-
tency and lineage commitment [54]. The discussion of chromatin states repartition inside
replication domains is reported to Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.3).

2.3 A dichotomic view of the topological and func-
tional nuclear organisation

The DNA of eukaryotic cells is enclosed in the cell nucleus. Generally, eukaryotes have
their genome organised in several separated chromosomes. Yet, even in separated chro-
mosomes, the length of the longest DNA molecule in eukaryotic genomes far exceeds the
diameter of the cell nucleus which is on average 5 µm for mammalian cells. For instance
the longest human chromosome∗∗ of 280 Mb, which is almost 8.5 cm in length [83]. The
length of eukaryotic genomes implies two contradictory imperatives [42]. The genome
must be condensed in such a way that it fits inside the nucleus while being highly or-
ganised and accessible so that every nuclear function (e.g. replication, transcription) can
take place efficiently. This high degree of organisation coupled to a tight compaction is
obtained by the association of DNA with proteins, e.g. CTCF proteins form DNA loops
that have various regulatory effects [169].

The most obvious level of organisation is the so-called chromosomes territories [1]. Fur-
thermore, chromatin has a specific spatial distribution in the nucleus: active regions are
at the center and gene deserts are attached to the nucleus periphery with lamina fibers
[171]. Moreover, besides linear features of chromatin such as chromatin states (discussed
in the previous section), DNA replication has been related to the 3D organisation of the
nucleus. It seems that replication starts at the center of the nucleus and goes towards
the periphery. During this progression, it can reorganise the 3D distribution of histone
marks [202]. The replication occurs at discrete foci in the nucleus according to a specific
spatio-temporal organisation [220, 221]. Throughout the S phase, new replication foci
de novo assemble immediately next to the previously active ones [222–225], and a sub-
stantial segregation between early- and late-replicated loci has been observed [226–229].
In addition, from the observation that thousands of replication forks are only found in
hundreds of discrete BrdU-labeled foci, it has been proposed that DNA sequences repli-
cating at the same time could gather [5, 7, 226, 230–233], possibly through the anchoring
of giant chromatin loops on the nuclear skeleton. Yet, details of chromatin folding was
not accessible until recently with the emergence of chromatin conformation capture (3C)
methodologies [234] as powerful strategies to analyze in detail the long-range folding of
chromatin. In the following, we briefly recall the different levels of chromatin organisation
and present the 3C methodologies allowing to assess the meso-scale structuration of the
nucleus.

∗∗The longest human chromosome is chromosome 1. Human chromosomes are numbered from the
longest to the shortest.
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Figure 2.14. The organisation of DNA
within the chromatin structure. The
finest level of organisation is the nucleo-
some, in which two superhelical turns of
DNA (a total of ∼ 150 base pairs) are
wound around the outside of a histone oc-
tamer. Nucleosomes are connected to one
another by short stretches of linker DNA. At
the next level of organisation, the string of
nucleosomes is folded into a fibre of about
30 nm in diameter, and this fibre is then fur-
ther folded into higher-order structures. At
structural levels larger than the nucleosome,
and lower than the mitotic chromosomes,
the details of folding are still uncertain (see
section 2.4). (Redrawn from Ref. [235], and
originally from Ref. [2]).

2.3.1 Hierarchical organisation of eukaryotic chromatin

Inside each human cell are two copies of the genome containing more than 3 billion base
pairs. Fitting that much DNA in a tiny cell nucleus requires DNA compaction. The
organised compaction must be highly dynamic. Indeed, the compaction fold is 10000
during mitosis (chromosome must be tightly condensed to enable their proper distribution
between the two daughter cells) and “only” 300 in interphase††. This high degree of
organisation coupled to a tight compaction is obtained by the association of DNA with
proteins (chromatin). Chromatin is organised in successive layers of folding of increasing
scale that are depicted in Fig. 2.14 [2]. Each layer has its functional relevance and carries
regulatory informations [42]. As illustrated in Fig. 2.14, the packaging actually takes
place at a number of scales:

• The DNA wraps around histone octamers to form the nucleosome (described in
Section 2.2) leading to a "beads on string" fiber approximately 10 nanometers in
width. The beads-on-string structure in turn coils into a 30-nm-diameter fiber that
packs the nucleosomes more closely together.

• During cellular interphase, the 30-nm fibers is folded into higher-order loop struc-
ture to obtain a more compact structure that fits within the nucleus.

• During cell division, the chromatin is radically packed and condensed to form the
metaphase chromosome as they are observed in karyotypes.

††The compaction fold is the ratio of actual end to end length of the chromosome in the nucleus over
the length of the chromosome DNA laid out as a perfect DNA double helix.
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Figure 2.15. Schematic view of 3C and its derived methods. Initial common steps:
cross-link and fragmentation followed by more specific manipulations depending on the
method (see text for details) [236, 237].

Hence, DNA organisation in the nucleus is hierarchical. However, if the 10 nm fiber has
been observed and well described, the 30 nm fiber and the higher-order loop structures
are not well understood [236].

2.3.2 Probing the 3D nuclear meso-scale structuration using
chromatin conformation capture methodologies

Recent development of chromosome conformation capture (3C) technology [234] and its
high-throughput extensions, 4C (circular 3C) [238, 239], 5C (3C carbon copy) [240], and
Hi-C (high-throuput 3C) [14], and methods combining 3C and ChIP (chromatin immuno-
precipitation): ChIP-Loop (also called ChIP-3C) [241] and ChIA-PET (ChIP analyses
by paired end tag sequencing) [241] has opened new perspectives in the study of DNA
interactions. These techniques provide quantitative measurements of the interaction fre-
quency between two selected loci (3C and ChIP-Loop), a selected loci and the rest of the
genome (4C), multiple selected loci (5C) and genome-wide pairs of loci (Hi-C and ChIA-
PET). These methods capture genome-wide contacts on the mega-base or even the tens
of kilobase scales, and thus offer the opportunity to understand higher-order structures
closing the gap between the atomic and chromosomal resolutions. In the following, we
review briefly these experimental procedures. For more details on the 3C technologies,
the interested reader is reffered to [236, 237].

The 3C technique consists in five steps (Fig. 2.15) [234]: The initial steps of 3C con-
sist in fixing the DNA (cross-linking) using a fixative agent (formaldehyde is the most
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Figure 2.16. Hi-C data. (A) Hi-C contact map of the long arm of chromosome 14
showing intra-chromosome interactions. Each pixel represents all the interactions between
two 1 Mb loci; intensity correspond to the total number of reads (Tick marks appear each
10 Mb). (B) The observed/expected ratio matrix shows loci with either more (red) or
less (blue) interactions than would be expected, given their genomic distance (the ratio
range from 0.2 to 5). (C) Probability of contact decreases as a function of genomic
distance on chromosome 1 (reaching a plateau at ∼ 90 Mb). Interchromosomal contacts
(dashed lines) differs for different pairs of chromosomes. Interchromosomal interactions
are depleted relatively to intrachromosomal interactions. Adapted from [14].

common). This fixation gives a snapshot of the in vivo interactions within chromatin.
This is followed by cutting the DNA with a restriction enzyme such as HindIII and NcoI
used for most human datasets. These two enzymes recognise 6 bp which sets the intrinsic
resolution of the method. The third step is to ligate in diluted conditions to promote
ligation between cross-linked fragments instead of random fragments, so that two distal
DNA loci brought together by chromatin looping are more likely to be ligated. With
high temperature, the formed cross-links will reverse, resulting in linear chimeric DNA
fragments with specific restriction ends (known as 3C library). To assess the frequencies
of an interaction of interest, polymerase chain reaction (PCR)‡‡ is used. Hence, for this
method an a priori on the existence of the interaction is needed since their detection
depends on a pair of primers, each corresponding to one partner. This technique is useful
for specific loci of interest but has very limited throughput.

The 4C procedure allows to study the contact between a selected loci of interest and
all the other regions of the genome (Fig. 2.15) [238, 239]. It enables to overcome the 3C
limitation because it characterises all the interactions of one locus (“view-point”) with all
the others. For this, 4C has the same initial steps as the 3C until the reverse cross-link,
then it needs a second restriction digest and circular ligation resulting in small DNA
circles (4C library). The circularised DNA is used as template for inverse PCR. Using
the “view-point” specific primers, result in the amplification of sequences containing this
site, allowing to determine all genomic regions that have been ligated ligated to it.

5C technique is very similar to 3C, starting with cross-linking, fragmentation, liga-
tion and reverse cross-link, followed by ligation mediated amplification and quantilation
(Fig. 2.15) [240]. In fact, a set of multiplex primers connected to two universal primers
are used for the PCR reaction. The PCR products are then sequenced to determine

‡‡PCR is a molecular biology technology used to amplify the quantity of a DNA fragment across
several orders of magnitude, generating thousands to millions of copies of a particular DNA sequence.
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Cell line Cell Type Enzyme Accession Reference
H1 ES Embryonic stem cell HindIII GEO website GSE35156 [16]
IMR90 Foetal lung fibroblast HindIII GEO website GSE35156 [16]

GM06990 Lymphoblastoid HindIII GEO website GSE18199 [14]
GM06990 Lymphoblastoid NcoI GEO website GSE18199 [14]

K562 Myelogenous leukimia (blood cancer) HindIII GEO website GSE18199 [14]
HeLaS3 Derived from HeLa HindIII www.ebi.ac.uk E-MTAB-1948 [243]

Table 2.3. Hi-C analysed data. First column indicates the cell line, the second column
the cell type to which it belongs, the third column the restriction enzyme used in the
experiment, the fourth column is the accession number and the last column is the original
publication reference number.

ligated sequences. Depending on the design of the multiplex primers, this method allow
to capture all the pairwise interactions between many loci simultaneously.

The study of genome-wide chromatin interaction became possible with the Hi-C pro-
cedure (Fig. 2.15) [14]. Hi-C also starts with cross-linking and digestion, but before liga-
tion, the ends are filled with biotine. The resulting ligation products consist of fragments
marked with biotin at the junction which will enable selective purification of chimeric
DNA ligation. Shearing the DNA and selecting the biotin containing fragments with
streptavidin beads, result in the Hi-C library of all the interactions between all pairs of
loci. Then the library is analysed by using massively parallel pair-end sequencing.

3C based-methods can be easily coupled with chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
to build a chromatin. ChIP is carried out after cross-linking and sonification to enrich
for fragments bound by a particular protein of interest. ChIp-Loop is the 3C version of
methods based on ChIP to detect interactions between two selected loci (Fig. 2.15) [241].
ChIA-PET is the genome-wide version of ChIP-Loop, it consists in introducing a linker
sequence in the junction of the two DNA fragments during nuclear proximity ligation to
access the interactions of DNA fragments that are tethered together by protein factors
(Fig. 2.15) [241].

Clearly, these various 3C based technologies offer the possibility to focus the available
sequencing effort to the chromatin interactions of interest depending on the biological
question asked.

In this thesis, we are interested in the characterisation of the genome structuration of
DNA irrespectively to the presence of particular chromatin associated proteins. We thus
take advantage of the availability of Hi-C data [14, 16, 242–245] (Table 2.3) for a global
analysis of contact matrix between all genomic loci in order to extract information about
the 3D structure of the chromatin in human. Figure 2.16 (A) shows an example of Hi-C
data matrix representing the relative frequencies of intra-chromosomal physical interac-
tions between pairs of loci. We mainly focused on intrachromosomal interactions that
are by far the most frequent ones (Fig. 2.16 C) [14]. In this representation, the result of
a 3C is a pixel in the Hi-C matrix, 4C results are lines of the Hi-C matrix and 5C corre-
sponds to intersections of different lines corresponding to loci recognised by the multiplex.
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Hi-C normalisation:

The complicated experimental procedures involved in Hi-C, can induce different biases
and experimental artifacts [246]. Sources of biases in Hi-C interaction counts can be
various [247, 248]:

• Read depth per region: One expects to observe equal read coverage across the
genome since Hi-C is proned to be an unbiased assay of genomic structure. However,
factors such as mappability (ability to map reads uniquely): regions with low level
of unique sequences are usually unmappable and hence underrepresented in the
final interaction reads [248].

• Nucleotide composition of DNA [249, 250]: Fragments with extreme GC content
are underrepresented in the final interaction reads. PCR and/or deep sequencing
introduce additional biases by favouring reads with GC content of about 45% [248].

• The length of restriction fragments: in theory, as the number of positions acces-
sible to fixation along a restriction fragment increase with its size, the interaction
probability should increase linearly with restriction fragment size [248].

• The size of the cross-linked fragment ends: long and short fragments may have
variable ligation efficiencies. Optimal ligation takes place when both cross-linked
fragments have intermediate length [247].

In many cases the effects of such biases may decrease correlation between replicate exper-
iments. Several techniques were developed to limit the introduction of unwanted biases
[247, 248, 251, 252]. After a step of filtering low and high interacting fragments (relatively
to the mean) the different proposed methods consist in the following procedures:

• A probabilistic model for Hi-C contact maps normalization [247]: this integrated
multiplicative probabilistic model amounts to compute the prior probability of con-
tact between two fragments taking into account their mappability, length and GC
content. The algorithm estimates maximum-likelihood model parameters given the
empirical raw contact maps (Fig. 2.16). This approach has been presented as ca-
pable to remove the majority of systematic biases. However, its computation cost
is high.

• HiCNorm via Poisson regression [251]: this method consists in estimating the bias
effects due to length and GC content while fixing the mappability as a Poisson
offset. This approach is similar to the previous one, but with fewer parameters. It
requires less computation power.

• Iterative algorithms [248, 252]: these algorithms consist in normalising rows and
columns iteratively until the Hi-C matrix is symmetric again. For example, Iterative
Correction is a simple parameter free method using the expected frequency of every
pair of regions. It ensures a uniform coverage profile i.e. “equal visibility” of each
locus in the corrected contact map. This approach is widely used because it is
assumed to account for unknown biases.

Z Conclusions we draw from the normalised data in this manuscript do not differ signif-
icantly from the ones drawn with raw data (different results are discussed in the second
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Cell line Not sequenced Low interacting High interacting Total
IMR90 1792 1100 97 2989
H1 ES 1734 1286 20 3040
K562 1732 565 584 2881

GM06990 1730 990 212 2932
HeLaS3 1836 986 130 2952

Table 2.4. Masked data. We remove from the original data (28688 loci) low and high
interacting fragments along with fragments corresponding to not sequenced regions of the
genome. Fixing the thresholds to low = max(0, c̄−2σ), and high = min(0.99L, c̄+2σ),
where c̄ is the mean number of interactions in a matrix and L the chromosome size.

part of this thesis). Along this manuscript, we filter the intrachromosomic data before
any analysis and we remove low and high interacting fragments that are likely to intro-
duce noise. For each considered Hi-C dataset (Table 2.3) and for each chromosome, we
compute the mean c̄ and the standard deviation σ of the total intrachromosomal interac-
tion count per loci ni (sum over the Hi-C matrix line (Fig. 2.16 A)). Using the thresholds
to low = max(0, c̄ − 2σ), and high = min(0.99L, c̄ + 2σ), where L is the chromosome
size (in pixel), we only retain loci where ni ∈ [low, high], removing 10% of the data (6%
correspond to unsequenced fragments, ∼ 2 to 4% correspond to low interacting fragments
and ∼ 2% correspond to high interacting fragments Table 2.4).

2.3.3 Dichotomous compartmentalisation of the nucleus

Meaningful interpretation of this huge amount of Hi-C data depends on effective and
robust statistical analysis. The first step is to create a matrix comparing the observed
number of reads between two loci or bins, to the expected number of reads between these
two bins. The observed interaction matrix is the collection of the numbers of interactions
between each pair of bins from the mapped data (Fig. 2.16 A). The expected number of
interactions between two bins is derived from the experimental data by taking the total
number of observed interactions at a genomic distance s divided by the total number of
possible interaction at distance s across all the chromosomes. The observed interaction
matrix can then be normalised by the expected interaction matrix to generate an Ob-
served/Expected matrix (Fig. 2.16 B).

Examination of Hi-C matrices shows that high interactions occur between close neigh-
bours (high values along the diagonal in Figure 2.16 A). In fact, the frequency of intra-
chromosome interactions decays as a power-law of the distance (Fig. 2.16 C) [14]. Inter-
chromosomes interactions are depleted relatively to intrachromosome contacts; depending
on the pair of chromosomes, interactions can be more or less frequent consistently with
the chromosomes territories observed by FISH [14]. In the pioneering paper on the Hi-C
data [14], the authors looked at the correlation matrix between the ith column and the jth

row of the matrix. When normalising the data for the distance, they saw that loci that
are nearby in space have correlated interaction profiles sharing interacting neighbours.
From the sign of the first eigenvector of the distance normalised Hi-C correlation matrix,
they revealed the existence of 2 compartments. Comparison of those compartments with
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Figure 2.17. Dichotomic view of the topological and functional organisation of the
nucleus. (A) Correlation map of chromosome 14 at a resolution of 100 kb. The principal
component (eigenvector) of the distance normalised Hi-C correlation matrix (bottom)
correlates with the distribution of genes and with features of open chromatin DNAseI,
active H3K36me3 and repressive H3K27me3 marks. The correlation ranges from -1 (blue)
to +1 (red). Adapted from [14]. (B) MRT profile along a 50 Mb fragment of human
chromosome 2. Data shown are average of two replicate hybridisations (dye-swap) for
human embryonic stem cell line BG02. DNA synthesised early vs late during S-phase
was hybridised to an oligonucleotide microarray and the log2 ratio of early/late signal for
each probe (probe spacing 1.1 kb) across the genome was plotted vs the map position
(Section 2.1.3.2). Grey dots represent raw data, blue line represent loess-smoothed data,
red lines correspond to identified early and late CTRs with their boundaries (dotted vertical
lines). (C) First eigenvector of the distance normalised K562 Hi-C correlation matrix (Hi-C
model) and replication timing in different cell lines. Negative values are represented in
yellow and positive values are in blue. (B) and (C) are adapted from [38].

genetic and epigenetic features showed that one compartment correlates with high gene
density, polycomb repression, gene activity and open chromatin while the second one
corresponds to heterochromatic gene deserts (Fig. 2.17 A).
Along side, initial studies of MRT profiles in mouse [147, 148] and human [35, 36] have

revealed the presence of mega-base scale regions with similar timing, called constant tim-
ing regions (CTRs) (Section 2.1.3.2), replicating either early or late in the S-phase by
coordinated activation of multiple origins (Fig. 2.17 B). In good agreement with previ-
ous studies in Drosophila [190, 253], the CTRs present some correlation with epigenetic
modifications [154]. Early CTRs are gene-rich, high GC isochore like regions that tend to
be enriched in open chromatin marks [147, 254]. In contrast late CTRs are gene desert,
low GC isochore-like regions that are mostly associated with repressive heterochromatin
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marks [38, 147].
The comparison of MRT and Hi-C data (sign of the eigenvector of the distance normalised
correlation matrix) [37, 38] (Fig. 2.17 C) suggested a dichotomic picture where early and
late initiation of replication occur in separated nuclear compartments. This suggests the
existence of long-range chromatin interactions between early CTRs and late CTRs but
not between early and late CTRs which appear to be segregated in separated nuclear
compartments of early replicating open chromatin and late replicating closed chromatin.

Note that the representation of intra-chromosomal interaction frequencies in a matrix
form displays a finer level of structuration, characterized by diagonal blocks of length
105-106 bp: the interaction between regions of a same block is of high frequency relatively
to the weaker frequency between regions of different blocks [16]. These blocks are linked
to the functional organisation of the genome. To carry on this research and assess objec-
tively the structure, various approaches have been developed (Chapter 6) [16, 20, 255–
259]. However, the genome structuration expands over a wide range of scales [260] and
is likely to involve nested structures. Only the method proposed in [258] is built in order
to identify areas at different scales of observation. These methods will be detailed in
Chapter 6.

2.3.4 Chromatin states, nuclear compartimentalisation and con-
stant replication timing regions

In this section, we provide the link between the prevalent chromatin states discussed in
Section 2.2.2 and the dichotomic description of the nucleus: early replicating regions are
confined in open and active chromatin while late replicating regions are in close and inac-
tive chromatin. In fact, once mapped to the genome (Fig. 2.18), the organisation of the
four prevalent chromatin states EC1, EC2, EC3 and EC4 in the pluripotent H1 ES cell
line does not differ so much in their genome coverage as also observed for the chromatin
states C1, C2, C3 and C4 in the considered differentiated cell lines (see Table 1 in Ref.
[54]). However, when looking at the length distribution of blocks of adjacent 100 kb loci
in the same chromatin state, whereas EC1, EC2, EC3 and EC4 blocks have similar length
distributions, the HP1-associated heterochromatin state C4 has a block length distribu-
tion that displays a fat tail not observed in the C1, C2 and C3 block length distributions
which explains that, for example, in K562, the mean C4 block length (L̄ = 882kb) is
significantly larger than the mean block length of C1 (L̄ = 327kb), C2 (L̄ = 191kb),
C3 (L̄ = 438kb) [53, 54]. This peculiar length property of C4 blocks is shared by all
differentiated cell lines except GM12878 where C3 blocks are larger (L̄ = 576kb) as com-
pared to C4 blocks (L̄ = 276kb) (see Table 3 in Ref. [54]). Interestingly, as pointed out
in Refs. [53, 54], for all differentiated cell lines as well as for the ESC line H1 ES, the
association of C1+C2 (resp. EC1+EC2) on one side and of C3+C4 (resp. EC3+EC4) on
the other side, results in Mb scale blocks of similar length distributions [53, 54]. These
large blocks (L ≥ 1.5 Mb) of active and inactive chromatins respectively correspond to
early and late CTRs that are well conserved between pluripotent and differentiated cell
lines (Fig. 2.18), the larger the size of the block, the higher the conservation level [54].
The gene rich, high GC C1+C2 (EC1+EC2) chromatin blocks (e.g. from ∼ 72 to 78 Mb
in Fig.2.18), replicate very early in the S phase by the coordinated activation of multiple
origins mainly located in C1 (resp. EC1) active loci whereas C2 (resp. EC2) loci are more
likely replicated passively from forks coming from neighboring C1 (resp. EC1) loci. The
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Figure 2.18. Chromatin state organisation and the dichotomic view. MRT profiles
along a 16 Mb long fragment of human chromosome 11 from top to bottom in H1 ES,
K562, GM12878 and IMR90. Below the MRT profiles are shown the spatial distribution
of EC1, EC2, EC3 and EC4 chromatin state loci in H1 ES (top panel) and of C1, C2,
C3 and C4 chromatin state loci in K562, GM12878 and Nhdfad (bottom panels). The
chromatin state of each 100 kb window is represented using the same color coding as
in Fig. 2.13. EC1+EC2 (resp. C1+C2) blocks are also represented in light pink, and
EC3+EC4 (resp. C3+C4) in light green. At the bottom of the plot, intervals significantly
enriched in H2AZ and CTCF are represented in black; in red (log2(binding ratio)> 0)
and blue (log2(binding ratio)< 0) is also reported, when available, the lamina B1 binding
profile in SHEF-2 (surrogate for H1 ES) and TIG3 (surrogate for IMR90). Chromatin
states, H2AZ and CTCF data in Nhdfad are used as surrogates for IMR90 .
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gene-poor, low GC C3+C4 (EC3+EC4) chromatin blocks (e.g. form ∼ 79 to 82 Mb in
Figs 2.18), on the contrary replicate very late by the almost synchronous firing of multiple
origins. Note that these results are quite consistent with the statistical model of Desprat
et al. [36] where MRT is predicted from the distance to the nearest active promoter. Let
us also emphasize that the largest EC3+EC4 chromatin blocks in H1 ES (Lmax ∼ 5 Mb)
turns out to be significantly shorter than in differentiated cells (Lmax ∼ 12 Mb) [53, 54].
This replication domain consolidation induced by differentiation [44, 147, 148] results
from an early replication initiation zone in ESCs that no longer fires early in somatic
cells leading to the merging of the two neighboring EC3+EC4 chromatin blocks into a
larger C3+C4 chromatin block in the differentiated cell lines (see for instance MRT peak
specific to H1 ES at position ∼ 84 Mb in Figure 2.18).

Z Hence, the combined analysis of genome-wide replication timing data and epigenetic
data has revealed some 1D organisation of the genome into functional domains: early
replicating open and active chromatin vs late replicating close inactive chromatin. This
dichotomic picture correlated with the nucleus compartimentalisation into the structural
A/B compartments.

2.4 From 1D chromatin state organisation in MRT
U-domains to 3D chromatin folding

Even though the DNA sequence may play a role in the positioning of origins [137, 179],
there is no consensus sequence for replication origins in metazoan. Origin positioning is
cell line specific: even if there was a consensus sequence, an additional regulation mecha-
nism would be needed [179]. Therefore, mechanisms that position and control the time of
firing of origins must be epigenetic and linked to chromatin structure [144, 261–265]. In
other words, there is a clear interest to study the relationship between DNA replication,
the 3D chromatin interaction patterns, and genome-wide epigenetic mark distributions.
The organisation of the human genome into replication U/N-domains covering about half
of the genome provides us with an original point of view to unify the interplay between
replication, transcription, epigenetic modifications and nuclear organisation (Section 2.1).
“Master” replication initiation zones (MaOris) at U/N-domains border are major actors
in the spatio-temporal replication programme [51, 69, 70], acting as insulating regions
between chromatin domains of independent expression and duplication [44, 51]. More-
over the U/N-domain borders are significantly enriched in the insulator binding protein
CTCF [44] which has been suggested to contribute to the formation of chromosomal hubs
of interactions across chromosomes [210]; they thus play a central role in the genome’s 3D
architecture. Therefore, it is interesting to address to which extent a tertiary chromatin-
structure counterpart to these functional replication U/N-domains exists.

The original structural partitioning of the chromosomes into A/B compartments de-
rived from intra-chromosomal Hi-C interactions used distance normalised Hi-C data
(Section 2.3.3) [14] giving as much weight to the very-distant interactions (over tens
of mega-bases) as to the more local contacts (below few mega-bases), despite the fact
that the latter are the most frequent ones (Fig. 2.16 C). Analysis of Hi-C data at higher
resolution allowed the identification of blocks of high interactions along the diagonal,
the so-called Topologically Associated Domains (TADs; discussed in Chapter 6) [16, 21].
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Figure 2.19. Are replication U-domains structural units of Hi-C matrix? See next
page.
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Figure 2.19. Are replication U-domains structural units of Hi-C matrix? (A) MRT
profile from K562 cell line along a 12.8 Mb fragment of human chromosome 10; the vertical
lines correspond to the borders of 4 detected replication timing U-domains (horizontal
bars). (B) Hi-C interaction matrix corresponding to intrachromosome interactions on the
corresponding 12.8 Mb long fragment of human chromosome 10, as measured in the K562
cell line. Each pixel represents all interactions between all pairs of 100 kb loci; intensity
corresponding to the total number of reads is color coded according to the colormap (right)
after normalisation to a constant number of reads (set to 10 millions). The dashed squares
correspond to the 4 detected U-domains. (C) Number of interactions between two 100 kb
loci versus the distance separating them (logarithmic scales) as computed genome wide
(black) or in replication U-domains only, for four U-domain size categories: L<0.8Mb,
0.8Mb≤L<1.2Mb, 1.2Mb≤L<1.8Mb and 1.8Mb≤L<3Mb. (D) Ratio of the number of
interactions between two 100 kb loci that are inside the same U-domain at equal distance
from its center (c) and the number of interactions between loci in different U-domains at
equal distance from a U-domain border (b), versus the distance between them; the color
coding is the same as in (C).

Complementarily, as illustrated in Figure. 2.19, when focusing on interactions between
loci separated by short genomic distances (. 10 Mb) over which the contact probabilities
are the highest (Fig. 2.16 C) [14], it was shown that replication U-domains correspond
to matrix square-blocks of enriched interactions (Fig. 2.19 B) [44]. This clearly suggests
that the segmentation of the genome into replication U-domains coincides to some extent
with the segmentation into TADs. Consistently with previous results, the matrix square-
block structure underlines that early replicating zones that border a U-domain have a
high contact probability as the signature of 3D spatial proximity. However, the matrix
square-block structure also signifies a high contact probability of the two early replicating
borders with the late replicating U-domain center and sparse interactions between loci in
separate U-domains. In other words, locally we do not observe a structural segregation
between early- and late-replicating loci and U-domain borders appear to correspond to
structural insulating barriers. Further examination of the average behaviour of the in-
trachromosomal contact probability as a function of genomic distance for the complete
genome corroborated these observations [44]: the mean number of interactions between
two 100 kb loci of the same U-domain decays when increasing their distance as observed
genome-wide (Fig. 2.19 C) (further discussed in Chapter 5). However, when comparing
the contact probability between loci inside a U-domain to the contact probability be-
tween loci lying in neighboring U-domains (Fig. 2.19 D), it was observed in K562 cell line
that the latter is higher than the former for distances smaller than the characteristic size
(∼ 300 kb) of the open chromatin structure at U-domain borders [44, 51]. Above this
characteristic distance, the tendency is reversed and the ratio significantly increases above
1 (Fig. 2.19 D), suggesting a correspondence between structural barriers and U-domain
borders. This observation is strengthened by the observed enrichment in CTCF [44] at
U/N-domain borders, that is known to be involved in chromatin loop formation condi-
tioning communication between transcriptional regulatory elements [18, 169, 208, 209].
The Hi-C data do not always allow the direct visualisation of the chromatin contacts for
chosen loci, principally because of insufficient sequencing depth to cover all the combi-
natorial possibilities (Section 2.3.2). This led the host team to explore the structural
interaction partners of 10 viewpoints distributed along a large region (20 Mb) of the hu-
man chromosome 5 using the high resolution 4C methodology [55]. The MRT profile of
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the region of interest presents large fluctuations with well defined U-domains that are
very well conserved across 7 cell lines for which replication timing profiles were avail-
able (as illustrated Fig. 2.10 (C) for MRT profile along a fragment of chromosome 10).
The 10 viewpoints were chosen to be located either in the middle of a U-domain or on
a well-defined timing peak a the border between two successive U-domains. This high-
resolution analysis nicely confirmed the results obtained with Hi-C data and emphasized
the existence of specific interaction between U-domains borders even when separated by
more than 10 Mb [55].

Z These initial results prompted us to go further into the characterisation of replica-
tion domains as fundamental units of chromatin tertiary structure, in different cell lines
where Hi-C data and replication timing data are available (Tables 2.1 and 2.3§§). This
constitutes the main objective of this thesis. From the analysis of genome-wide MRT
data, chromatin marks profiles and chromatin conformation capture data, we try to es-
tablish a link between the 1D organisation (Section 2.2) and its 3D structure (Section 2.3)
of chromatin in relation with the spatio-temporal programme of DNA replication (Sec-
tion 2.1). We use a unified classification of the genome that combines the replication
U-domains for ∼ 50% of the genome and early and late CTRs for the other half [53], we
show that when the distance between two MaOris exceeds 3 Mb, a late CTR emerges
in the central region of the replication domain whose length increases with inter-origin
distance giving rise to what we will call replication split-U-domains (Chapter 4). We
then discuss their role in the 3D organisation of chromosomes (Chapter 5). Finally, we
explore methodologies allowing to systematically extract TAD-like structural domains
from chromatin conformation data alone. In particular, we use graph theory (Chapter 3)
to develop an approach that does not use the prior knowledge of the chromosome linear
structure. Given this robust methodology to delineate structural domains, we compare
replication and structural domains in different cell lines and we evaluate their stability
across cell lines (Chapter 6).

§§Note that in order to include human embryonic stem cells in our analysis, we choose to jointly
analyse H1 ES Hi-C data [16] and BG02 MRT data [151].
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Graph theory background and

signal processing on graphs

Graphs have become extremely useful as a representation of a wide variety of complex
systems in social sciences, biology, computer sciences and many other area of
fundamental and applied sciences. Along this chapter, we recapitulate the basics of graph
theory and the definitions of four centrality measures that will be useful in the context of
this thesis. Then we present some recent developments in the area of signal processing
on graphs providing us with generalised tools to identify and exploit the community
structure of the underlying graph.
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(A) (B)

Figure 3.1. Konigsberg bridge problem. (A) The map of Konigsberg during Euler’s
time showing the actual layout of the seven bridges (red) over the Preger river (blue). (B)
Illustration of Euler’s model of the seven bridges of Konigsberg with four nodes for the
land masses and seven edges for the bridges.

3.1 Origins of graph theory

The history of graph theory may be specifically traced back to 1736 [266, 267], when
the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler solved the Konigsberg bridge problem∗. The
Konigsberg bridge problem originated in the city of Konigsberg, formerly in Germany
but now known as Kaliningrad and part of Russia, located on the Preger river. The city
had seven bridges, which connected two islands with the main-land (Fig. 3.1 A). People
staying there always wondered whether there was any way to walk over all the bridges
once and only once.

In 1736 Euler came out with a solution to this problem by formulating the problem
in terms of graph theory. He proved that it was not possible to walk through the seven
bridges exactly one time. He abstracted the case of Konigsberg by eliminating all unnec-
essary features. He drew a picture consisting of “dots” that represented the land-masses
(nodes) and the line-segments representing the bridges that connected those land-masses
(edges) (Fig. 3.1 B). This simplified the problem to great a extent. Indeed, the problem
can be merely seen as the way of tracing the graph with a pencil without actually lifting
it. Euler not only proved that it is not possible to cross all the bridges once and only
once but he came up with a theorem that explained why it was not possible and what
should be the characteristic of the graph so that its edges could be traversed exactly once.
The theorem was based on the degree of nodes (See section 3.2.1). Euler proposed that
any given graph can be traversed with each edge traversed exactly once if and only if it
has zero or two nodes with odd degrees. This must be so because otherwise, you must
cross the same bridge twice to walk farther. The graphs following the above condition
are called, Eulerian circuit or path.

∗Konigsberg bridge problem was originally published in Commentarii Academiae Scientiarum

Petropolitanae 8, 1741, pp. 128-140. English translations are available in [266, 267].
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3.2 Graph theory

Since the original work of Euler, networks have been widely used as a representation of
complex systems† in social sciences [58, 59], biology [60–62], computer sciences [62, 63],
engineering and many other area of fundamental and applied sciences [64–66]. Every per-
son that has friends, acquaintances or any social ties is a part of a social network [58, 59].
Every person that has a mobile phone or an email adress is a part of a communica-
tion network [268, 269]. Every metro or train station or airport is a part of a trans-
portation network [270]. Every animal is a part of the food web network [271]. Every
neurone is a part of a neuronal network [272]. These networks can be represented as
graphs [56, 57, 273, 274], mathematical objects where the elements of study (persons,
metro stations, animals, neurones...) are represented as nodes and the connections be-
tween them constitute the links of the graph. Once the graph is formed, the analysis
consists in extracting “useful” information from this representation. In a social network,
a “useful” information can be “which person is the most influencial/important in the
network”. This notion of influence or importance can be objectively quantified using cen-
trality measures [58, 59, 64–66] (Section 3.3). Another interesting information one can
ask about a social network is if there exist groups of persons that share the same inter-
ests; this can be mathematically addressed as a problem of community detection [275]
(Section 3.6). In that context, this chapter is intended to summarize a set of graph theory
methods of particular relevance for the analysis of chromatin conformation data. Along
with the definitions and methods selected to be presented in this chapter, illustrative
examples will be used to facilitate the understanding. Some elements are presented on a
toy network of 128 nodes (Fig. 3.8) that is built with a hierarchical structure at 4 scales.
At the smallest scale, 16 groups of 8 nodes are fully linked together. Then pairs of groups
are linked together by 4 edges, resulting in a structure of 8 groups of 16 nodes. Again
each pair of groups is connected with 4 edges, resulting in a structure of 4 groups. Each
pair of these groups of 32 nodes is connected by 2 edges, resulting in 2 groups of 64
nodes, at the largest scale, that are connected together with only one edge. This way
of construction ensures that, at each scale, there is more edges inside each group than
in between the groups. The general form of this graph with n nodes is a hierarchical
benchmark introduced in [276] and it is widely used to test the multi-scale community
mining tools.

3.2.1 The basics of graph theory

This first section gives classical definitions of the graph theory that can be found for
example in [56, 57, 273, 274].

A graph G = (V,E) is defined by a set of nodes (or vertices) V and a set of edges
E ⊂ V 2 that links the nodes to each other. In other words, a graph is a set of nodes
connected to each other by links. The number of nodes is noted n = |V | and the number
of edges is noted m = |E|. In principle, two nodes can be connected via many links called
parallel links. A node can also be connected to itself forming a loop. Note that the two
vertices connected by an edge are said to be incident with the edge, and vice versa. Two
vertices which are incident with a common edge are adjacent, as are two edges which are
incident with a common vertex, and two distinct adjacent vertices are neighbours. The

†A complex system is a system with non-trivial topological features, modelling real life systems.
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set of neighbours of a vertex a in a graph G is denoted by NG(a). An isolated node in a
graph, is a vertex with no incident edge to it. A graph is connected if it has no isolated
nodes, otherwise it is disconnected.

An edge eab can be oriented from an origin node a to a target node b. The graph is
said to be directed in that case. When “node a is connected to node b” implies that
“node b is also connected to node a” the graph is called not directed. For example, let
us consider a graph of two persons (nodes a and b). If we suppose that the set of edges
reflect the fact that two persons know each others: if a knows b, then b knows a, and it
is a not directed graph. However if we consider that nodes are animals in a food web
network, and that edges represent the fact that an animal feeds on an other. Then if a
feeds on b, b does not always feeds on a and the graph is hence oriented.

3.2.1.1 Drawings of graphs

Graphs are named so because they can be conventionally represented graphically (Sec-
tion 3.1). Indeed, the graphical representation of graphs may help us to understand them
better. Each vertex is indicated by a point and each edge by a line joining the points cor-
responding to its ends (Fig. 3.2 A). There is no single correct way to draw a graph [277];
the relative positions of points representing vertices and the shapes of lines representing
edges can be chosen arbitrarily. Note that in some cases there exists a “natural” layout
for nodes for example when nodes are geographical locations.

One objective in graph drawing is to find representations that convey specific informa-
tion. One possible solution consists in grouping strongly connected nodes next to each
other while “pushing away” the weakly connected ones in order that the graph layout
enlightens the connectivity structure. One strategy to automatically obtain such graph
layouts rely on “dynamical” approach where the graph drawing software modifies an ini-
tial vertex placement by iteratively moving the vertices according to a system of force
based on physical metaphors related to systems of springs or to molecular mechanics.
In other words this strategy relies on the notions of attraction and repulsion by analogy
with the dynamics of interacting particles. In this analogy, nodes act as magnets that
repulse each other while the edges behave as springs attracting vertices they connect.
This will cause relative displacements making the system evolves dynamically during a
transitional phase to eventually stabilize reaching a steady state. The search of this bal-
ance has been the subject of several studies leading to dynamical models known as Force
Directed Placement (FDP) [278, 279]. All these models adopt the same basic principle
but differ in the way of defining the forces. Note that the obtained stationnary state is
not unique but as we will see in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2.2) this way to represent the graph
indeed conveys meaningful information about the underlying structure.

3.2.1.2 Adjacency and incidence matrices

Although drawings are a convenient way of representing graphs, they are not suitable
for storing graphs in a computer or for applying and developing mathematical methods
to study their properties. In that respect, matrix representations of graphs are useful
tools [56, 57, 273, 274].

The adjacency matrix AG (or simply A) is a n × n matrix where the entries aij = 1
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 3.2. Simple graph example with corresponding adjacency and incidence
matrices. A graph of 5 nodes and 7 edges (A), and corresponding adjacency 5 × 5 matrix
A (B) and incidence 5 × 7 matrix U (C).

v5 v6

v3 v4

v1 v2
Figure 3.3. A hexagone graph with paths
and cycles. Between the nodes v1 and v6 there
are several paths, for instance {v1, v2, v4, v6} and
{v1, v3, v5, v6} (odd paths of length 3), or sim-
ply {v1, v6} (odd path of length 1). Between
the nodes v1 and v4 there is no 1-path, how-
ever a shortest path is {v1, v2, v4} (even path of
length 2), this is not the unique shortest path be-
cause another 2-path exists {v1, v6, v4}. The dis-
tance between v1 and v6 is 1 and the distance
between v1 and v4 is 2. A cycle in this graph
is {v1, v2, v4, v6, v5, v3, v1}. The diameter of this
graph is 3, and its radius is 5.

if the nodes xi and xj are connected, and aij = 0 otherwise (Fig. 3.2 B); i.e. aij = 1
if the nodes xi and xj are adjacent, hence the name adjacency matrix. Another type of
matrix can represent a graph: the incidence matrix UG (or simply U), a n × m matrix
where uik = 1 if the node xi is incident to the edge ek, and uik = 0 otherwise (Fig. 3.2
C).

In the following, we will be using the commonly used adjacency matrix because it is
usually much smaller than the incidence matrix (in most cases the number of nodes is
normally smaller than the number of edges) which makes it more convenient.

Note that the adjacency matrix of a non directed (resp. directed) graph is always sym-
metric (resp. not symmetric).

Z This definition of graphs with either existent or abscent links are non weighted or
binary (as their adjacency matrix is formed by 1 or 0). However, when assigning a weight
to each edge the graph becomes weighted and the weighted adjacency matrix W = (wij)
has not null values when xi and xj are connected and 0 otherwise: the higher the values
of wij, the stronger the links between them. For example, in a social network, where
nodes are people and edges represent phone calls between those people, a weight can be
the duration of the call or the number of times people call each other.
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3.2.2 General definitions

A graph is finite if both its vertex set and edges set are finite. The null graph is the
graph with no vertices (and of course no edges in this case).

A complete graph is a simple graph in which any two vertices are connected. A graph is
bipartite if its vertex set can be partitioned into two subsets X and Y so that every edge
has one end in X and one end in Y ; such a partition (X,Y ) is called bipartition of the
graph and X and Y are its parts.

A path is a simple (sub-)graph whose vertices can be arranged in a linear sequence in
such a way that two vertices are adjacent if they are consecutive in the sequence, and are
non adjacent otherwise (Fig. 3.3). A cycle or a circuit is a simple graph whose vertices
can be arranged in a cyclic sequence in such a way that two vertices are adjacent if they
are consecutive in the sequence, and are non adjacent otherwise (Fig. 3.3). Note that
the vertices constituting a path or a cycle are distinct. However, in the definition of the
Eulerian path or cycle, vertices can be visited more than once. The length of a path or of
a cycle is the number of its edges. Paths and cycles of length k are called k-path or k-cycle,
respectively; the path or cycle is odd or even according to the parity of k (Fig. 3.3). A
shortest path or geodesic path is a path between two nodes of a graph with the minimal
number of edges (Fig. 3.3). When there is not any path between two nodes, the distance
between them is +∞. The generalisation of path length in the case of weighted graphs
requires to define the length l of an edge depending on its weight w. Interpreting an edge
weight as the length (l = w) implies that higher weights are interpreted as weaker ties.
If higher weight values indicate stronger ties, for instance in a communication network
with frequency of contact as edge weights, it is necessary to define the edge length as
a decreasing function of the weight. For example, an edge length can then be defined
by subtracting the weight from an upper bound b (l = b − w where b can be chosen as
b= maxi,j(wij) + 1), or by taking the inverse (l = 1/w) or an exponentially decreasing
function (l = e−w/wo , w0 > 0). A 3-cycle is often called triangle, a 4-cycle a quadrilateral,
a 5-cycle a pentagone, a 6-cycle a hexagone and so on. The diameter of a graph is the
longest distance between any two nodes of the graph, and its radius is the minimum of
the longest path length between all pairs of nodes of the graph (Fig. 3.3). Note that in
disconnected graphs the radius and the diameter are infinite.

Z In this thesis, we only consider finite, not null, connected, not directed and sim-
ple graphs, i.e. graphs with a finite number of nodes (n > 0), where there is no isolated
nodes, the edges are not oriented and with no parallel links nor loops.

3.3 Several faces of power in a network: centrality
measures

As previously mentioned, the main point of representing complex systems in term of
graphs, is to extract useful information from that representation such as “which vertex
is the most important in the network”. Obviously, the answer to this question depends
on the meaning behind the word “important”. Centrality measures [58, 59, 64–66, 280]
are real-valued functions assigning to each vertex in a network some value capturing the
importance of the nodes.
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In the following, we introduce some selected centrality measures (this list is far from
being exhaustive‡) that we will be using in Chapter 5. The definitions based on the adja-
cency matrix A of the unweighted graph, are immediatly extended for the weighted graphs
using the weighted adjacency matrix W instead of A. Hence, we consider G = (V,E), a
graph with |V | = n, |E| = m, M its adjacency (A) or weighted adjacency (W ) matrix.
We note xi, i = 1, ..., n, the nodes of the graph and eij the edge between the nodes xi
and xj.

3.3.1 Degree centrality

Consider for example, a social network. Obviously, a person who knows a lot of people
has a privileged position in the network. This is the simplest definition one can give to
a centrality, an important node is a node with a lot of connections. The degree centrality
is formally defined as follows [289]:

CD(xi) =
n
∑

j=1

mij. (3.1)

Note that CD is also known as the degree of a node for unweighted graphs, and the
strength of a node for weighted graphs. For the sake of comparision between different
graphs, the degree centrality of a node can be normalized by n−1, the maximum possible
number of connections for a node, or the maximum weight for weighted graphs. A graph
where all the nodes have the same degree is said to be regular.

Degree centrality CD measures the opportunity to receive information flowing through
the network. Let us point out that it only takes into consideration the local structure of
the graph by looking at the direct neighbours of a node, which can make it in some cases
it is not really informative.

3.3.2 Closeness centrality

What if someone in a society knows a lot of people that are from his/her family. This
person has many connections but is “far” from what’s happening beyond the circle of
his/her family. When we think of an important node as one that is “close” to and can
communicate quickly with the other nodes in the network, we use the closeness centrality
defined as follows [289]:

CC(xi) =
1

∑n
j=1 δ(xi, xj)

, (3.2)

where δ(xi, xj) is the shortest path length between xi and xj. The inverse of CC is called
the farness of a node.

The most central nodes according to closeness centrality can “quickly” interact with other
nodes because their average distance to other nodes is small. This measure is preferable
to degree centrality because it does take into account not only the direct connections to

‡In fact, there are several other centrality measures based on the ones we define in this thesis [58,
59, 64–66, 280]. The difference between these variants are generally weak [281–287]. A critical review of
this domain is presented in [288].
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the reference node but also all the shortest paths leading to it. It results in taking into
account a larger part of the graph topology.

3.3.3 Betweenness centrality

In a social network a person can be a link between people that don’t know each others. So
if we think that an important node lies on a high proportion of shortest paths between other
nodes, playing the role of a bridge in the network, we get the definition of betweenness
centrality [289]:

CB(x) =
∑

y 6=x 6=z

σyz(x)
σyz

, (3.3)

where σyz(x) is the number of shortest paths from node y to node z through node x and
σyz is the number of shortest paths from y to z, where x, y, z ∈ V . It is also common
to use the normalized betweenness centrality given by:

C̃B(x) =
CB(x) − min

x∈V
(CB(x))

max
x∈V

(CB(x)) − min
x∈V

(CB(x))
. (3.4)

Nodes with high betweenness centrality have control over the flow of information in the
network by facilitating, hindering, or even altering the communication between other
nodes.

3.3.4 Eigenvector centrality

Finally, let us consider two nodes in a social network, Paul and John having both 5
friends, but where Paul’s friends have only few friends whereas John’s friends have a lot
of friends. In that case, John is likely in a “better”, more central position than Paul.
This idea, an important node is connected to other important nodes, leads to define the
eigenvector centrality of a node xi, also known as spectral centrality to be proportional to
the sum of the eigenvector centralities of its neighbors in a self-consistent manner [290]:

CS(xi) =
1
λ

n
∑

j=1

mijCS(xj). (3.5)

Defining the vector CS = (Cs(x1), ..., Cs(xn)), the above equation can be rewritten in a
matrix form as:

λCS = MCS. (3.6)

Hence, CS is an eigenvector of the (weighted) adjacency matrix associated with the eigen-
value λ. In general many vectors can be a solution of Equation (3.6). However, the
additional requirement that all the entries in the eigenvector must be positive, implies
the use of the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue (Perron-Frobenius theorem).

The eigenvector centrality can be understood as a refined version of the degree cen-
trality in the sense that it self-consistently takes into account the centrality of neighbour
vertices. As stated in the example above, the degree centrality will rank two nodes (Paul
and John) equally based on their immediate neighborhood but the eigenvector centrality
will favor the nodes with more “global” effect (John in this example).
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3.3.5 Correlations between centrality measures

Centrality measures are often classified according to the type of “influence” a vertex with
high centrality has on the other vertices: immediate effects, mediative effects, and total
effects [291]. The closeness and the degree centralities capture immediate effects, the be-
tweenness centrality captures mediative effects and eigenvector centrality captures total
effects. In that sense, these measures can be seen to be complementary rather than com-
petitive because each one captures a different characteristic of the graph. Nevertheless, a
question remains open: how correlated are the centrality measures? Many studies have
examined this question and depending on the data studied, different results have been
reported.

Degree, closeness, betweenness and eigenvector centralities were empirically compared
in [284, 285]. Data sets in [284] were the most various: film actors network, scientist
collaborations network, the internet of both autonomous system and routers, and protein
interaction networks. Data sets in [285] were mostly sociometric diffusion networks in a
variety of settings such as (i) diffusion of family planning practices in Korea where women
in rural villages were asked to nominate five other village residents from whom they asked
advice about family planning, and (ii) or diffusion of farming practices in Brazil where
farmers were asked to name their three best friends, the three most influential people
in their community and the three most influential farmers in their community... The
first study [284] found the heighest correlation between the degree and the betweenness
centralities while the second one [285] found the degree and the eigenvector centralities
to be the most correlated followed by the degree and the betweenness centralities. Batool
et al. [287] also compared the above four centralities with the eccentricity§ on standard
data sets such as the Zachary’s Karaté club and the neural network of C. elegans where
closeness centrality and eccentricity had the heighest correlation followed by the degree
and the eigenvector centralities.

Other studies compared two or three of the above centralities to other definitions of
centrality [281–283, 286]. Under conditions of random error, systematic error and incom-
plete data, comparison of degree, closeness and betweenness centralities showed a high
correlation of the degree and closeness centralities while betweenness centrality remained
relatively uncorrelated with all the other ones [281]. Interestingly, degree, betweenness
and closeness among others were shown to be highly correlated on a subset regarding
relationships between CEOs, clubs and boards [283]. Degree and betweenness were also
found to be correlated when compared with six other centralities in a network of indi-
viduals connected through participation in a HIV risk behavior [282]. Finally, a disease
spreading network analysis [286] found that closeness and betweenness centralities were
uncorrelated.

Z The four centrality measures described in this section: degree, closeness, betweenness
and eigenvector centralities capture different properties of the graph and provide comple-
mentary informations about the node “role” in the graph as recapitulated in Table 3.1,
where we also provide a tentative interpretation for situations where two centrality mea-
sures provide an opposite diagnostic about the importance of a node.

§Vertices with high eccentricity CE are at short maximum distances to every other reachable vertices,
CE(xi) = 1/di, where di is the maximum distance of the node xi to all its neighbours.
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High Degree High Closenness High Betweenness High Eigenvector

Low Degree
Number of
connections

Key player tied to few
important/active

players

Ego’s few ties are
crucial for network

flow

Node has few ties but
to important players

Low Closeness
Node embedded in a

cluster that is far
from the center

Proximity to the
center

Very rare! Would
mean that ego

monopolises the ties
from a small number

of people to many
others

Node tied with key
players far from

others

Low betweenness

Ego’s connections are
redundant,

communication
bypasses him/her

Probably multiple
paths in the network,

ego is near many
people, but so are

many others

Lies between other on
theirs geodesic paths

Ego’s connections can
be bypassed

Low Eigenvector
Connected to

“isolated” nodes

Key player in the
middle of the graph
with no immediate
link to important

players

Node lies on different
paths crucial for

network flow but with
no immediate

connections to key
players

Connected to key
players

Table 3.1. Interpreting centrality measures. Recapitulation of the centrality measures
meaning (diagonal) and signification of combination of low and high values for pairs of
measures.

3.4 Signal processing on graphs

In applications such as the ones cited at the beginning of this chapter (social networks,
electricity networks, transportation networks...), one may be interested in analysing the
distribution of data values residing on the vertices of the graph, such data sets have been
described as signals on graphs. Naturally, one can wonder what are the best strategies
to characterise and to extract efficiently the information from these signals on graphs.
Motivated by the impact of Fourier transform and wavelet transform in classical signal
analysis, recent developments in the area of signal processing on graphs provide us with
operators to process signals on graphs and generalize classical transforms to the graph
setting. Taking advantage of these developments, we use in this thesis, a multiscale
community detection method (See section 3.6) anchored in signal processing on graph.
An introduction to this area is thus required. Moreover, signal processing on graphs
uses spectral graph theory as a tool to define frequency spectra and expansion bases
for graph Fourier transforms. In this section, we start with a short introduction about
basic definitions and notations from spectral graph theory (Section 3.4.2). We then
extend classical signal processing techniques to the graph setting via the definition of
graph operators (Section 3.4.3) in the context of our application of interest: community
detection (Section 3.6).

3.4.1 Defining a signal on a graph

A signal (or a function) F : V −→ R on the vertices of a graph can be seen as a vector
F ∈ Rn, where the ith component f(i) of the vector F represents the signal value at
vertex xi. A signal on a graph represents some data related to the network. For example,
the gender in a social network can be seen as a signal on the graph where the signal can
either takes the value 1 if the person is a female or -1 if the person is a male (Fig. 3.4).
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1

-1

Figure 3.4. Signal on graphs. A graph representing friendship relationships between
6 persons. We assign a simple signal on the graph corresponding to the gender of the
person: ± 1 if the person is a female or a male, respectively. Left pannel, the signal is
color coded according to the colormap on the left. Right pannel, the signal is visualized
by the bars oriented up for positive values and down for negative values.

Such signals can be directly visualized on the graph by coloring each node xi according
to fi, or by drawing over each node a line proportional to the signal value (Fig. 3.4).

3.4.2 Graph spectral domains and Graph Fourier Transform

Since the beginning of graph theory, matrix theory and linear algebra were used to anal-
yse the adjacency matrices of a graph. In the past few years, many developments in
spectral graph theory have emerged especially with geometric interpretations. Histori-
cally, spectral graph theory focused on constructing, analysing and manipulating graphs.
It has been used for the construction of expander graphs [292], graph visualisation [293],
spectral clustering [294], graph coloring [293] and numerous other applications [295]. In
the area of signal processing on graphs, spectral graph theory has become a tool to define
frequency spectra and expansion bases for graph Fourier transforms.

Two visions have been adopted to construct the theory of graph signal processing. In both
cases, when considering the circular graph we recover some of the well known classical
results. The first vision adopts the oriented circular graph [296] as a starting point while
the second one [297] uses the non oriented circular graph. In the first approach [296],
the Fourier basis is constructed from the calculus of the generalized eigenvectors of the
Jordan decomposition of the adjacency or weighted adjacency matrix. In the second ap-
proach [297], the Fourier basis is built from the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix of
the graph as explained below. In that case, we will see that the eigenvalues correspond to
the square of the Fourier mode, and in contrast with the first vision, they can be directly
associated with the notion of frequency. In the following, we only present the construc-
tion on the Laplacian matrix [297] from wich spectral graph wavelet are constructed.

We first need to define some spectral graph theory elements that can be found in [298]
for example. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected and connected graph with M = A or
W , the adjacency or weighted adjacency matrix corresponding to the graph. The graph
Laplacian matrix L is defined as:

L = D −M, (3.7)
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where D is a diagonal matrix whose element dii = Σjmij, is the degree (or weighted
degree i.e. strength) of the node.

Z Note that the Laplacian matrix can also be found under it normalized form:

L = D− 1
2LD− 1

2 . (3.8)

Z In the case of a weighted graph, the non-normalised graph Laplacian is also known
as the combinatorial graph Laplacian.

In all cases, L is a real symmetric matrix (because M is symmetric), and hence, it
has a complete set of orthonormal column eigenvectors, denoted {χl}l=0,..,n−1. These
eigenvectors have associated positive eigenvalues {λl}l=0,..,n−1. Zero appears as an eigen-
value with multiplicity equal to the number of connected components. Since we are
only interested in connected graphs, we consider the Laplacian eigenvalues ordered as
0 = λ0 < λ1 ≤ λ2... ≤ λn−1 := λmax. The set of λi’s is called the spectrum of L (or
spectrum of the associated graph G). We note χ = (χ0|χ1| · · · |χn−1).

Note that on the circular graph of n nodes (numbered 0,...,n−1) the node xi (i ∈[1,n−2],)
is connected to the nodes xi−1 and xi+1 and the node x0 is connected to the nodes x1 and
xn−1; in other words, the circular graph is nothing but the regular line where the first and
the last nodes are connected to ensure periodic boundary conditions. L is the classical
laplacian operator i.e. the discrete second derivative operator, and its eigenvectors are
the usual discrete Fourier vectors. This constitutes the fundamental analogy between
the classical case and the graphs. Actually, the main intuition behind signal processing
on graphs is that it is considered as a generalization of the “classical” discrete signal
processing. In fact, a classical discrete signal f of size n is nothing but a signal defined
on a circular graph of size n.

Let us recall that the classical Fourier transform

f̂(ξ) =
∫

R
f(t)e−2πiξtdt, (3.9)

is the projection of a function f on the complex exponentials, which are the eigenfunctions
of the one dimensional Laplace operator:−∆(e2πiξt) = − d2

dt2
e2πiξt = (2πξ)2e2πξt.

Similarly, we define the Graph Fourier Transform, (GFT), F̂ of any signal F ∈ Rn on
the vertices of G, as the projection of F on the eigenvectors ({χl}l=0,..,n−1) of the graph
Laplacian:

f̂(l) =
n−1
∑

i=1

f(i)χl(i). (3.10)

Equation (3.10) can be written as:
F̂ = χ

⊤

F, (3.11)

where χ
⊤

is the transpose of χ.

In the same manner, the classical inverse Fourier transform:

f(t) =
∫

R
f̂(ξ)e2πiξtdt, (3.12)
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is the reconstruction of f as a weighted sum of the Fourier vectors, which is mimicked in
the graph setting as:

f(i) =
n−1
∑

l=0

f̂(l)χl(i), (3.13)

that can be written in matrix notation as:

F = χF̂ . (3.14)

Application to the circular graph:
As mentioned previously this construction of graph Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms
relies on the observation that for the circular graph this construction leads to the clas-
sical Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). Indeed, the adjacency and Laplacian matrices
associated with the circular graph are:

A =



















0 1 0 · · · 1
1 0 1 · · · 0

. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . 1

1 0 · · · 1 0



















, L =



















2 −1 0 · · · −1
−1 2 −1 · · · 0

. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . −1

−1 0 · · · −1 2



















.

L is a special case of circulant matrix [299], allowing to easily compute its eigenvectors
and associated eigenvalues (that we denote respectively µ and α to differentiate them
from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of any graph). A straightforward calculus leads to:

αm = 2(1 − cos(
2πm
n

)), m = 0, ..., n− 1. (3.15)

Notice that αj = αn−j, ∀j ∈ [1, n − 1]. If n is odd, there is only 1 eigenspace of size 1,
the one associated with α0 = 0, and the constant eigenvector all its components equal
to 1√

n
. If n is even, there is two eigenspaces of size 1, besides the one associated with

α0 = 0, there is also the one associated with αn/2 = 4¶, and to the real eigenvector with
all its components equal to (−1)m

√
n

. All the other eigenvalues are of multiplicity 2 and the
associated eigenspaces are defined by two vectors that are not unique (one can choose
the cosine and sine). These eigenvectors corresponds to the columns of the DFT. Note
that each eigenvalue αm correspond to the square of the Fourier frequency (column m).

Z A key point of this analogy is that it provides an equivalence between a signal defined
on the nodes of the graph (which have no natural order and non-trivial links between
them) and a signal defined on the spectrum graph, which is ordered (λ0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤
· · ·λn−1).

To sum up, the fundamental analogy to define the graph Fourier operators (Equa-
tions (3.11) and (3.14)) resides on the fact that on the circular graph, the graph Laplacian
is the classical discrete Laplacian operator and its eigenvectors are the Fourier vectors.
Hence, on any graph, the eigenvectors χl of the Laplacian matrix L will be used as the
Fourier vectors. Importantly, the graph Fourier modes χl have to be recomputed for

¶The greatest eigenvalue of the not normalised Laplacian is 4 and it is equal to 2 for the normalised
one [298].
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χ1

(A)

χ3

(B)

χ14

(C)

χ73

(D)

Figure 3.5. Graph Fourier modes. A toy graph of 128 nodes (See Fig. 3.8) with different
Fourier modes color coded using the color map at the right of the graph.

each graph so that they in fact convey information about the graph topology. Figure 3.5
illustrates some Fourier modes on our toy graph (See page 59). One can already remark
that the first few eigenvectors are very informative for community detection as we will
discuss further in Section 3.6. For instance, partitioning the graph presented in Figure 3.5
according to positive values and negative values of χ1, leads to 2 meaningful communities
(Fig. 3.5 A).

3.4.3 Generalised operators for signals on graphs

One important point in this chapter is to define the graph wavelet transform for com-
munity detection on graphs. In this section, we present a way to generalise the classical
signal processing operators to the graph settings. A detailed description of the classical
operators can be found for example in [300], and their generalisation can be found in [297].

Classical filtering of a function f by a filter h is defined as a convolution in the direct
space:

(f ∗ h)(t) =
∫ +∞

−∞
f(τ)h(t− τ)dτ. (3.16)

Convolution (Equation (3.16)) relies on the translation and time reversal of the filter h
which are difficult to define directly in the graph setting because of the lack of natural
ordering of the nodes. However, convolution in the direct space corresponds to multipli-
cation in the Fourier space:

(̂f ∗ h)(ξ) = f̂(ξ)ĥ(ξ). (3.17)

Mimicking this property, convolution of the graph signal F by the graph filter H can be
defined as the inverse Fourier transform (Equation (3.14)) of the product of the graph
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Fourier transform of F and H:
F ∗H = χ(Ĥ.F̂ ), (3.18)

where Ĥ and F̂ are the graph Fourier transform of H and F respectively and . stand for
the component wise column multiplication.

Defining the diagonal matrix ĤD as:

ĤD =















ĥ(1) 0 · · · 0
0 ĥ(2) · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · ĥ(n)















, (3.19)

and using (Equation (3.11)), Equation (3.18) can be written as:

H ∗ F = χĤDχ
⊤

F. (3.20)

Equation (3.20) illustrates how one can generalise the notion of linear filtering for signals
on graphs using graph Fourier transform.

Translation of a signal f can also be written using the convolution operator:

Tt0f(t) = f(t− t0) = (δt0 ∗ f)(t), (3.21)

where δt0 is the Dirac function centered on t0. Let ∆k be the Dirac function on a graph
centered on the node xk: ∆k(i) = 1 on node xk and ∆k(i) = 0 otherwise. Following
Equation (3.18), we can then define a translation operator of graph signal F to a node
xk as:

F (k) = χ(F̂ .∆̂k). (3.22)

Noting that ∆̂k = χ
⊤

∆k (Equation (3.11)), straightforward calculations leads to:

F (k) = χF̂Dχ
⊤

∆k. (3.23)

Since the sequence matrix (∆1|...|∆n) is the identity matrix, we can obtain the transla-
tions of signal F to all nodes using the following matrix operation:

(F (1)|...|F (n)) = χF̂Dχ
⊤

. (3.24)

Equation (3.24) provides another example of the power of using Fourier space to transpose
classical signal processing operators to the graph setting.

3.5 Spectral graph wavelets and the graph wavelet
transform

We introduce in Appendix A, the continuous wavelet transform (WT) for applications to
genomic data. In this section, we review the construction of graph wavelets and of graph
wavelet transform with application to Hi-C data analysis. In fact, different approaches
have been adopted to define wavelets on graphs. Wavelet definition can be based on the
notion of diffusion on the node neighbourhood [301, 302], or using lifting [303, 304], or
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filter banks [305, 306]. Following the logic of Section 3.4, we present here the construction
of graph wavelets using the graph spectral domain [307]. Spectral graph wavelets [307]
have been shown to be well adapted to the problem of community mining [308, 309].
They rely on the diagonalisation of the graph Laplacian as the spectral graph partitioning
methods (see Section 3.6). As discussed in Section A.1, the definition of the classical WT
given by Equation (A.1) can be interpreted as a space-scale expansion of a signal in
terms of a family of daughter wavelets which are constructed from a single function, the
“analysing wavelet” ψ, by means of translations and dilations. However, at a fixed scale
s, Equation (A.1) can also be interpreted as the convolution of the signal with the wavelet
ψs centered on 0 and derived from the analysing wavelet ψ as:

ψs(t) =
1√
s
ψ(
t

s
). (3.25)

Assuming that the L2 norm of ψ is 1, the 1/
√
s normalisation guaranties that the same is

true for ψs. Importantly, given the spectral perspective of our construction, the Fourier
transform of ψs can be written as follows:

ψ̂s(ξ) =
∫ +∞

−∞

1√
s
ψ(
t

s
)e−2iπξtdt,

=
√
s
∫ +∞

−∞
ψ(u)e−2iπsξudu,

=
√
sψ̂(sξ).

(3.26)

Spectral graph wavelets
In order to mimic Equation (3.26) to construct the graph Fourier transform ϕ̂s of the
graph wavelet ϕs centered on a node at a scale s, we introduce a continuous function
g : R+ → R equivalent to the pass-band filter ψ̂, and define ϕ̂s as follows:

ϕ̂s(k + 1) =
√
sg(sλk), ∀k ∈ [0, n− 1]. (3.27)

Then denoting Gs the filter matrix at scale s defined by:

Gs =









g(sλ0) · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · g(sλn−1)









, (3.28)

we can use the translation operator (Equation 3.23) to build the graph wavelets ϕs,j
centered on any node j:

ϕs,j =
√
sχGsχ

⊤

∆k. (3.29)

Following Equation (3.24), we can write the matrix Φs of all the wavelets at scale s as
the following simple matrix product:

Φs = (Φs,1|Φs,1| · · · |Φs,n) =
√
sχGsχ

⊤

. (3.30)

Equations (3.11) and (3.29) lead to ϕ̂s,j =
√
sGsχ

⊤

∆k, allowing to calculate the L2-norm
of ϕs,j:

||ϕs,j||22 =
n
∑

i=1

ϕ̂s,j(i)2 = s
n−1
∑

k=0

χk(j)2g(sλk)2. (3.31)
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It thus appears that, in general, the proposed construction leads to graph wavelets that
are not normalised, so that the

√
s normalisation factor can be dropped. This can be

remedied by a posteriori normalisation of the wavelets:

ϕ̃s,j =
1

||ϕs,j||2
ϕs,j ∀(s, j) ∈ R

+ × V. (3.32)

The normalised wavelet matrix at scale s will be denoted:

Φ̃s = (ϕ̃s,1| · · · |ϕ̃s,n). (3.33)

The scale parameter is continuous and hence there exists an infinity of different wavelet
matrices. In practice, one selects ns scale parameters (s1, s2, ..., sns

) depending on the
application. The family of all wavelets on graph is the union of all the wavelets at all the
scales:

Φ =
ns
⋃

j=1

Φsj
. (3.34)

There is n wavelets at each scale sj, Φ is hence composed by nns wavelets.

Considering a signal F on a graph. Its wavelet coefficient WF (s, j) on a node j at
scale s is given by:

WF (s, j) = ϕ
⊤

s,jF. (3.35)

The union of all the coefficients is the wavelet transform of F at a scale s. We denote
WFs the vector of size n grouping all the coefficients:

WFs = (WFs,0|WFs,1| · · · |WFs,n−1)
⊤

= ΦsF = χGsχ
⊤

F, (3.36)

which could have been directly deduced from Equation (3.20).

Z Wavelets on graph give an idea on how the nodes where they are centered sees
the graph. As illustrated in Figure 3.6, on our toy graph, at small scales, the wavelet
coefficients are higher in the “close” neighbourhood of the nodes and for larger scales
the wavelet is more extended over a larger neighbourhood. At small scale, the wavelet
centred on a node has an “ego-centered” view of the graph, it takes the value 1 at that
node and 0 elsewhere (like a Dirac) (Fig. 3.6 A). On larger scales, the wavelet coefficients
expand on the neighbourhood of the node (Fig. 3.6 B-D). The wavelet neighbourhood at
a scale reflect the graph topology. In fact, this graph consists in a hierarchical structure
(see page 59). In Figure 3.6 (B), the wavelet coefficients are positive on the selected node
and 15 other nodes of its neighbourhood, reflecting the second level of organisation of
the graph in 8 groups of 16 nodes. In Figure 3.6 (C) the positive values of the wavelet
coefficients extend to 32 nodes, reflecting the third level of organisation in 4 groups. Fi-
nally in Figure 3.6 (D), the wavelet positive coefficients extend to 64 nodes, reflecting the
organisation in 2 groups.

3.5.1 Fast graph wavelet transform

One of the computational difficulties encountered in graph signal processing is the depen-
dence of all operators on the graph topology: one cannot calculate, as in the classical case,
wavelets once and for all because these wavelets depend on the analyzed graph. In fact,
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ψs=1,a

(A)

ψs=25,a

(B)

ψs=35,a

(C)

ψs=50,a

(D)

Figure 3.6. Wavelets on graph. A toy graph of 128 nodes (See Fig. 3.8) with wavelets
centered at the yellow node visible in (A) across scales, from s = 1 in (A), to s = 25 in
(B), to s = 35 in (C) and to s = 50 in (D).

Equation (3.30) shows that the calculation of the wavelet matrix at a scale s requires the
knowledge of the Fourier matrix χ, itself calculated by the diagonalisation of the graph
Laplacian. However, the diagonalisation of a matrix of size n needs at best a calcula-
tion time cubic in the number of nodes n, which makes it unpractical to use for graphs
with more than a few thousands of nodes. To overcome this difficulty and to calculate
the wavelet transform of a signal F quickly, it is in fact possible, using an approximated
algorithm, to avoid the explicit calculation of the wavelets. As explained in [307], this ap-
proach consists in approximating each filter g(sj.) into a truncated Chebyshev polynomial
of degree p:

g(sλ) ≃
p
∑

i=1

α
(s)
i λi, ∀λ ∈ R

+. (3.37)

From Equation (3.28) and (3.37), it results the following approximation of the matrix Gs

Gs ≃
p
∑

i=1

α
(s)
i Λi, (3.38)

where Λ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues λk of the Laplacian matrix L.
Observing that χΛiχ

⊤

= Li, we can write the following approximations for the construc-
tion of graph wavelets and the computation of the graph wavelet transform:

Φs ≃
p
∑

i=1

α
(s)
i Li, (3.39)

and

WFs ≃
p
∑

i=1

α
(s)
i LiF. (3.40)
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Figure 3.7. The wavelet filter. Shape of the
filter function g(x) (Equation (3.42)) for four dif-
ferent values of α. Adapted from [309].

Hence, instead of having to calculate the diagonalisation of L, one can compute wavelet
coefficients Wfs only via matrix-vector multiplications, given that Li, i = 1, ..., n have to
be computed only once. For reasons of calculation speed and optimization of the approx-
imation discussed in [307], the polynomial used in the approximation of Equation (3.37)
is a truncation to degree p of the Chebyshev polynomial development of the filter g(s.).
The computation time for nns coefficients falls to O(nsm + nnsp) where m is the num-
ber of links. For hollow graphs, i.e. graphs whose number of links is of the order of
the number of nodes, the computation time of the algorithm is linear in n. Obviously,
with this consideration one can only get an approximation of the graph wavelets Φs and
graph wavelet coefficients WFs, whose precision depends on p, the larger p, the better
the approximation.

In the following we note FWT s,p the fast wavelet transform operator at a scale s with
polynomial approximation parameter p:

WFs ≃ FWT s,pF. (3.41)

3.5.2 Defining wavelet filter kernel

For a given graph, the wavelet family Φ is entirely determined by its kernel filter g and
the choice of the ns considered scales. Let us begin by discussing the choice of g. In
classical signal processing, building its equivalent ψ̂ has been the subject of many re-
search efforts during the past thirty years and wavelets of many forms now exist, that are
adapted to specific classes of problems (Appendix A) [300]. For graph wavelets, to ensure
their localization, the only constraint that exists on g is about its behaviour at the origin
which must behave like xα (α> 1). For now, a generic used form is a band-pass filter
(like a bell Fig.3.7) with a behaviour at the origin like xα and like x−β at large values.
Other more sophisticated forms have been proposed [310, 311], which take into account
the particular spectrum of each graph; we will not explore these variants that are more
complicated and need the calculation the entire graph spectrum, thereby excluding large
graphs due to computational cost.
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We consider g of the following form (Fig. 3.7):

g(x;α, β, x1, x2) =















x−α
1 xα x < x1,

P (x) x1 ≤ x ≤ x2,

xβ2x
−β x > x2,

(3.42)

where P (x) is the unique cubic polynomial interpolation which maintains continuity of
g and its derivative g′. α, β, x1 and x2 are the filter parameters. They can be adjusted
according to what one seeks to analyze [309]. In fact, the largest “interesting” scale is
encoded in χ1, the Fiedler vector that cuts the graph in 2 (Fig. 3.5) [312]: nodes xi with
negative χ1(xi) on the one hand and nodes xj with positive χ1(xj) on the other hand
(Fig. 3.5 A). In this thesis, as we use the graph wavelets for community detection, the
construction of the filter g obeys the “constraints” as introduced in [309].

The parameter x1 has the single effect of translating the range of scales along the real
line and has no consequence on the filter; hence its value can be fixed to 1 without loss of
generality. The effect of α is indirect and condition the maximum reached by g(x) [309]
(Fig. 3.7); and hence α is constrained to be small. In this thesis, we use α = 2 as pre-
viously done in [307, 309]. The maximum scale smax is set so that the filter function
g(smaxx) starts decaying as a power law for x ≥ λ1, hence smax = x2/λ1. Requiring
that the filter at the maximum scale is highly selective around λ1, all the eigenmodes
(especially λ2) have to be attenuated. Choosing an attenuation by a factor 10 leads to
g(smaxλ1) = 10g(smaxλ2), and in turn β = 1/log10(λ2/λ1). To make sure at all scales
the wavelets are sensitive to the lowest frequency (hence to the large scale community
structure), we choose smin = x1/λ1 so that g(sminλ1) = 1. Furthermore, imposing that
g(smin.) spans the whole range of eigenvalues between 0 and 1 imposes that smin×1 = x2.
Altogether these constraints lead to a set of parameters:

α = 2, β =
1

log10(λ2

λ1
)
,

x1 = 1, x2 =
1
λ1

,

smin =
1
λ1

, smax =
1
λ2

1

.

(3.43)

Z As illustrated in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, the graph Fourier modes and the wavelet co-
efficients respectively encode information about the graph topology. Hence, it is enough
to build community mining methods to construct the eigenvectors χl or ϕiin order to
capture information on the graph structure.

3.6 Graph community mining

Consider for a moment, a society represented as a social network of friendships and ac-
quaintances. It can be organized in different groups: families, people working together or
going to school together, groups of friends... This feature is known as community struc-
ture [275, 313–315]. Formally, a community is a group of nodes highly interconnected to
each other and less connected to the rest of the graph (Fig. 3.8). Identifying communities
in a network helps us to understand the network’s structure. For instance, communities
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Figure 3.8. Multi-scale community structure. A toy graph of 128 nodes built with a
hierarchical structure at 4 scales. The graph can be easily partitioned into 16 (A), 8 (B),
4 (C) and 2 (D) communities: from small (A) to large (D) scales. At each scale, each
color corresponds to a community.

in a social network can reflect social groupings [309], communities in a citation network
group papers with similar topics [316], communities in protein network group proteins
that have similar functions [317]... Another example of application of community detec-
tion is to cluster together web customers that have similar interests in order to be able
to make efficient recommandations [318].

It is also possible that communities are themselves grouped together to form bigger
communities and so on as illustrated by our hierarchical toy graph on Figure 3.8. This
hierarchical organisation is displayed by many real world systems. For instance, the hu-
man body is composed of cells that are the building blocks of tissues that form organs.
Another example of hierarchical organisation is the educational system: students are
grouped in classes that form a grade-level, grade-levels are then grouped into elementary,
middle and high school levels. The aim of community detection in networks is to identify
the modules and their hierarchical organisation using only the topology of the graph.

The problem of community detection started in sociology. In 1927, Rice [319] looked
for groups of people in political bodies based on the similarity of their voting patterns.
Weiss and Jacobson [320] also looked for work groups in a government agency based on
the relationships/interviews they used to have. Homans [321] also tried to find group of
people with similar interest. A group of informaticians and mathematicians also started
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to formalise the problem into graph partitioning and developed algorithms for commu-
nity detection [322, 323]. Later in the years 2000, Girvan et Neuman [313] defined a
quality measure to assess the community structure, the well known modularity. This
method (see Section 3.6.2) coupled with the fast Louvain algorithm [324], is widely used
nowadays. Community detection is still the subject of interdisciplinary studies between
mathematics, physics, informatics and social sciences [275]. In the following, we mainly
focus on the most important aspects of this domain. We refer the reader to the work of
Fortunato [275] for a comprehensive review of this field of research.

3.6.1 Traditional community detection methods

As reported in [275], traditional methods for community detection can be grouped into
4 main categories: graph partitioning, hierarchical clustering, partitional clustering and
spectral clustering.

Graph partitioning consists in dividing the vertices of the graph in k groups of prede-
fined size such that the number of edges lying between the groups is minimal. Many
graph partitioning algorithms have been developed [325], but the inconvenient of this
approach is that one needs to fix a priori the number of groups and sometimes even their
sizes.

Hierarchical clustering [326] is a clustering technique that reveals the multilevel struc-
ture of the graph. By defining a measure of similarity (such as the distance between
the nodes when they can be embedded in space [275]), and computing the similarity for
each pair of nodes, hierarchical clustering groups together nodes of high similarity. To
access a multi-level partitioning, either clusters of high similarity are grouped together or
cluster are split by removing edges connecting vertices with low similarity. However most
of the time, these techniques do not provide a way to discriminate between the many
partitions of the graph and the computational complexity is high (for instance, when the
nodes can be easily embedded in space, using the distance as a similarity measure leads
to O(n2 log n) complexity).

Partitional clustering [327–330] consists in defining a preassigned number k of clusters
and a cost function to optimize. For instance, for the minimum k-clustering technique,
the cost function is the diameter (which is the largest minimal distance between two
nodes) of the cluster. The goal is to associate the nodes in k clusters in such a way that
the largest diameter of the k clusters is the smallest possible.

Spectral clustering [294, 312] consists in using the eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix
of the graph or the Laplacian or matrices derived from them. For instance, as illustrated
for our hierarchical toy graph in Figure 3.5 A, the method in [312] will find two commu-
nities based on the sign of the Laplacian eigenvector associated with the first not null
eigenvalue. However, the computation cost for large graphs is high because one needs to
compute the first k eigenvectors of the chosen matrix.

Spectral clustering techniques have been recently revisited with spectral algorithms [331].
The intuition behind these algorithms is that close nodes of the network have similar
values in the eigenvector. The nodes are embedded in a d dimensional space with coordi-
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nates defined by the components of the d first eigenvectors. Using hierarchical clustering,
nodes with similar positioning in the new space are grouped together. This algorithm
can be repeated for many values of d.

3.6.2 Modern community detection methods

Community detection continues to be a very active field of research. Some “modern
methods” can be classified in the following categories:

Divise algorithms consist in recursively identifying the edges that connect vertices of
different communities and in removing them so that the clusters gradually appear as
disconnected components. The point is to find a property of intercommunity edges al-
lowing their identification. The most well-known algorithm in this category is the one of
Girvan et Newman [313, 315]. After the computation of the edge betweenness centrality
(the definitions of centralities introduced in Section 3.3 can be directly extended to the
edges by reversing the role of edges and vertices), the edge with the largest centrality is
removed. Then the centralities are again calculated on the new graph and so on until the
largest centrality is below some predefined threshold.

Quality function based methods rely on the definition of a global function that quan-
tifies the quality of a partition of the nodes into communities. Defining such functions
depends on the intuition we have about what a community should be. The critical point
is then to divise an algorithm allowing to find the best scoring partition given this quality
function. The most popular quality function is the modularity [313] which compares the
number of edges inside the communities to the number of edges outside the communities.
Many efforts has been made to construct heuristics allowing to find the “best” partition
in a reasonable time. Very good results in terms of speed and scalability are obtained
with the Louvain method [324].

Many other methods are also being developed but much less used such as dynamic algo-
rithms either based on spin model [332, 333] or random walks [334–336] (some of those
methods can produce hierarchical communities and will be discussed along with the mul-
tiscale methods in the next section).

The above methods aim at detecting standard partitions where each vertex can be as-
signed to one community only. However, in some real life networks, a node can be shared
by different communities, so that, many efforts are now made to develop methods allowing
to detect overlapping communities such as the Clique Percolation Method (CPM) [337].
The method consists in building community starting from dividing the graph in cliques‖

of k nodes. The authors consider that two k-cliques are adjacent when they share k − 1
nodes. Then a community is defined as the maximal union of k-cliques that are adjacent.
This definition allow communities to share vertices.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the recent interest in methods allowing to detect “dy-
namic” communities that follow the evolution in time of real systems [338, 339]. Basically
at each time step, graph communities are detected and then the relationships between
the partitions at successive times are inferred.

‖A clique is a group of nodes fully connected to each others.
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3.6.3 Multi-scale community detection

As discussed previously and illustrated by our hierarchical toy graph (Fig. 3.8), the com-
munity structure of many real world systems cannot be fully captured by a single partition
of the nodes as this notion may depend on the resolution at which we observe the system.
The issue of scale was implicitly discarded in the above methods. In fact, the user does
not choose the scale, and the algorithm outputs one partition arbitrarily. For instance,
the algorithms based on modularity optimisation have been shown to favor an intrinsic
scale of description [340, 341]. On the example of Figure 3.8, the modularity optimisa-
tion algorithms will pick the partition in 8 communities (Fig. 3.8 B) because it has the
maximum modularity 0.83 while the partition in 16 communities has a modularity of
0.80, the partition into 4 communities has a modularity of 0.74 and the partition into
2 communities has a modularity of 0.50, However, all the partitions can be meaningful
and one should be able to recover them all. Multi-scale community mining methods have
been introduced as a response to the possible existence of a hierarchy of relevant commu-
nity descriptions. These methods have, in general, a freely tunable parameter allowing
to detect different partitions on a “interesting” range of scales. However, an important
question remains: how to choose “interesting” partitions or scales? In this section, we
briefly recall existent multi-scale community mining methods either based on random
walk processes [342, 343] or on definitions of parametric modularities [344, 345]. We then
discuss a recently developed method deeply rooted in signal processing on graphs and
that uses graph wavelets [309]. This is the method we choose in this thesis to analyse
Hi-C data (Chapter 6).

Inspired by statistical physics, the multiscale method proposed by Reichardt and Born-
holdt [344], relies on the analogy between community mining and Potts model. The Potts
model is a generalisation of the Ising model which is a collection of “up” and “down” spins.
For each spin i (node xi in the analogy), there is an associated spin state σi (correspond-
ing to the community in the analogy). Each spin interacts with the adjacent spins in the
graph with a non null interaction energy when spin states are different. Summing the
energy associated to each edge results in the total energy of the spin configuration. The
final state is obtained by minimising the total energy over the possible spin configurations.
The Ising model, in a graph, corresponds to splitting the graph in two communities. The
Potts spin model identify the optimal number of communities.

The method proposed by Arenas et al. [345] relies on adding loops of weight r in the
graph. The weighted adjacency matrix W is replaced by Wr = W + rI, where I is the
identity matrix, and the modularity Q is replaced by Qr = Q(Wr) where r is the scale
parameter. High values of r allow detection of small communities, while small values of
r result in larger communities.

Methods based on random walk [342, 343] use the interpretation of W in terms of transi-
tion matrix of a Markov chain. The intuition is that a flow on the graph will be trapped
for a longer “time” inside a community before being able to escape, suggesting that the
quality of a partition can be measured in terms of persistence of flows taking place on
the graph. The authors define a quality function that correspond to the probability of
a random walker to start in a community i and finishes in community j after a time t,
from which is substracted the probability that two independant random walkers are in i
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and j at stationnary state. t plays the role of the scale, and for t = 1 the method coin-
cides with the method of maximizing the modularity. The authors have also established
the link between their quality function and the ones defined in the Reichardt [344] and
Arenas [345] methods.

3.6.3.1 Community mining using wavelets on graphs

The intuition behind this wavelet based method is to consider that the wavelet centered
around the node is an “ego-centered” vision of the graph, and that two nodes in the
same community must have pretty much the same view of the graph (discussed above).
In other words, and this is the central idea of the algorithm, all the nodes are classified
together if their neighbourhood as defined by graph wavelets are similar. The method
consists at each scale s in three steps [309]:

• For each node a, one defines its feature vector as the coefficients of the wavelet ψs,a
that encodes local information on the graph topology seen by the node a (Fig. 3.6.)

• To compare the nodes that is to define to which extent two nodes a and b have a
similar environment, a distance matrix Ds is created where the correlation distance
Ds(a, b) between nodes a and b is one minus the correlation between the wavelets
ϕs,a and ϕs,b:

Ds(a, b) = 1 − ϕ
⊤

s,aϕs,b

||ϕs,a||2||ϕs,b||2
∀(a, b) ∈ V 2. (3.44)

Note that this distance measure is independent of graph wavelet normalisation.

• A hierarchical clustering algorithm is used to classify the nodes. The hierarchical
algorithm outputs a dendogram that needs to be “cut” to obtain a partition Ps. To
cut the dendogram, the method defines a criterion based on averaging the maximal
gaps of all the root leaf paths of the dendogram. For each node a, one computes
the gap function Γa as the path length between the leaf corresponding to node a
and the begining of the dendogram. Then after averaging all gaps functions into a
global gap function, the best cut corresponds to the maximum of this global gap
function.

Repeating these three steps for each scale s, one obtains a multi-scale set of partitions
Ps of the nodes [309].

The major inconvenient in this procedure is the computation cost. In fact, to calcu-
late the wavelets one needs to diagonalise the graph Laplacian which is a problem for
large graphs as discussed previously. However, we saw that it is meaningful to approx-
imate the wavelet transform using the FWT s,p (Equation (3.41)). Hence, it is possible
to approximate each wavelet by:

ϕs,a = FWT s,p∆a, (3.45)

and then to calculate the correlations to estimate the distance matrix. In [309], the au-
thors demonstrated that it is enough to actually compute the FWT s,p of a “few” random
gaussian vectors to estimate Ds which makes the method suitable for the analysis of large
graphs.
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3.6.3.2 Evaluating the robustness of communities

In summary, all the multiscale methods discussed above define a function of similarity
between the nodes or a quality function, parameterised by a notion of scale dependent
on the method. Given that one can access to the partitions Ps for all the s values within
some prescribed scale range, a question arises: which is the best partition? Hence, it is
essential to combine these methods with a measurement of relevance of the considered
scales. This relevance can be estimated in terms of stability of the associated partitions.
There are several types of stability.

Stability can be measured directly by disrupting the graph [343, 346, 347]. It consists in
creating many graphs G1, G2,... (sometimes called bootstraps) of the initial graph G by
perturbing the edges (by changing their weights or removing them with a certain proba-
bility...), and calculating the associated partitions P1, P2,... Identifying stable partitions
from the initial graph is done by measuring similarity between the P1, P2,... partitions.
Similarity between partitions can be measured in different ways. For example, consider-
ing 2 partitions, one can look at the number of nodes that are in the same community
for the 2 partitions n11, the number of nodes that are in different communities in the
2 partitions n00, the number of nodes that are in the same community in one partition
and in different communities in the second one n10 and n01. Using these four numbers
(that sum always to n(n-1)/2) similarity coefficients can be defined [348–352]. A common

similarity index based on the above numbers is the Rand index R =
n11 + n00

n(n− 1)/2
[351].

Another way of defining stability is by looking at the variation of information between
two partitions [353].

Another method to measure stability uses the advantage of stochasticity of some opti-
mization algorithms [343, 354]. Launching the algorithms many times can lead to different
partitions and by measuring similarities between the partitions one gets the stability.

Finally a way of getting the stability of the partitions in a multi-scale method consists in
looking at the size of the range of scales for which a given partition is found [343, 345, 355].
This relies on the fact that a partition is stable if it is conserved across different scales.

Z As explained in Section 3.6.3.1, we can compute an approximation of the graph
wavelets distance matrix DS (Equation (3.44)) using a stochastic approach based on a
set of Gaussian random vectors. One can use this stochasticity to estimate the stability
of the partition Ps obtained. The intuition is as follows: repeating the algorithm J times,
if the partitions P j

s are different, the partition is considered unstable and if the partitions
are quite similar, the original partition is considered as stable. Formally, stability γ at
scale s is defined as the mean of the similarities between the different partitions P j

s :

γ(s) =
2

J(J − 1)

∑

i>j

simi(P i
s , P

j
s ), (3.46)

where simi is an index of similarity between two partitions like the Rand index defined
above. In practice, the choice of the index used to define the similarity has no or little
effect on the result.
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3.7 Conclusion

To sum up, we saw in this chapter that graphs are extremely useful as a representation
of complex systems. On the one hand, there exist centrality measures (section 3.2) that
capture different notions of “importance” of a node based on the diverse intuitions we
can have behind the word “importance”. These centrality measures allow to identify key
players in the network (Table 3.1). On the other hand, community detection (Section
3.5), allows to understand the structure of the graph by identifying groups of highly in-
terconnected nodes. As illustrated on Figure 3.8, a graph can be partitioned at different
scales. We presented a multi-scale community detection method based on spectral graph
wavelets. The wavelets introduce the notion of scale as they represent how a node “sees”
the graph (Fig. 3.6) and this method groups together nodes that “see” the graph in a
similar way.

This motivates the use of graph theory to decipher the DNA structural organisation
in relation with nuclear functions such as replication. After defining the DNA network
based on chromatin interaction data, we will see if key functional features of the genome
such as the “master” replication origins (MaOris) correspond to key players in the DNA
network. Our strategy will be to study their centrality scores relatively to the other
genome fragments (Chapter 5). Moreover, using multi-scale community detection, we
will identify structural compartments of the DNA at different resolutions and see to
which extent they correspond to domain of functional organisation (Chapter 6).
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the genome

About half of the human genome was shown to be divided in domains that display a
characteristic U-shaped replication timing profile with early initiation at the borders and
late replication in the center. Significant overlap was observed between U-domains of
different cell lines and also with germline replication domains exhibiting a N-shaped nu-
cleotide compositional skew. A recent study described another type of skew structures
that cover ∼ 13% of the human genome and are bordered by putative master replication
origins similar to the ones flanking skew-N-domains. These skew-split-N-domains have
a shape reminiscent of a N, but split in half, where the skew decrease over ∼ 1.5 Mb
leaving a large central region of null skew whose length increases with domain size. This
prompts us, in this chapter, to ask the question of the existence of caracteristic size for
MRT U-domains and/or the existence of MRT-split-U-domains as the counterpart of the
skew-split-N-domains leading to a unified classification of the genome.
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4.1 A universal cascade model at the heart of the
replication programme

As discussed in Chapter 2, the human genome can be segmented based on strand compo-
sition asymmetry profiles (Equation (2.2)) resulting in the so-called skew (S) N-domains
(Section 2.1.2) [39, 41, 46, 47, 97], and/or based on mean replication timing profiles re-
sulting in the so-called MRT U-domains (Section 2.1.4.3) [43, 44, 161]. We showed that
both the skew S and the MRT derivative (dMRT/dx) reflect replication fork polarity
(Sections 2.1.4.1 and 2.1.4.2) [44, 48, 49] and thus that the cumulative skew Σ (Equa-
tion (2.4)) can be considered as a footprint of the MRT in germline. The N-shaped skew
component was associated with replication domains in the germline (Section 2.1.2), with
upward jumps bordering the skew N-domains qualified as putative “master” replication
origins. A significant overlap was observed between the skew N-domains and the MRT
U-domains (Section 2.1.4.3). In these megabase-sized domains, the MRT derivative is
N-shaped like the nucleotide compositional skew in N-domains in the germline. These
peculiar N-shaped patterns in the MRT derivative were observed in every cell type and
were shown to be the signature of the existence of large-scale gradients of replication
fork polarity (Section 2.1.4) [44, 69, 161] originating from early initiation zones Mb away
from each other. The “master” replication origins at U/N-domain borders were found
to be hypersensitive to DNase I cleavage, to be enriched in epigenetic marks involved in
transcription regulation and to present some local excess of the insulator binding protein
CTCF, the hallmarks of localized (∼ 200-300 kb) open chromatin structures [44, 51, 161]
(Section 2.1.2). The internal part of the U/N-domains actually corresponds to silent fac-
ultative (polycomb repressed) and constitutive (HP1-associated) heterochromatin regions
that replicate later and later as we move from U/N-domains borders to center (discussed
in Section 4.2.3) [53, 213]. The first model proposed to account for the skew N-shape
simply considered that there were only two origins in a skew-N domain, one at each bor-
der, and that the forks emanating from each origin met and stopped at a termination site
that was uniformly distributed in the domain [39, 40]. This model was not in agreement
with commonly accepted inter-origin distances in mammals that are around 50 - 100 kb
and not 1 - 2 Mb [69, 70, 230, 356, 357]. A cascade model of secondary origin firing
was recently proposed (Section 2.1.4.3 page 34) to account for the gradient of replication
fork polarity inside U/N-domains [69, 70]. The U-shape of MRT profiles indicates that
the effective replication velocity (which equals the inverse of the MRT derivative [44, 48];
see page 33) increases from U-domain borders to center [44, 70] as the signature of an
increasing origin firing frequency during S-phase [358]. This cascade model involves the
superposition of specific and efficient initiations at domain borders with random and less
efficient initiations elsewhere, in addition to firing stimulated by the propagating forks
[69, 70]. However, an important aspect for any model is to account for the antisymmetric
shape of skew-N domains is the fact that the slope is inversely proportional to the domain
size [39–41] suggesting that skew N-domain borders are not independent objects. This led
us to investigate what happens in between two successive and very distant upward jumps
in human skew profiles and if they do not border a detected skew N-domain, whether
they present the same genome organization around them.
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Figure 4.1. Detection of skew split N-domains. (A) Skew profiles calculated in non-
overlapping 1kb windows with color dots corresponding to intergenic (black), (+) genes
(red) and (-) genes (blue) plotted vs the native position along a 10.8 Mb fragment of
human chromosome 21. (B) corresponding cumulative skew profile Σ obtained by the
cumulative addition of S-values along the sequence (Equation (2.4)). For display purpose,
average value of S over the region of interest was set to 0 prior to computing Σ and the
ordinate axis goes downwards. The horizontal color bars correspond to the 5 Σ-U domains
detected along the fragment. (C) Space-scale representation of second order variation of

Σ(x): T (−1)

g(2) [Σ](x, a) (Appendix A, Section A.5) values are color coded using green (resp.

pink) for negative (resp. positive) curvature. The horizontal dashed line marks the scale 80

kb used to detect regions of preferential replication initiation: T
(−1)

g(2) ≥ 1.5 (vertical lines

in A and B). Black vertical bars delineate the scale range where strong negative curvature
is expected for parabolic U-shaped Σ profile. Regions delineated by two successive regions

of preferential replication initiation are kept as Σ-U domains if T
(−1)

g(2) [Σ] ≤ −4 at their

midpoint for some scale value in this range [43, 359].
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grouped into five size categories: 2 Mb ≤ L <
2.2 Mb (light orange) covering 121 Mb (N =
58); 2.2 Mb ≤ L < 2.5 Mb (orange) covering
145 Mb (N = 62); 2.5 Mb ≤ L < 3 Mb (dark
orange) covering 195 Mb (N = 72); 3 Mb
≤ L < 5 Mb (light purple) covering 260 Mb
(N = 70) and 5 Mb ≤ L < 15 Mb (purple)
covering 104 Mb (N = 15).
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Figure 4.3. Skew profiles S. Skew profiles calculated in non-overlapping 1kb windows
with color dots corresponding to intergenic (black), (+) genes (red) and (-) genes (blue)
plotted vs the native position along different chromosomes. (A) One Σ-U domain of size
2 Mb ≤ L ≤ 2.2 Mb; (B) one Σ-U domain of size 2.5 Mb ≤ L ≤ 3 Mb; (C) one Σ-U
domain of size 3 Mb ≤ L ≤ 5 Mb; (D) one Σ-U domain of size 5 Mb ≤ L ≤ 15 Mb.

Figure 4.4. Mean skew. Mean (masked)
skew S calculated in non-overlapping 200 kb
windows vs distance to the closest Σ-U do-
main border. Σ-U domains were grouped into
the same five size categories as in Fig. 4.2.
The black dashed line originating at S̄ = 0.08
at domain border and crossing S̄ = 0 at
1.5 Mb is drawn to guide the eyes.
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4.1.1 Skew linearly decreases up to 1.5 Mb from MaOris

As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, in segments of linearly changing skew, the integrated S func-
tion, when estimated by the cumulative skew Σ, displays a U-shaped profile (similar to
the parabolic U-patterns observed in MRT profiles in Figure 2.10 C) [44]. Thus we can
analyse the cumulative skew Σ instead of the skew S [359], to detect large skew domains
using the same wavelet-based protocol described in Appendix A (Section A.5) to delineate
U-patterns in MRT profiles [43, 44] (Fig. 4.1 B). Using this methodology, we delineated
284 cumulative-skew-U (Σ-U) domains of size L ≥ 2 Mb in the human genome among
which 7 were discarded by manual curation∗. Five of these Σ-U domains lying on human
chromosome 21 are shown in Figure 4.1. Overall, the data set of 277 Σ-U domains spans
826.0 Mb (Fig. 4.2) of the native sequence covering about 28.9% of the sequenced genome
and involves 510 distinct domain borders likely corresponding to active replication origins
in the germline. These domains were grouped into five categories (Fig. 4.2): 2 Mb ≤ L <
2.2 Mb covering 121 Mb (N = 58); 2.2 Mb ≤ L < 2.5 Mb covering 145 Mb (N = 62);
2.5 Mb ≤ L < 3 Mb covering 195 Mb (N = 72); 3 Mb ≤ L < 5 Mb covering 260 Mb (N
= 70) and 5 Mb ≤ L < 15 Mb covering 104 Mb (N = 15). Some of these Σ-U domains
correspond to skew-N domains previously detected with the N-let method originally used
to detect N-domains (Appendix A, Section A.3): 56 out of the 86 N-domains (∼ 65%)
of size 2 Mb ≤ L ≤ 2.8 Mb identified in [46]. Indeed, 123 out of the 165 different skew
N-domain borders (∼ 75%) were recovered at a 50 kb precision. As illustrated by the four
large Σ-U domains shown in Fig. 4.3, for domains of size 2 Mb ≤ L ≤ 3 Mb, the previ-
ously described N-shape with a linear decrease of the skew profile in between two upward
jumps were recovered. However, the skew profile in the large Σ-U domains (> 3 Mb)
does not correspond to an N-domain. The skew does not decrease on the whole domain
length but only on ∼ 1.5 Mb, independently on the domain size, leaving a large central
region of null skew (Fig. 4.3 C, D). This shape reminiscent of an N but split in half and
with a central region of null skew led us to name them Split-N-Domains. When plotting
the average skew S versus the distance to the border for different classes of domain sizes,
we recovered for the first three classes that the slope of the linear decrease of S varies as
the inverse of the domain size 1/L (Fig. 4.4), as originally observed for skew-N domains
[39–41, 46]. However, in the last two classes of skew split-N-domains, the skew linearly
decreases from the border in a similar fashion over ∼ 1.5 Mb irrespectively of the domain
size (Fig. 4.4). Remarkably, the mean skew jump amplitude at the Σ-U domain borders
does not vary too much with the type of the domains (S ∼ 7.8%) except some system-
atic slight decrease with the domain size (Fig. 4.4). This might be some indication that
very much like N-domain borders [39–41, 46, 47, 51], split N-domain borders also likely
correspond to well positioned “master” replication origins firing early in S-phase.

Z The characteristic of split-N-domains that sets them apart from N-domains are their
central regions that have a null skew (Fig. 4.4). The link between the two borders of
the domains seems to have been disrupted in split-N domains by the presence of this
region whose length can reach several megabase. The fact that the skew profile does not
decrease on the whole domain length but rather on 1.5 Mb independently of the domain
size suggests that 1.5 Mb is a characteristic (limiting) length and/or time scale in the
organisation and coordination of replication, transcription and chromatin [359].

∗Because they do not display the characteristic central region of null skew described later on, unlike
the others.
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BG02 IMR90 BJ (R1) BJ (R2) GM06990 GM12878 TL010 H0287 K562 HeLaS3 MCF7
N 30 62 76 67 105 107 150 122 107 38 84
L 3.59 3.86 4.21 4.10 4.13 4.13 4.24 4.27 4.28 3.97 4.13
C 4.05 9.02 12.04 10.34 16.32 14.78 23.96 19.63 17.24 5.68 13.06

Table 4.1. Characteristics of large detected MRT domains (L ≥ 3 Mb). Number
(N) of detected domains, their mean length (L) in Mb and their genome coverage (C) in
each of the analysed cell lines.

Figure 4.5. MRT U-domains and split U-domains in different human cell lines. (A)
Average MRT profiles inside detected replication U-domains (L < 3 Mb). (B) Average
MRT profiles inside detected replication timing-domains larger than 3 Mb. The distance
between domain borders was rescaled to 1. Each cell line is identified by a color: BG02
(light blue), IMR90 (pink), BJ (R1) (orange), GM06990 (pink), Gm12878 (yellow), TL010
(magenta), H0287 (cyan), K562 (grey), HeLaS3 (green), MCF7 (grey-blue).

4.1.2 MRT split-U-domains are robustly observed in different
cell lines

To address the hypothesis of the existence of a limiting length and/or time scale organ-
isation, we extend our study to the MRT profiles. In fact, as both the skew S and the
MRT derivative reflect the replication fork polarity (Sections 2.1.4.1 and 2.1.4.2), we
expect to obtain the same behaviour when analysing the MRT derivative. Historically,
the wavelet-based methodology allowing to detect U-domains (L≤3 Mb) [43, 44] (Ap-
pendix A, Section A.5), identified larger domains (from 30 in BG02 up to 150 in TL010,
(Table 4.1)), of mean size ranging from 3.59 Mb in BG02 to 4.28 Mb in K562, covering
around ∼ 10% of the genome (Table 4.1). Figure 4.5 illustrates the average MRT profile
in different cell types along the so-called replication U-domains (Fig. 4.5 A), and along
the larger domains (Fig. 4.5 B) when rescaling the domain size to 1. The average MRT
profile in U-domains (Fig. 4.5 A) has the expected parabolic shape representative of indi-
vidual U-domains (Fig. 4.6, first column), where the borders replicate early whereas the
centers replicate later. Figure 4.5 B also shows domains with early replicating borders
on average. However, we see the emergence of a flat base in the average profiles corre-
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Figure 4.6. MRT U- and split-U-domains in different human cell lines. From
top to bottom, skew profiles calculated in non-overlapping 1kb windows with color dots
corresponding to intergenic (black), (+) genes (red) and (-) genes (blue), MRT profiles in
ES (yellow), lymphoblastoid (pink), fibroblast (green), cancer (purple) cell lines, plotted
vs the native position along different chromosomes. First column: 3.6 Mb of chromosome
11, second column: 5 Mb of chromosome 8, third column: 6 Mb of chromosome 3, fourth
column: 10 Mb of chromosome 13. The horizontal bars correspond to N/split-N (black)
or U/split-U (colors) domains, the vertical bars correspond to the N/split-N borders. The
(x) on the horizontal colored bars correspond to a MRT domain peak common border
of two juxtaposed domains and the (•) correspond to an asymetric border common to a
U/split-U-domain and a MRT plateau.

sponding to the late replicating central region. This central region appears on average,
to replicate later than the center of U-domains (Fig. 4.5). When looking at individual
large domains (Fig. 4.6, columns 2 to 4), we see that the domain borders replicate early
followed by a transition region (of few hundreds kb) before reaching a plateau of a late
replicating central region. Interestingly, for a larger domain size, we observe a larger cen-
tral region (see for example the difference between chromosomes 8 and 13 on Figure 4.6,
columns 2 and 4). These domains were not further analysed in previous studies dedicated
to the characterisation of replication U-domains [44]. In this thesis and in the light of the
new skew split-N-domains, we analyse these large MRT domains that we will refer to as
replication split-U-domains consistent with their shape of a U splited in half.

Note that in regions where the split-U-domains seem to be conserved in differentiated
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Figure 4.7. Mean MRT derivative. Mean derivative of the MRT vs the distance to the
closest domain border in different cell lines. U-domains were grouped into 4 categories:
L < 0.8 Mb (light pink), 0.8 Mb ≤ L < 1.2Mb (pink), 1.2 Mb ≤ L < 1.8 Mb (ma-
genta) and 1.8 Mb ≤ L < 3 Mb (dark magenta). The split U-domains for lymphoblasts
(GM06990, GM12878, TL010, H0287), fibroblast (IMR90, BJ (R1 and R2)) and cancer
(K562, MCF7) cell lines were grouped in 2 categories: 3 ≤ L < 4 Mb (light purple)
and L ≥ 4 Mb (dark purple). For BG02 and HeLaS3 split-U-domains were grouped in 2
categories: 3 ≤ L < 3.5 Mb (light green) and L ≥ 3.5 Mb (green). The MRT derivatives
were computed from the MRT profiles using the wavelet-based methodology at 100 kb
described in Appendix A (Section A.2)

cell types, we observe smaller domains for BG02 (Fig. 4.6, column 4). This property of
BG02 embryonic stem cell line will be discussed along with the domains conservation in
Section 4.2.1. For now, we investigate the existence of a characteristic limiting length
and/or time in the MRT derivative.

Figure 4.7 shows for different domain size categories, the MRT derivative as a function
of the distance to the borders, in different cell lines. The MRT derivative is computed
from the MRT profiles using the wavelet-based methodology at scale s = 100 kb de-
scribed in Appendix A (Section A.2). Independently of the cell line, for the smaller
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domain size categories (L < 0.8 Mb, 0.8 Mb ≤ L < 1.2Mb, 1.2 Mb ≤ L < 1.8 Mb)
the MRT derivative decreases linearly. However, for the larger domains, the curves seem
to decrease linearly from the border over a certain distance depending on the cell line
and then they become flat. For the embryonnic stem cell line (BG02), characterised
by smaller U-domain sizes [44], the curves start to flatten before 1 Mb. This distance
seems to be larger for all differentiated cell lines (except for HeLaS3 where it is also .

1 Mb): from ∼ 1.2 Mb for fibroblasts and MCF7, to ∼ 1.4 Mb for lymphoblasts and K562.

Since the skew S and the derivative of the MRT profile both reflect the average fork
polarity at a given locus (Section 2.1.4), these results confirm the existence of a certain
limiting characteristic size in the behaviour of polarity vs distance to replication timing
domain borders, as previously observed for replication skew domains (Fig. 4.4). How-
ever, it is not the same for all cell lines and we do not systematically recover the 1.5 Mb
characteristic size found for split-N-domains. This raises the question of the origin of this
limiting characteristic size: should it be interpreted as a characteristic length-scale or as
a characteristic time-scale? Figure 4.7, shows that the limiting scale for BG02 seems to
be smaller than the ones observed in the differentiated cell lines. The S-phase is shorter
in BG02 than in the other cell lines which could be the reason why the characteristic
scale is shorter. We thus explore the hypothesis that we are in fact facing a characteristic
time scale.

4.1.3 Evidencing a characteristic time-scale

In order to test the above hypothesis, we look at how the MRT at the domain border
affect the above curves. Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of MRT values at domain
borders in the different size categories. For BG02, most of the replication domain bor-
ders replicate with a MRT<0.5: the histogram has a peak around MRT ∼ 0.25 for the
U-domains and around MRT ∼ 0.35 for split-U-domains (Fig. 4.8). A smaller secondary
peak appears also for the split-U-domains at MRT ∼ 0.7; corresponding to less than 10%
of the borders as illustrated by the cumulative histogram where we clearly see that ∼
80% of the borders replicate before the mid S-phase (Fig. 4.8). For the differentiated cell
lines, we see two peaks in the domain border MRT histogram, a first one around 0.2 ≤
MRT ≤ 0.3 and a second one around 0.5 ≤ MRT ≤ 0.7, this second peak appears to be
more pronounced for the larger domains, as illustrated by the shift to the right of the
cumulative histogram (Fig. 4.8). Nevertheless, in general, for all the cell lines, the cumu-
lative curves of the MRT distribution (black line in the top pannel of Fig. 4.8) seem to
follow the same behaviour, many origins (∼ 30%) fire early in the S-phase (MRT<0.25),
followed by other origins (∼ 30%) replicating in the mid S-phase (0.25 ≤ MRT < 0.5),
and the remaining firingh late in the S-phase (MRT>0.5). Accordingly, we split the do-
mains in three groups: early replicating borders (MRT<0.25), mid replicating borders
(0.25 ≤ MRT <0.5) and late-replicating borders (MRT ≥ 0.5).

Interestingly, when we look at the MRT derivative as a function of the distance to the
closest domain border in those timing groups, we clearly see that the curve correspond-
ing to late MRT borders tend to flatten before the ones corresponding to the early MRT
borders (Fig. 4.9 and Supplemental Figures in Annexe B: Figs B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4). For
large split-U-domains (L ≥ 3.5 Mb for BG02 and HeLaS3, and L ≥ 4 Mb for the other
cell lines), Figure 4.9 shows that the distance at which the curves change behaviour is
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Figure 4.8. MRT at replication domain borders. For each cell line, and for each
replication timing domain size categorie (same categories and color coding as in Fig. 4.7),
the bottom pannel shows the histogram (p.d.f) of domain border MRT and the top pannel
shows the cumulative histogram (c.d.f). In the top pannel, the black curve represent the
mean over all the domains and the dashed black vertical lines at MRT equal to 0.25 and
to 0.5 delimiting the three zones defining the borders’ timing categories.

not the same for the three timing categories: the curves corresponding to late replicating
borders flatten at smaller distances followed by the curves corresponding to mid repli-
cating borders, in turn followed by the curves corresponding to early replicating borders.
In BG02 and HeLaS3, the curves corresponding to late replicating borders change be-
haviour around ∼ 600 kb, around ∼ 900 kb in fibroblasts and MCF7 and around ∼ 1 Mb
in lymphoblasts and K562. While for the early replicating borders, the curves flatten
around ∼ 1 Mb in BG02 and HeLaS3, around ∼ 1.4 Mb in lymphoblasts, ∼ 1.6 Mb in
fibroblasts and ∼ 1.8 Mb in K562 and MCF7. This favors the hypothesis of a charac-
teristic time scale organisation rather than a characteristic length scale, because if we
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Figure 4.9. Mean MRT derivative. Mean derivative of the MRT vs the distance to
the closest domain border in different cell lines for the largest split domains (L ≥ 4 Mb
shades of purple and L ≥ 3.5 Mb shades of green) and the different timing categories:
early timing (MRT<0.25) light purple and light green, mid timing (0.25 ≤ MRT <0.5)
purple and green, and late timing (MRT >0.5) dark purple and dark green.

shift the curves of the late MRT borders (or the mid replicating borders) they will su-
perimpose with the ones of the early replicating borders. In other words, the apparent
velocity of replication (the inverse of the MRT derivative (page 33)) depends on the tim-
ing in the S-phase or the timing left to reach the end of the S-phase. As the end of
the S-phase approaches, the apparent speed of replication increases, and diverges in the
latest moments of the S-phase. For the late replicating borders, we observe a smaller
MRT derivative that translates in term of apparent speed to a faster velocity: when the
origins fire late, replication proceed faster at domain borders. The presence of the null
plateau can be explained by the fact that there is no preferred directionality of the repli-
cation fork suggesting a random initiation of replication in these late timing regions in
order to complete replication before the end of S-phase. Indeed, this is consistent with
the vision of constant timing regions (CTRs) replicating late in the S-phase by multiple
origins. Altogether, these observations are in agreement with the domino model of repli-
cation (page 34), where an accelerating wave of replication likely initiates at the domain
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Figure 4.10. Linking the MRT derivative and the MRT. (A) r(x) = ax2 + bx + c,
the parabolic MRT as a function of the position x in the vicinity of a replication domain
border. (B) u(x) = 2ax+ b, the derivative of the MRT as a function of the position. (C)
The resulting MRT derivative as a function of the MRT (Equation (4.1)).

borders and propagates towards the center via a cascade of origins firing [69, 70] and
this independently of the domain size. Thus, replication would first initiate in efficient
zones specified by open chromatin [51], followed by progressive activation of secondary
origins in less open chromatin due to the approach of an incoming fork and the effective
speed of this cascade process would only depend on the time left to complete the S-phase.

In the following, we further test this model with the specific goal to establish a link
between the MRT derivative (reflecting the effective velocity of the replication progres-
sion) and the MRT.

4.1.4 Modeling replication inside MRT domains

We note r(x) the MRT at a position x and u(x) the MRT derivative at that position. In
the proposed model, starting from a replication origin at a split-U domain border, r(x)
follows a parabola: r(x) = ax2 + bx + c (Fig. 4.10 A) and its derivative u(x) = 2ax + b
is linear (Fig. 4.10 B), up to the end of S-phase where the derivative u reach 0. Using
the following boundary conditions: r(0) = 0, r(L0) = rf = 1, u(0) = u0 and u(L0) = 0,
where r = 0 is the beginning of S-phase, x = 0 is the position at the domain border, rf is
the timing at the end of the S-phase and L0 the characteristic length (position where the
curve change behaviour), it is easy to obtain: r(x) = −u2

0

4
x2 +u0x and u(x) = −u2

0

2
x+u0,

leading to the following relation between u(x) and r(x) (Fig. 4.10 C):

u(x) = u0(1 − r(x))1/2. (4.1)

Equation (4.1) represents the behaviour for x ∈ [0, L0] but also applies in the central
region of split-U-domains where u = 0 and r = 1. Given a constant value to u0 (slope at
time r = 0), Equation (4.1) establishes that there is a unique relationship between MRT
and its derivative within split-U-domains. To test this model, we start considering large
MRT split-U-domains (L ≥ 4 Mb) in GM06990 cell line, where the MaOris are “far”
enough, so that the replication cascades originating from these MaOris do not influence
each others. We consider all half split-U-domains i.e. from each border to the center,
we sort them according to the MRT at the domain border: from the earliest replicating
borders to the latest replicating borders, we calculate the mean of u(x) and r(x) over
groups of 15 domains where the timing at domain borders are similar (Fig. 4.11 A). The
data for the different groups of domains impressively fall on a unique curve, demonstrat-
ing that there indeed exists a unique relationship between MRT and its derivative along
split-U-domains.
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Figure 4.11. MRT derivative as a function of the MRT in GM06990 cell line. (A)
Mean MRT derivative vs the MRT, the coloured bullets (•) corresponding to the mean
values along large split U-domains (L ≥ 4 Mb), each color correspond to the mean over
15 domains after sorting the domains relatively to the MRT value found at the border.
The black curve represents the fit of the parabolic model (Equation (4.3)) to the presented
data with u > 0. (B) The absolute value of the MRT derivative vs the absolute value
of (rf − r), in a loglog plot where we used the data from (A) with same color coding as
in (A). The black line is a linear function of slope (1/2) to guide the eyes. (C) Same as
(A) where the supplementary blue (◦) correspond to the mean MRT derivative values at
the U-domain borders over groups of 15 domains sorted according to their border timing,
in different size categories L < 1 Mb, 1 Mb ≤ L < 2Mb, 2 Mb ≤ L < 3 Mb and 3 Mb
≤ L < 4 Mb (from cyan to dark blue). (D) same as (B) with the data presented in (C).

We then proceed to fit these data by our model predictions (Equation (4.1)). Note
that the 1 in Equation (4.1) comes from the fact that in the theory we considered rf = 1.
However, given the way the MRT is computed (Section 2.1.3.2), r is never equal to 1.
Thus to fit the curves, we do not force rf to be 1, we leave it as a free parameter and
Equation (4.1) becomes:

u(x) = u0(rf − r(x))1/2 ∀x ∈ [0, L/2], (4.2)

which is equivalent to:

r(x) = −(
u

u0

)2 + rf ∀x ∈ [0, L/2]. (4.3)

Equation (4.3) is easy to fit using Matlab with a linear fit model of the form ax2 + b. The
deviation of the data to the model predictions can be further quantified in a logarithmic
representation (Fig. 4.11 B), where the data present a slope slightly greater than the
value 1/2 predicted by the model . The average MRT slope at U-domain borders closely
match the one at split-U-domain borders (Fig. 4.7) suggesting that at U-domains borders,
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the proposed cascading model process might not be influenced by the cascade emanat-
ing from the opposite borders so that the “universal” relationship between MRT and its
derivative (Equation (4.1)) could also be observed at these loci. Indeed, averaging u and r
in groups of 15 U-domain borders† sorted by their MRT value, we obtain data points that
nicely follow the “universal” behaviour observed along split-U-domains (Fig. 4.11 C, D).
The decrease observed at the earliest timing can be attributed to the impossibility to pre-
cisely compute timing change in this range of the RepliSeq data protocol (Section 2.1.3.2).

We reproduce this analysis for different cell lines (Fig. 4.12 and Supplementary Fig. B.5).
Using the initial data sets for the MRT computation (Supplementary Fig. B.5), we notice,
for some cell lines, problematic behavior on the u vs r representation, especially at early
replicating borders. The most critical case is observed for MCF7 cell line where a sharp
discontinuity is apparent between the very early U-domain borders and the other ones
(Supplementary Fig. B.5). This is indeed due to the way the data were normalised. As
explained in Chapter 2 (page 27), the normalisation procedure consists in normalising
first the columns to ensure a constant rate of DNA synthesis along S-phase, followed by
column normalisation to ensure that each locus is replicated once and only once per cell
cycle. The second normalisation is performed a second time after denoising. This second
round of locus normalisation can affect the first one and leads to not normalised lines
meaning that constant rate of DNA synthesis is not guaranteed anymore. Therefore, we
experiment an iterative normalisation method consisting in performing line and column
normalisation iteratively until no change is observed in the results‡. Results obtained
with this iterative normalisation are illustrated on Figure 4.12. Mostly, the changes are
observed for early replicating borders, probably because as illustrated on Figure 2.9 (D
G1), the noise in the data are more pronounced in G1.

Note that the iterative normalisation does not change drastically the results it only fixes
the noise observed in G1. Indeed, when reproducing for example the analysis reported
in Figure 4.9 with the data normalised iteratively (Supplementary Fig. B.6), the same
results are observed starting with a higher MRT derivative.

For each cell line, the MRT derivative vs the MRT data points for the different groups
of split-U-domains fall on a unique “universal” curve (Fig. 4.12). Hence, there exists a
unique relationship between MRT end its derivative along split-U-domains, and this in
all the analysed cell lines. Interestingly, this “universal” behaviour extends to U-domain
borders. Finally it also appears that the relationship between MRT and its derivative
is well captured by Equation (4.3) in all cell lines (Fig. 4.12). If we consider that rf is
determined from the computation of MRT, the only free parameter in the model is u0.
From the fit obtained in Figure 4.12 we can see that lymphoblasts have a smaller u0 than
fibroblasts, resulting in a higher apparent speed of the replication fork in lymphoblasts
which is consistant with the results obtained in [70].

†As the MaOris are determined at ∼ 200 kb precision, we consider for the computation of the MRT
derivative the third 100 kb window from each U domain border.

‡Typically the results are robust after 15 iterations.
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Figure 4.12. MRT derivative as a function of the MRT. Same as in Fig. 4.11 C
in different cell lines, with the same colour coding. For HeLaS3 and BG02 different size
categories were considered (i) for U-domains: L < 1 Mb, 1 Mb ≤ L < 2 Mb, 2 Mb ≤ L <
2.5 Mb from light to dark blue (△) and (ii) for split-U-domains: L ≥ 2.5 Mb coloured
(N).

4.1.5 A universal cascade model of origin firing

We have identified a new type of replication domains, the split-U-domains covering ∼
10% of the genome (Table 4.1). Like the U-domains, split-U-domains are characterised by
early replicating regions around the borders. However, what distinguish them from the
U-domains is their central region exhibiting a late replicating plateau in the MRT profiles
which length increases with the domain size (Figs. 4.5 and 4.6). Thus, the MRT increases
from the border to a certain distance reaching a relatively high value in the late central
region. The observation that in large replication domains, the MRT derivative decreases
to zero over a distance independent of the domain size (Fig. 4.7), suggests that there must
exist of a limiting time or length scale. Interestingly, when sorting the domains according
to the MRT at their borders and analysing separately the domains of early, mid and late
replicating borders, we have observed that when the replication starts later, the plateau
is reached faster (Fig. 4.9). This favours a model with a characteristic time scale, as
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BG02 IMR90 BJ (R1) BJ (R2) GM06990 GM12878 TL010 H0287 K562 HeLaS3 MCF7 N
BG02 30 7 8 10 6 6 10 8 10 3 8 12
IMR90 7 62 36 34 19 19 24 17 24 15 16 15
BJ (R1) 8 39 76 56 21 24 32 24 32 17 23 23
BJ (R2) 8 36 54 67 21 20 29 22 28 18 22 22

GM06990 6 19 20 22 105 58 63 65 30 14 30 19
GM12878 11 19 24 23 60 95 57 48 31 14 26 14

TL010 11 22 30 29 62 58 150 65 41 13 24 28
H0287 8 20 25 24 68 49 67 122 39 13 27 25
K562 11 19 32 28 27 31 40 35 107 15 30 23

HeLaS3 4 8 14 13 12 12 11 8 14 38 12 10
MCF7 7 15 22 19 27 27 23 22 29 14 84 21

N 16 16 24 22 19 15 26 25 23 11 26 97

Table 4.2. Number of matches between MRT (split-) U-domains of different cell
lines. A split-U-domain (column) is considered to have a matching (split-) U-domain
(row) when at least 80% of these (split-) U-domains were common to the two cell lines.

confirmed by the fact that the MRT derivative and thus the replication velocity are di-
rectly linked to the MRT (Equation (4.1) and Fig. 4.12). Altogether these results suggest
that replication inside split-U- and U-domains (referred to as (split-) U-domains) follows
a “universal cascade model” that only depends on the time left till the end of the S-phase.

Questions we now address are whether these split-U-domains are conserved across cell
lines as the U-domains [44] and whether their borders present the same characteristics as
MaOris as previously observed for split-N-domain and N-domain borders [359].

4.2 Segmentation of the genome in replication do-
mains

Replication U-domains were shown to be at the heart of the organisation of the replica-
tion spatio-temporal programme [44]. In the previous sections, we described a new kind
of megabase-sized MRT domains where the early replicating “MaOris” are far from each
other. In this section, we discuss to which extent split-U-domains present similar prop-
erties as the U-domains. In fact, U-domains were robustly observed across cell lines [44].
First, we test to which extent split-U-domains are also conserved across cell lines (Sec-
tion 4.2.1). Then, we ask whether the “MaOris” at split-U-domain borders have similar
functional properties as the “MaOris” at U-domain borders (Section 4.2.2). Then we
extend the chromatin state organisation study to these novel replication domains (Sec-
tion 4.2.3). We will systematically compare the results in different cell lines where the
data are available: H1 ES (with BG02 replication domains as surrogates), GM06990,
IMR90 (with Nhdfad chromatin states), HeLaS3 and K562.

4.2.1 Split-U/N-domain conservation

Figure 4.6 illustrates the remarkable pattern of conservation of (split-) U-domains and
(split-) N-domains between different cell lines. The relatively small (3 Mb) N-domain of
chromosome 11 colocalises with U-domains in the four lymphoblast cell lines (GM06990,
GM12878, TL010, H0287), and with the robustly conserved U-domain in the fibroblast
cell lines (IMR90, BJ R1 and R2). However, we observe specific active origins in BG02
(that are absent in differentiated cell lines) resulting in domains consolidation [147]: three
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BG02 IMR90 GM06990 K562 HeLaS3 N
Specific 8 (26.7%) 17 (27.4%) 47 (44.8%) 45 (42.1%) 15 (39.5%) 42 (43.3%)

Shared by 1 11 (36.7%) 21 (33.9%) 34 (32.3%) 36 (33.6%) 5 (13.2%) 35 (36.1%)
Shared by 2 7 (23.3%) 17 (27.4%) 19 (18.1%) 20 (18.6%) 13 (34.2%) 13 (13.4%)
Shared by 3 3 (10.0%) 5 (8.1%) 4 (3.8%) 5 (4.7%) 5 (13.1%) 6 (6.1%)
Shared by 4 1 (3.3%) 2 (3.2%) 1 (1.0%) 1 (1.0%) 0 1 (1.0%)
Shared by 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 30 62 105 107 38 97

Table 4.3. Domain conservation across cell lines. Using conservation data summarised
in Table 4.2, for each cell line we computed the number of split-U/N-domains that are cell
line specific, or have a matching (split-) U-domain in 1,...,5 of the considered cell lines.

BG02 IMR90 GM06990 K562 HeLaS3 N
Specific n=1 26.28% 17.91% 15.59% 15.75% 18.34% 17.06%

Shared by 1 n=2 22.32% 22.61% 19.67% 20.53% 23.29% 21.50%
Shared by 2 n=3 20.97% 23.00% 21.97% 20.79% 22.91% 22.11%
Shared by 3 n=4 15.66% 16.92% 21.45% 22.01% 18.48% 18.21%
Shared by 4 n=5 10.62% 14.26% 15.20% 14.85% 12.50% 14.23%
Shared by 5 n=6 4.15% 5.31% 6.12% 6.07% 4.49% 6.89%

Table 4.4. MRT split-U and U-domain borders conservation across cell lines. A
domain border is considered to be shared by n cell lines if the distance between the border
of the considered cell line and the distance to the closest border in the n− 1 cell lines is
less than 100 kb.
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U-domains of BG02 consolidate to form a single U/N-domain in differentiated cell lines
and in the germline. We observe the same consolidation effect of BG02 domains along
chromosome 8 showing a split-U-domain in all considered differentiated cells but not
in the germline (Fig. 4.6, second column). We observe another consolidation of BG02
U-domains along chromosome 13 leading to a “well” conserved split-U/N-domain in dif-
ferentiated cell lines and in the germline (Fig. 4.6, fourth column). Note in this region,
the activation in HeLaS3 cancer cell line of an origin present in BG02. When we look at
the chromosome 3 fragment, we clearly see a conserved split domain even if the domain
borders do not match exactly (Fig. 4.6, third column). In fact, in lymphoblast cell lines,
the inflection point around 8.7 Mb on chromosome 3 was detected as a domain border in
GM06990 and H0287 but not in GM12878 and TL010 simply due to the thresholds used
in the domain border detection method (Appendix A, Section A.5). For the same do-
main, the other border (around 5 Mb) is not exactly in the same position in the four cell
lines: the border seems to be shifted. However, the conservation of replication domains
in different cell lines seems to be important in this region.

Conservation of U/N-domains between cell lines was previously described in [44]. Here, to
determine genome-wide the amount of split-U/N-domains that are conserved in different
cell lines, we compute for each cell line pair, the mutual covering of the corresponding sets
of (split-) U-domains: a split-U-domain of the reference cell line has a matching (split-)
U-domain when the two domains cover more than 80% of each others, i.e. two (split-)
U-domains are shared by two cell lines if the number of base-pairs they share relatively to
the size of the largest one is more than 80% (Table 4.2). Systematically, all the cell lines
share (i) the least of their domains with BG02, for instance 6 for GM06990 (5.7%) and
GM12878 (6.3%), probably because BG02 has the smallest number of split-U-domains
which are also of the shortest length (Table 4.1), and (ii) at least ∼ 10% of their do-
mains with another differentiated cell line. Interestingly, cell lines of the same type share
more domains between them than with other types. For example, out of 105 domains,
GM06990 shares 60 with GM12878, 62 with TL010 and 68 with H0287. To compare
the conservation of the domains between more than two cell lines, we take a “repre-
sentative” of each cell type; we choose: BG02, IMR90 (for fibroblasts), GM06990 (for
lymphoblasts), K562 and HeLaS3 (for cancer cells) and the germline (split-N-domains).
For each split-domain, we calculate the number of cell lines in which a matching (split-)
U-domain is found (Table 4.3). None of the domains is shared by all the considered cell
lines. However, each cell line shares more than 50% of its domains with at least one other
cell line.

Finally, to evaluate the “consolidation” and the “boundary shift” [147] phenomena ob-
served in Figure 4.6 (for both U/N- and split-U/N- domains), we address the border
conservation across cell lines taking into account the resolution limit of the domains de-
tection method. We consider that a border is conserved between cell lines if it is shifted
by less than 100 kb (Table 4.4). BG02 presents the highest proportion of specific borders
(26.28%) probably because it presents the smallest domains and consolidation is more
frequent for this cell line. For each cell line, around 80% of its borders are shared by at
least one other cell line. Altogether, these results along with the previous observation
that U-domains are conserved across cell lines [44] suggest that both U-domains and
split-U-domains covering together more than 60% of the genome (BG02 67.11%, IMR90
63.83%, GM06990 66.73%, K562 64.20% , HeLaS3 64.57%, N 59.22%) are highly con-
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Figure 4.13. MaOris are GC rich. Mean (native) GC content (Section 4.4) calculated in
100 kb non overlapping windows vs the distance from the nearest (split-) U-domain border,
in different cell lines and for different domain sizes (same color coding as in Fig. 4.7).

served between different cell lines and interestingly, their borders are shared by many cell
lines.

In the following, we look at the organisation of the split-U/N-domains and address to
which extent ubiquitous origins have a specific role in regulating the spatio-temporal
replication programme.

4.2.2 Split-U-domain borders are “MaOris”

4.2.2.1 GC content

There is a definite evidence that the compositional heterogeneity in a DNA sequence
correlates with its GC content [219] which is recognized as a fundamental property of the
DNA and is likely to be one of the possible keys to understand the genome organisation
[217–219, 360] . Moreover, it has been shown that GC-rich and GC-poor regions correlate
well with early and late replicating domains. In this spirit, we look at the GC coverage
along replication domains. Figure 4.13 shows for the different cell lines, and for different
domain sizes, the GC content vs the distance to the nearest (split-) U-domain border.
In all cell lines, we systematically see a decrease in the GC content from the replication
domain borders to the centers. We also note that for the larger domains, the borders are
less enriched in GC: for larger domains sizes, there is a systematic decrease in the position
of the curves i.e. the curves are lower. Moreover, for the same size categories, the GC
content is higher in GM06990 and K562 than in H1 ES. Hence, consistently with what
has been shown for U-domains [44], GC content decreases from split-U-domain borders
to center. However, GC content in split-U-domains is lower than in U-domains.

4.2.2.2 Gene organisation

Both N- and split-N- domain borders were shown to be active hypomethylated regions
with a specific gene organisation around them [41, 359]: within domains, genes are pri-
marily found around the borders. Similarly, when looking at the gene density along
replication domains (Fig. 4.14), we clearly see a decrease of gene density from the do-
main borders towards the center. However, this sharp decrease of gene density takes place
over a few 100 kb in contrast to the decrease of the GC content over the whole replication
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Figure 4.14. MaOris are gene rich. Gene density (Section 4.4) vs the distance from
the nearest (split-) U-domain border, in different cell lines and for different domain sizes
(same color coding as in Fig. 4.7).

Figure 4.15. MaOris are open chromatin regions. Mean coverage by DNase I HS
(Section 4.4) (relatively to the genome average) as a function of the distance the distance
from the nearest (split-) U-domain border in different cell lines (same color coding as in
Fig. 4.7).

domain. Interestingly, the central region of split-U-domains is found to be gene desert ∼ 1
gene per Mb (Fig. 4.14), which is consistent with the fact that low GC regions are known
to be poor in genes [217, 218, 360]. This is also consistent with previous observation of
gene clustering at replication U-domain borders [44]. Thus, this is another evidence that
split-U-domain borders have a similar role as the MaOris at U-domain borders.

4.2.2.3 Hypersensitivity to DNase I

High-throughput sequencing and whole-genome tiled strategies have been developed to
identify DNase I hypersensitive sites (HS) as markers of open chromatin across the
genome [184]. Mapping DNase I HS along MRT U-domains showed that domain borders
are in ∼ 200 kb regions enriched in open chromatin markers [44, 51]. In the same way, we
look at the DNase I HS enrichment along split-U-domains (Fig. 4.15). Independently of
the domain size, we observe that the mean coverage in DNase I HS is maximal at U- and
split-U-domain borders and decreases significantly from the borders to the center. This
means that, whatever the cell line, early replicating regions at split-U-domain borders as
at U-domain borders [44], are at the center of a ∼ 200 kb open chromatin region. Note
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Figure 4.16. Enrichment in CTCF insulator-binding protein at MRT domains bor-
ders. Mean coverage by CTCF enriched peaks (relatively to the genome average); (Sec-
tion 4.4) as a function of the distance from the nearest (split-) U-domain border in different
cell lines (same color coding as in Fig. 4.7).

that we also observe a systematic decrease in the enrichment in DNase I HS with the
domain size that is very clear for IMR90. Hence, we recover the previous observations
along U-domains [44, 51], split-U-domain borders are open chromatin regions, whereas
their central region is depleted in open chromatin marks consistently with the observation
of very low gene density in these regions (Fig. 4.14).

4.2.2.4 CTCF Insulator-binding protein

When looking at CTCF insulator binding protein, that is known to be involved in chro-
matin loop formation conditioning communication between transcriptional regulatory el-
ements [18, 169, 208, 209], we observe, for all differentiated cell lines (Fig 4.16) a decrease
from the borders to the center of the MRT domains. Note that this decrease is not as
stricking for H1 ES, specially for the split-U-domains where the CTCF coverage is more
homogeneous. In fact, it has been shown that in pluripotent cells, CTCF distribution
is different from its distribution in differentiated cells [54], combined to the presence of
NANOG and OCT4 that were recently shown to contribute to the overall folding of ESCs
genome via specific long-range contacts [361, 362] (Section 5.1). Hence, in differentiated
cell lines, we recover for split-U-domains the decrease of CTCF abundance over a few
100 kb like previously observed for U-domain [44]. In H1 ES, the decrease in split-U-
domains is much weaker than in U-domains.

Z Altogether these results show that the “master” replication origins at split-U/N-
domains borders are found in high GC, gene rich regions, enriched in DNase I HS and
insulator binding protein CTCF as a signature of ∼ 200 kb of an open chromatin struc-
ture. The internal part of these domains are in low GC, gene poor regions, with low
DNase I HS and CTCF coverages. This suggests that MaOris at split-U-domains borders
are functionally equivalent to those bordering U-domain.

In the next section, we address chromatin states organisation (Section 2.2.2) in these
replication domains and discuss the difference between ubiquitous and specific MaOris.
We consider chromatin states in H1 ES (with BG02 replication domains as surrogates),
GM12878 (with GM06990 replication domains as surrogates), Nhdfad (with IMR90 repli-
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cation domains as surrogates) and K562. In the text, we refer respectively to those cell
lines as H1 ES, GM06990, IMR90 and K562.

4.2.3 Chromatin state organisation inside replication domains

Replication U-domains were detected as regions having a U-shaped MRT profile bor-
dered by two early replicating regions [43, 44]. It has been suggested that mapping the
organisation of the four prevalent chromatin states within replication U-domains can
provide complementary information on the genomic organisation of chromatin states and
on the modifications of this organisation during cell differentiation. When concentrat-
ing our study on the replication U- and split-U-domains identified in H1 ES, GM06990,
IMR90 and K562, the curves reported in Figure 4.17 superimpose very well onto each
other so that the pattern previously observed in U-domains [53, 54] is likely to be con-
served in split-U-domains. Some remarkable organisation of the four prevalent chromatin
states is revealed with some notable differences that distinguish the global dynamical
and accessible character of pluripotent chromatin from the expanding HP1-associated
heterochromatin in differentiated cells. Consistently, for C1/EC1 and C2/EC2 the repar-
tition inside MRT domains is similar between cell lines. This is no longer the case for
C3/EC3 and C4/EC4. The highly expressed gene-rich open euchromatin state C1/EC1
is found to be confined in a closed (∼ 200 kb) neighborhoud of the MaOris at replica-
tion domains borders and the polycomb repressed state C2 is mainly found occupying
the mid S-phase 200-300 kb region away from U- and split-U-domain borders and this
independently of the domain size. Interestingly, the C1/EC1 state is depleted in the
central regions of the split-U-domains where the coverage in C1/EC1 reach a null plateau
(Fig. 4.17). Unmarked C3 and constitutive C4 heterochromatin states homogeneously
occupy large domain centers. However in IMR90 and K562, C3 is less abundant than C4
while in GM06990 C3 is more abundant relatively to C4 in large domain centers. Hence,
C3/EC3 appears to be characteristic of split-U-domains in H1 ES and GM06990. In fact,
the difference between C3 and C4 coverage is more pronounced for larger domains: we
observe a plateau at 0.65 in C3 coverage for the split-U-domains of GM06990 whereas
the C4 coverage reaches a plateau ∼ 0.75 in the central region of IMR90 and K562. In
H1 ES, the distributions of EC3 and EC4 are more similar to the one of C3 and C4
in GM06990. EC3 is still depleted at domain borders and mainly covers the center of
large domains. Importantly unlike C4, EC4 is now found at many domains borders as
well as inside the domains. EC4 distribution in the split-U-domains of H1 ES is more
homogeneous all along the domain. For IMR90 and K562 the results are consistent with
the conclusion of [53, 54] suggesting that the replication “wave” starting from the early
initiation zones at domain borders and propagating inside these domains via progressive
activation of secondary origins [70, 363], actually progresses in a gradient of chromatin
structures from openness (C1) to compactness (C3, C4) via the polycomb repressed state
C2 [53, 54]. The homogeneous low distribution of EC4 in H1 ES reflects the fact that
EC4 exhibits a much wider MRT distribution than C4 in differentiated cell lines. Note
that as previously shown in Figure 2.13, C4 in GM06990 presents the wider MRT distri-
bution between the differentiated cell lines concomitantly with its under representation
in replication domains. For instance, 35.7% (H1 ES) as compared to 19.2% (GM06990),
5.5% (K562) and 4.2% (IMR90) C4 loci replicate early in the S-phase (MRT<0.5) [54].
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Figure 4.17. Chromatin state repartition inside replication domains. Mean coverage
of chromatin states (Section 4.4) vs the distance from the nearest (split-) U-domain border,
in different cell lines and for different domain sizes (same color coding as in Fig. 4.7).
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Figure 4.18. Chromatin state coverage at replication domain borders. Coverage
of chromatin states at MRT domain borders as a function of the index of conservation
(Table 4.4), in different cell lines. Colors correspond to chromatin states C1 and EC1
(pink), C2 and EC2 (orange), C3 and EC3 (green), C4 and EC4 (blue). Circles (◦)
represent U-domain borders and bullets (•) represent split-U-domain borders.

4.2.4 Ubiquitous vs specific MRT domain borders

MRT changes induced by differentiation result in an important changes in the number
and size of replication U/N-domains [44] and split-U/N-domains (Table 4.1). Small neigh-
bouring U/N-domains merged to become one large coordinately replicated domains (3
(resp. 2) domains merged to 1 in Fig. 4.6 column 1 (resp. 2)). This replication domain
consolidation [38, 147, 148, 364] is thus the consequence of an active early replication
initiation zone in stem cells that no longer fires early in somatic cells. We characterise
this consolidation phenomenon from pluripotent to differentiated cell lines as well as be-
tween differentiated cell lines by defining an index of conservation n that quantifies the
number of U- and split-U- domain borders in a given cell line that are shared by n − 1
other cell lines (Table 4.4). When looking at the chromatin state coverage at replication
domain borders according to the conservation index (Fig. 4.18) consistently with previous
observation for U-domain borders [54], we see that ubiquitous origins at split-U-domain
borders are always in a C1/EC1 open chromatin state. However, there is a striking differ-
ence for H1 ES specific borders that a significant proportion are found in EC4 in contrast
to differentiated cell lines where specific borders are mainly in C1 or C2. Interestingly,
regardless the cell line, split-U-domain borders are less in C1/EC1 and more in C4/EC4
than U-domain borders (Fig. 4.18).

Complementarily, we analyse the replication timing at U- and split-U-domain borders
as a function of the conservation index. Ubiquitous borders always replicate the earliest.
Interestingly, BG02 borders replicate earlier than in differentiated cell lines. Moreover,
in all cell lines, MRT increases with the conservation index which is consistent with the
increasing proportion of C1/EC1 borders (Figs. 4.18 and ??).

The differences in chromatin state between cell line specific and ubiquitous domain bor-
ders raise the question: whether these two classes of domain borders present differences
in the DNase I HS and CTCF coverage. In that respect, we look at the DNase I HS en-
richment for ubiquitous and specific borders (Fig. 4.19). Both presente an enrichment in
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Figure 4.19. MaOris are open chromatin regions. Same as in Figure 4.15 for borders
conserved in all considered cell lines (n=6, dark grey) and for specific borders (n=1, light
grey).

Figure 4.20. Enrichment in CTCF insulator-binding protein at MRT domain bor-
ders. Same as in Figure 4.16 for borders conserved in all selected cell lines (n=6, dark
grey) and for specific borders (n=1, light grey).
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DNase I HS relative to domains centers (the curves decrease from borders to the center).
However, no clear difference is observed between the two types of borders. In the same
manner, looking at CTCF enrichment (Fig. 4.20) does not reveal any difference between
the ubiquitous and specific borders: both curves, in all considered cell lines, decrease from
the borders towards the center of the domains. Only in IMR90 the ubiquitous borders
seem to be more enriched in CTCF. This suggests that even if the ubiquitous borders are
likely to be encoded in the sequence [365] they have the same functional role in terms of
chromatin accessibility as the specific ones.

4.3 Towards a unified view of the replication spatio-
temporal programme

The analysis of genome-wide MRT, and epigenetic data has revealed some 1D organisa-
tion of mammalian genomes into cell type dependent megabase-sized replication domains.
In human, high (resp. low) GC, gene-rich (resp. poor), active early (resp. inactive late)
CTRs covers about 25% (resp. 25%) of the genome that are replicated very early (resp.
late) by the coordinated and almost synchronous activation of multiple origins more or
less randomly spatially distributed [54, 69]. The larger these early and late CTRs, the
higher the conservation level between pluripotent and differentiated cell lines [54]. The
other half of the human genome is organised in tissue-specific U-shaped MRT domains
bordered by “master” replication initiation zones enriched in open and transcriptionally
active marks [43, 44, 53, 54, 161]. From those borders initiates a replication wave that
further propagates and accelerates towards the domain center via the successive firing
of secondary origins, more or less randomly dispersed, possibly by fork-simulated initi-
ation [69]. When the distance between the two bordering MaOris exceeds L & 3 Mb,
some inactive late CTR emerges in the central region whose length increases with inter-
origin distance. These domains identified as split-MRT U-domains are reminiscent of the
skew-split-N-domains previously found in the germline [359]. The central region of split-
U-domains consistently with what has been shown for late CTRs seem to be replicated
late in the S-phase by random initiations of replication. This late replicating region at
the centers of the split-U-domains is what set them apart from the U-domain. In fact,
the early replicating regions at the split-U-domain borders exhibit similar properties as
the ones observed around MaOris at U-domains borders. Interestingly, for all the anal-
ysed cell lines, the MRT derivative vs the MRT for different groups of split-U-domains
follows a universal curve predicted by the model (Equation (4.3)). This led us to propose
a “universal” cascade model for the replication process in human.

Interestingly, split-U- and U-domains present some conservation between different cell
lines. This led us to define a conservation index for the domains borders. For all the
cell lines, about 20% of the borders are cell line specific and about 5% are ubiquitously
found in all the considered cell lines. From the high density of nucleosome free regions
encoded in the DNA sequence around those ubiquitous borders, it was suggested that
they could be specified by a genetic mechanism whereas epigenetic mechanisms would be
responsible for the specification of cell line specific MaOris [365]. However, comparative
analysis of DNase I HS and CTCF occupancy profiles around ubiquitous and cell line
specific MaOris did not reveal different functional properties.
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Embryonic stem cell line present some specificities related to the consolidation effect.
The MaOris firing early in EC4 chromatin state at domain borders specific to H1 ES lo-
cated in a low GC, gene-desert enviroment, were shown to play a fundamental role in the
loss of pluripotency and lineage commitment [54]. As we will discuss in (Chapter 5, Sec-
tion 5.1) [38, 147, 148, 364], the early to late transitions associated with the consolidation
of pluripotent specific EC1, EC2 and EC4 MaOris to HP1-associated C4 heterochromatin
likely coincide with the emergence of compact chromatin near the nuclear periphery and
with a dramatic large-scale 3D genome organisation that may constitute an epigenetic
barrier to cellular reprogramming.

4.4 Data materials

GC content

The GC-content is computed over the native sequence as:

GC =
nG + nC

na + nT + nG + nC
(4.4)

where nT , nA, nG and nC are the numbers of T, A, G and C counted along the genome.

Gene density

As human gene coordinates, we used the UCSC Known Genes table, data were down-
loaded from the Genome Browser of the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC).
When several genes presenting the same orientation overlapped, they were merged into
one gene whose coordinates corresponded to the union of all the overlapping gene coordi-
nates. This resulted in 23 818 genes. Gene density was computed as the number of gene
promoter (5’ (resp. 3’) end or + (resp. -) genes) per length of DNA.

DNase I HS data

DNase I hypersensitive sites data were downloaded in the Encode standard format “nar-
rowpeaks” (http://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat.html). DNase I HS narrowpeaks
are genomic intervals identified as hypersensitive zones to DNase I within a false dis-
covery rate of 0.5% using the HotSpot algorithm. We downloaded the tables from
http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg18/encodeDCC/wgEncodeUwDnaseSeq/
for H1 ES, GM06690, HeLaS3 and K562 and from http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/golden
Path/hg18/encodeDCC/wgEncodeOpenChromDnase for IMR90.

CTCF data

CTCF chromatin immunoprecipitation data were downloaded in the Encode standard
format “broadpeaks” (http://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat.html). Broadpeaks for-
mat is a table of significantly enriched genomic intervals. The signal value associated
with each enriched intervals is the fold enrichment compared to a uniform distribution of
reads. Data were downloaded for H1 ES, GM12878 (as surrogates for GM06990), Nhdfad
(as surrogates for IMR90), HeLaS3 and K562.
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Chromatin states

Chromatin states used in this thesis comes from the authors [54].
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The study of replication timing profiles (MRT) led to a unified view of the genome where
the genome can be partitioned into 25% of early constant timing regions (CTRs), 25%
of late CTRs and 50% of U-domains. While genome-wide replication timing profile and
chromatin states repartition provide characterisation of the 1D spatio-temporal replication
program, the recent development of chromatin conformation capture technique has led to
rapid advances in the study of the so-called chromatin tertiary structure. In this chapter,
we address the 3D structural organisation of CTRs on the one hand and the (split-)
U-domains on the other hand.
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CHAPTER 5. 3D STRUCTURATION OF THE HUMAN GENOME, REPLICATION
DOMAINS AND CHROMATIN STATES

In the previous chapter, we established that the human genome can be segmented into
early CTRs (25%), late CTRs (25% that emerge between two MaOris far from each other
leading to the formation of split-U-domains) and U-domains (50%) (Section 4.3). In this
chapter, we start discussing the structural 3D organisation of the CTRs (Section 5.1)
and of the U-domains and split-U-domains (Sections 5.2) as described by the Hi-C data.
Let us recall that Hi-C technology was introduced to study genome-wide chromatin in-
teractions resulting in Hi-C matrices (Fig. 5.1) representing the relative frequencies of
colocalisations between all pairs of loci (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2).

We will systematically consider Hi-C data in K562, GM06990, H1 ES∗, and IMR90 ob-
tained with HindIII restriction enzyme. Moreover, we use both raw and normalised data
for IMR90 in order to see the effect of the normalisation on the results. Hi-C data nor-
malised as in [247] (See page 47) should be free of biases related to GC content, fragment
mappability and length. We discuss whether such biases really effect the results. We
also consider data obtained for GM06990 with a different restriction enzyme (NcoI) to
test to wich extent the results depend on the restriction enzyme used in the Hi-C pro-
tocol. In fact, the two restriction enzymes, HindIII and NcoI, used for the experiments,
cleave DNA sequence for AAGCTT and CCATGG sequences respectively. HindIII is the
most frequently used. We test to which extent the choice of this enzyme is crucial for
the experiment by comparing the datasets obtained for GM06990 with the two different
enzymes.

5.1 “Equilibrium” vs “fractal globule” interpretations
of Hi-C data

In Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.4) we recalled that C1+C2 (resp. EC1+EC2) and C3+C4 (resp.
EC3+EC4) regions correspond respectively to the early and late CTRs. To analyse Hi-C
data in early and late CTRs, we first identify C1+C2 (resp. EC1+EC2) and C3+C4
(resp. EC3+EC4) blocks. To efficiently detect these blocks, we look at the coverage in
C1+C2 and C3+C4, in windows of 500 kb; than the window is classified according to its
highest coverage. The window will be considered C1+C2 (resp. C3+C4) if more than
60% of it is covered by C1 and C2 (resp. C3 and C4). When the the highest coverage
does not reach 60%, the window is not classified (Fig. 5.1). To obtain larger blocks we
look, in the same way, for more than 60% coverage by C1+C2 (resp. C3+C4) in 1 Mb
windows (Fig. 5.1). The first set of blocks is used to compute the results described in
this section.

5.1.1 Physical modelling of genome topology: “equilibrium”
versus “fractal” globule descriptions

Analysis of the pioneering Hi-C data [14] have revealed that early active CTRs and late
inactive CTRs do not significantly interact suggesting that they occupy different com-
partments of open and close chromatin inside eukaryote nuclei [14, 37, 38]. To provide
some understanding of this reported compartmentalisation, some polymer-like modelling
approaches have been recently developed [366–368] to account for the power-law depen-

∗BG02 MRT split-U- and U-domains are used as surrogates for H1 ES.
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Figure 5.1. Chromatin state organisation and Hi-C data. (A) Hi-C contact map
corresponding to intrachromosome interactions in a 16 Mb long fragment of human chro-
mosome 11. Top panel: MRT profiles in H1 ES (blue) and IMR90 (red). Bottom panel:
Hi-C interaction frequency in H1 ES (under the diagonal) and in IMR90 (above the diag-
onal); on the left of (resp. above) the interaction frequency map are represented 100 kb
windows belonging to a 500 kb EC1+EC2 (resp C1+C2) block (pink) and to 1 Mb block(s)
with a coverage in EC1+EC2 (resp. C1+C2) higher than 60% (light pink); similarly are
also represented 100 kb windows belonging to a 500 kb EC3+EC4 (resp. C3+C4) block
(dark green) and to 1 Mb block(s) with a coverage in EC3+EC4 (resp. C3+C4) higher
than 60% (light green). The chromatin states (C1 and EC1 pink, C2 and EC2 orange,
C3 and EC3 green, C4 and EC4 blue) are also represented. (B) Same as in (A) but for a
longer 39.9 Mb fragment of human chromosome 2.

dencies observed over some range of scales in both fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
data [369] and chromosome capture data [14, 55, 234, 238–242, 370]. These various mod-
els predict a power-law behaviour of the end-to-end distance R of a subchain of length
s:

R(s) ∼ sν , (5.1)

and of the contact probability Pc between loci at genomic distance s:

Pc(s) ∼ 1/sα with α = ds/2 = df/dw, (5.2)

where ds is the spectral dimension, df the geometrical fractal dimension and dw the
dynamical fractal dimension [371–373]. When an ideal chain polymer is confined to a finite
(rather small) volume, or when the attraction between monomers dominates over excluded
volume repulsion (“poor solvent” conditions), then the polymer undergoes a transition
from the 3D uncorrelated random walk coil into an equilibrium globule filled with random
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walks that are uncorrelated to each other due to collisions with the globule boundary.
In this equilibrium globule space-filling state, df = 3 and dw = 2 as the characteristic
of diffusion law. Hence, this model predicts the following scaling exponents ν = 1/2
(Equation (5.1)) and α = 3/2 (Equation (5.2)) over a range of distances smaller than the
characteristic size of the globule (R(s) ∼ const and Pc(s) ∼ const for s > N2/3, where
N is the polymer total length) [368, 371–373]. These theoretical predictions were shown
to be relevant to interpret FISH [366, 374] and Hi-C [25] data in S.Cerivisiae. Numerical
simulations have confirmed that for small chromosomes like yeast chromosomes (N .

1 Mb), the time to overcome hindering entanglements and to mix and reach equilibrium
is comparable to the time duration of the cell cycle (∼ 1 hour) [366]. But for larger
chromosomes as mammalian chromosomes, experimental data have provided different
estimates of the scaling exponents ν and α. In the range of scales from ∼ 0.7 Mb to ∼
7 Mb, FISH [33, 366, 375] and Hi-C [14] experiments exhibit power-law scaling of R(s)
and Pc(s) with exponents ν ≃ 1/3 and α ≃ 1. According to Equation (5.2), this is
again consistent with a space-filling chromatin structure df = 3, but with a dynamical
dimension dw = 3 (≥2) as the signature of anomalous diffusion (subdiffusion) [373].
To explain these experimental results and in particular the slower power-law decay of
the contact probability P (s) ∼ s−1, pioneering authors [14, 368] have proposed as an
alternative to the equilibrium globule model, the “crumple” or fractal globule model
originally introduced by Grosberg et al. [34]. A fractal globule consists of crumples
formed on all scales due to topological constraints: first small crumples are formed as
the result of some local polymer collapses induced by the constraints imposed by other
parts of the polymer; then the so-formed thicker polymer-of-crumbles experiences similar
collapses into larger crumples and so on. Besides the original theoretical argumentation
[34, 376], numerical simulations [14, 368] have confirmed that the fractal globule model
predicts scaling exponent values ν = 1/3 and α = 1, in good agreement with FISH and Hi-
C data. As compared to the highly knotted and slowly equilibrating “equilibrium” globule
model [368, 371, 372], the fractal globule model [368] accounts for a self-organisation of
the chromatin fiber into a long-lived, non-equilibrium unknotted conformation allowing
easy opening and closing or translocation of chromosomal regions over large distances
in the nucleus [377]. Besides facilitating chromatin loop folding and unfolding, possibly
involved in the regulation of transcription and replication, the fractal globule model
has another very attractive property as far as the observed compartmentalisation of
the genome into mammalian nuclei [13, 14, 16, 370, 378, 379]. The fractal globule has
a striking territorial organisation (continuous regions of the genome in the size range
0.7 Mb-7 Mb are compactly folded rather than being spread), which strongly contrasts
with the mixing observed in the equilibrium globule. While being very appealing, the
fractal globule is a long-live intermediate state on the way to becoming an equilibrium
globule. This process is very slow (equilibration time ∼ N3) [366, 368] and depends on
the stringency of the topological constraints. Simulations have shown that introducing
some occasional DNA strand passing to mimic the role of DNA topoisomerase II, can
significantly speed up equilibration of the fractal globule into an equilibrium one [368,
380]. Note that the R(s) ∼ s1/3 (ν = 1/3) scaling observed for human chromosomes
using FISH techniques has been recovered numerically in the simulation of equilibrated
unknotted rings [368, 381]. Altogether these results enlighten the potential fundamental
role of topological constraints in the segregation of chromosome territories observed by
optical microscopy during the interphase [11, 369, 382, 383] as well as in the emergence of
a compartmentalisation of the genome in individual chromosome as revealed by chromatin
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Figure 5.2. Structural organisation of CTRs. Mean intrachromosome Hi-C contacts
vs genomic distance (logarithmic representation) between pairs of loci located in the same
(dashed curve) or in different (solid curve) early active (pink) or late inactive (dark green)
CTRs of length L ≥ 1Mb in different cell lines. The black straight lines correspond to the
power-law behaviour Pc ∼ s−α (Equation (5.2)) predicted by the “equilibrium” globule
model (α = 3/2) [368, 371–373] and the fractal globule model (α = 1) [14, 34, 368].

capture experiments [13, 14, 16, 370, 378, 379]. Finally, let us mention that models of
the high-order chromatin structure have been proposed that explicitly incorporate long-
range looping phenomenon [384]. Their behaviour depends on the setting of a number of
parameters which makes them difficult to use to interpret the experimental observations.
We refer the reader to the review by [385] for a more general discussion on the physical
modeling of higher-order chromatin structure.

5.1.2 Epigenomic folding of active early CTRs and inactive late
CTRs

As discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.3), the chromatin fiber is not a homopolymer but a
heteropolymer that accounts for the spatial compartmentalisation of the epigenome into
four prevalent chromatin states likely corresponding to different structural and mechan-
ical properties (e.g. different persistence lengths) of the chromatin fiber. As previously
observed in Drosophila [20], the 3D folding of the epigenome is likely to be governed by
the self-interactions between chromatin states that promote physical bridging, e.g. via
the specific interactions of some architectural proteins (CTCF, Polycomb, lamina, ...)
[13, 14, 370, 378, 379, 386–389]. Along that line, we reanalyse the Hi-C data (obtained
with HindIII restriction enzyme) in various differentiated (IMR90†, K562, GM06990)
and pluripotent (H1 ES) human cell types with the specific purpose to investigate seper-
ately the intra-chromosomal contact probability between pairs of loci in the active early
replicating C1+C2 (resp. EC1+EC2) CTRs and between pairs of loci in the inactive
late replicating C3+C4 (resp. EC3+EC4) CTRs (Fig. 5.2). When considering pairs of
loci inside a C3+C4 CTR or in different distal C3+C4 CTRs, we consistently recover a
slow power-law decay Pc(s) ∼ 1/s (α = 1) over the range of scales from ∼ 0.7 Mb to
7 Mb (Fig. 5.2), as previously obtained genome wide [14] and this for the three consid-
ered differentiated cell types. Interestingly, this signature of long-range interactions is
no longer observed when considering pairs of loci inside a C1+C2 CTR or in different

†Chromatin states data C1-C4 of Nhdfad are used as surrogates for IMR90.
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distal C1+C2 CTRs. The contact probability in these highly genic early CTRs enriched
in the insulator protein CTCF decays much faster with genomic distance but is still de-
scribable by a power-law Pc(s) ∼ 1/s3/2 (α = 3/2) in rather good agreement with the
predictions of the “equilibrium” globule model [368, 371–373]. The additional observa-
tion of the scarsity of interactions between active early replicating CTR loci and inactive
late replicating CTR loci strongly suggests some spatial segregation in the differentiated
cell nuclei. As reported in previous works [197, 369, 378, 379, 383], active chromatin is
positioned preferentially in the nuclear interior: small gene-rich chromosomes spatially
cluster at the center of the nucleus together with the genic domains of longer chromo-
somes. The driving force (if any) bringing these active GC-rich genomic regions toward
the nucleus center could be the colocalisation of distant genes into transcription facto-
ries [4–8, 369, 390] or a passive force resulting from the preferential spatial positioning
of gene-poor silent AT-rich genomic regions at the nucleus periphery [379]. The inactive
late-replicating C3+C4 CTRs are enriched in lamina proteins that are known to associate
with the heterochromatin protein HP1 [391]. They likely correspond to lamina-associated
heterochromatin domains (LADs) more or less confined to the nucleus periphery [17, 392–
396]. The observed Pc(s) ∼ s−1 behaviour (Equation (5.2)) might also be explained in
the framework of the “equilibrium” globule model Pc(s) ∼ s−df/dw with df = 2 (instead
of 3) and dw = 2 leading to α = 1. In this interpretation, the structure of all chromatin
states are expected to reach equilibrium in dividing cells and the different power-law
exponents α (Equation (5.2)) underline the embedding of chromatin states in structural
domains of different geometrical dimension. This interpretation is supported by the
results of high-resolution confocal imaging and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy of
mouse Swiss NIH embryonic fiblroblast (NIH 3T3) that provide the following estimates
of the heterochromatin fractal dimension df = 2.2 ± 0.2 and of the dynamical fractal
dimension dw = 2.6±0.1 as the signature of subdiffusion in the crowded heterochromatin
layer at the nuclear envelop [397, 398]. These experimental estimates yield α ≃ 0.85,
i.e. an even slower power-law decay of the contact probability than predicted by the 2D
“equilibrium” globule model (α = 1). Note that this is what we observed in the mean
number of interactions between inactive late C3+C4 CTR-loci in IMR90 (α ≃ 0.65 < 1)
as compared to K562 (α ≃ 1.1 ∼ 1) and GM06990 (α ≃ 0.87 ∼ 1).

Similar results are obtained when considering GM06990 Hi-C data obtained for a dif-
ferent restriction enzyme NcoI, and for IMR90 Hi-C data normalised as in [247] (Sup-
plementary Fig. B.7). Over the range of scales of interest from ∼ 0.7 Mb to 7 Mb, we
observe a similar power-law decay Pc(s) ∼ 1/s (α = 1). The only difference is the posi-
tions of the curves relative to each others. When considering loci belonging to C3+C4
CTRs α = 0.66 for the normalised IMR90 data and α = 0.86 for the GM06990/NcoI data.

Interestingly, when performing a similar analysis of Hi-C data in the pluripotent H1
ES cell line (Fig. 5.2), we got strikingly different results than in somatic cell lines as
the signature of a unique higher-order genome structure possibly shaped by pluripo-
tency factors [197, 198, 201, 202, 207, 361, 362]. Different to the long-distance interac-
tions observed inside and between the nuclear lamina-associated inactive late replicating
C3+C4 CTRs (α = 1), the mean number of contacts between inactive late replicating
EC3+EC4 CTR loci definitely decays much faster with genomic distance suggesting some
loss of spatial organisation (Fig. 5.2). Importantly, the contact probability behaves as
Pc(s) ∼ s−3/2 (α = 3/2), very much like the power-law behaviour obtained between ac-
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Figure 5.3. Structural organisation of the replication programme. Mean intrachro-
mosome Hi-C contacts vs genomic distance (logarithmic representation) between pairs of
loci classified according to timing deciles, from the earliest replicating first decile of loci
(red), to the later replicating last decile of loci (blue), in different cell lines.

tive early replicating EC1+EC2 CTR loci (Fig. 5.2). The additional observation that
qualitatively and quantitatively, a similar contact frequency distribution is also found
between (inactive EC3+EC4/ active EC1+EC2) pairs of loci, is a strong indication that
pluripotent chromatin does not display spatial segregation and is more randomly mixed
and less engaged in specific long-range contacts [362], in consistency with the predic-
tions of the 3D “equilibrium” globule model. The accessible and more relax EC3+EC4
CTRs might be more central in the nucleus (df = 3, dw = 2, α = 3/2) than the HP1-
associated heterochromatin C3+C4 CTRs confined at the nuclear periphery (df = 2,
dw = 2, α = 1). Altogether, these results confirm that during differentiation, chro-
matin structure switches from a highly dynamic, accessible and permissive euchromatin
in ESCs to a spatially compartmentalised organisation with accumulating transcription-
ally inactive and late replicating heterochromatin regions confined at the nuclear periph-
ery [13, 38, 148, 197, 198, 201, 202, 361, 362, 378, 379].

5.1.3 Structural organisation and replication programme

A recent modified version of Hi-C [24] suggests that loci brought in contact by chromatin
architecture exhibit similar MRT. To test this idea, we classify genome-wide 100 kb
windows in each cell line according to their MRT. We then make different categories
according to MRT deciles where a decile is any of the nine values that divide the sorted
data into ten equal parts so that each category groups 10% of the data. We refer to
these categories as MRT deciles where the first decile corresponds to the earliest repli-
cating 10% of loci and the tenth or the last decile corresponds to the latest replicating
10% of loci. We then reproduce the above analysis for genomic loci classified accord-
ing to these MRT deciles (Fig. 5.3). Interestingly, in the considered differentiated cell
lines, the slope of the contact probability between pairs of loci in the different deciles
progressively decreases from ∼ -1 to ∼ -3/2, when going from the latest to the earliest
MRT decile (Fig. 5.3). This progressive decrease is also observed when reproducing the
analysis for the GM06990 Hi-C data obtained with NcoI and the normalised IMR90 Hi-C
data (Supplementary Fig. B.8). In GM06990, the slope transition is easier to observe
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with the NcoI data (Supplementary Fig. B.8) thanks to the differential vertical shift of
the contact vs the distance curve for the different MRT deciles. This can be interpreted
as some evidence of radial nuclear organisation [8, 242, 369, 378, 399] consistent with the
observation that the spatial distribution of replication foci [5, 6, 400] changes over the
course of the S-phase from a central to a peripheral positioning in the cell nucleus [5–
8, 228, 369, 390, 401, 402]. The results reported in this study strongly suggest that this
radial nuclear organisation (in somatic cells) is a typical example of a transition between
3D and 2D equilibrium statistical physics with the MRT as the underlying key cell type
dependent parameter. They are in good agreement with recent works showing that CTCF
in concert with cohesine contribute to create a favorable chromatin architecture that pro-
motes early replication [387, 403], whereas nuclear lamina interactions likely play a direct
role in replication origin licensing and activation [387, 404].

The results obtained for H1 ES are different than the ones obtained with differentiated
cell lines. H1 ES seems to be compatible with the equilibrium globule model. We do not
observe the 3D-2D transition which can be a signature of late replicating EC4 spreading
in the nucleus.

5.1.4 Transition from 3D to 2D equilibrium globule chromatin
organisation in differentiated cell lines

The genome average of Pc(s) for the pioneering data in K562 cell line results in a power
law with exponent α ≃ −1 in the 0.7-7 megabase scale range [14]. This scaling exponent
was interpreted as the signature of a genome structuration into the so-called fractal
globule model, an out of equilibrium, knot-free, polymer conformation optimising the
compaction/accessibility tradeoff [368]. Here, taking into account that chromosomes are
heterogeneous polymers constituted of a succession of megabase-sized regions of different
chromatin states, we show that the exponent α = −1 compatible with the fractal globule
model is only observed for the heterochromatin regions of differentiated human cell types.
For the corresponding euchromatin regions as well as all regions of an embryonic stem
cell line, we observe an exponent α ≃ −3/2 as predicted by the simple 3D equilibrium
globule model. We propose that the observed α = −1 in fact corresponds to a 2D
equilibrium. These results suggest that the exponent α = −1 observed in heterochromatin
regions is the signature of a transition to 2D dynamics associated with the nuclear lamina.
When compared to the human replication programme, this transition corresponds to a
progressive segregation from 3D dynamic at the nucleus center of early replicating regions
to 2D dynamic confined at the nuclear envelop of late replicating regions. These results
shed a new light on replication foci formation and dynamics in human.

5.2 Master replication origins and long-range chro-
matin interactions in replication domains

In Chapter 2 (Section 2.4), we recalled the results of a preliminary study [44] suggesting
that replication U-domains correspond to square blocks of enriched interactions of the
K562 Hi-C matrix (Fig. 2.19). More quantitatively, it was shown in K562 [44] that (i) the
mean number of pairwise interactions is higher inside the U-domains than genome-wide
(Fig. 2.19 C) and (ii) the contact probability between loci inside a U-domain is higher
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Figure 5.4. Are (split-) U-domains structural units of the genome? Mean number
of interactions (<N>) between two 100 kb loci versus the distance separating them (log-
arithmic scales) as computed genome-wide (black curve) or in replication domains sorted
by size categories. U-domains were grouped into 4 categories: L < 0.8 Mb (light pink),
0.8 Mb ≤ L < 1.2Mb (pink), 1.2 Mb ≤ L < 1.8 Mb (magenta) and 1.8 Mb ≤ L < 3 Mb
(dark magenta). The split U-domains for lymphoblasts (GM06990), fibroblast (IMR90)
and cancer (K562) cell lines were grouped in 2 categories: 3 ≤ L < 4 Mb (light purple)
and L ≥ 4 Mb (dark purple). For BG02 and HeLaS3 split-U-domains were grouped in 2
categories: 3 ≤ L < 3.5 Mb (light green) and L ≥ 3.5 Mb (green).

than the one between loci lying in neighbouring U-domains (Fig. 2.19 D). Moreover, it
was also shown, using 4C experiment in lymphoblastoid cell line, that the early MaOris
localised in ∼ 200 kb region of open chromatin at U-domain borders preferentially inter-
act [55]. This suggests that replication U-domains correspond to structural domains of
self-interacting chromatin and that their borders act as insulating regions both in Hi-C
and 4C experiments. Here, we aim at objectively quantifying the “importance” of repli-
cation split-U- and U-domains borders using centrality measures introduced in Chapter 3
(Section 3.3).

5.2.1 Replication (split-) U/N-domains and the 3D organisation
into structural units

We first extend the analysis performed in [44] and [55] to (i) split-U-domains and (ii)
other cell lines (described at the beginning of the Chapter), to test the generality of the
results obtained for K562 and GM06990.

We first analyse the decay of the contact probability versus the genomic distance for
loci inside replication split-U- and U-domains. Consistently with the observations for
K562 and GM06990 replication U-domains, Figure 5.4 shows that the mean number
of interactions between two 100 kb loci of the same replication domain decays when
increasing their distance, in all cell lines and for all domain sizes, as observed genome-
wide. Importantly for K562 the mean number of pairwise interactions is higher inside
the U-domains (L<3 Mb) than genome-wide and this seems to depend on the U-domain
length: the smaller the domain the higher the mean number of interactions. For split-U-
domains, at small distances, the mean number of pairwise interactions is lower inside the
split-U-domains than observed genome-wide. At large distance (& 1 Mb) the number of
interactions inside split-U-domains is higher than genome-wide which can be the result
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Figure 5.5. Are (split-) U-domains structural units of the genome? Ratios of the
number of interactions between two 100 kb loci inside the same replication domain at
equal distance from its center (c) and the number of interactions between loci on opposite
sides and equal distance from replication domain borders (b), vs the distance between
them, in different cell lines and for different domain sizes (colors as in Fig. 5.4).

Figure 5.6. MRT peaks at the heart of genome organisation. 4C-like interaction
profile of (split-) U-domain borders. We extract Hi-C interaction profiles between (split-)
U-domain borders and all their neighbours in the direction of the opposite (split-) U-domain
border as a function of the distance from the reference border. We only keep the 4C-like
profiles where the border delimits two consecutive (split-) U-domains. Interaction counts
were normalised by the mean interaction count averaged over all pairs of loci separated
by the same genomic distance. All 4C-like interaction ratio profiles are finally averaged
after rescaling the distances, so that all domain sizes are 1. The average ratio (Int. ratio)
across MRT peaks in the different cell lines is computed genome-wide (black curve) and
in the different domain categories (same color coding as in Fig. 5.4).
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of an organisation into self-interacting structural domains. This is also observed for the
considered differentiated cell lines GM06990, IMR90 and HeLaS3 even if the vertical off-
set between the curves is less pronounced. In H1 ES, the mean number of interactions
between two 100 kb loci inside replication domains decreases when increasing the distance
separating them similarly to the genome average. Note that neither normalising the data
for IMR90 nor changing the restriction enzyme used to generate the Hi-C library for
GM06990 drastically affect the results (Supplementary Fig. B.9). However, the relative
positions of the curves are changed, we observe a vertical shift (Supplementary Fig. B.9).
Consistently with the observation for CTRs (Fig. 5.2), above 0.7 Mb Pc(s) decreases with
a power law exponent ∼ -1 in differentiated cell lines while this exponent is ∼ -3/2 for
H1 ES.

We now compare the contact probability between two loci inside a (split-) U-domain
or lying in neighbouring (split-) U-domains (Fig. 5.5). We look at the ratio of the num-
ber of interactions between two 100 kb loci inside a replication domain at equal distance
from the center and the number of interactions between two 100 kb loci on opposite sides
and equal distance from the border. We recover for K562, as in the original work [44],
that these ratios increase up to two fold for large distances. This is generally observed for
(split-) U-domains in all considered cell lines (Fig. 5.5), and this even when the restriction
enzyme is changed or when the data are normalised (Supplementary Fig. B.10). Note
that for H1 ES (Fig. 5.5) the ratio increases to reach a plateau. These observations sug-
gest that replication domain borders correspond to structural barriers consistently with
the previous observation (Fig. 4.16) that replication domain borders are enriched in the
insulator binding protein CTCF.

To further investigate the role of the domain borders, we compute the 4C-like inter-
action profiles of split-U- and U-domain borders (like originally proposed in [55]). Recall,
that 4C procedure captures the interactions between one selected locus known as the
“view-point” and all the other loci (page 45). In that sense, a line in the Hi-C matrix is
equivalent to the 4C profile for the viewpoint situated on the diagonal. This allows to
compute 4C-like profiles for viewpoints located at (split-) U-domain borders. We look at
the interactions of these borders and all their neighbouring loci in the direction of the
opposite domain border as a function of the distance to the reference border. To ensure
that the opposite domain border is well defined, we limite the analysis to the borders
that delimit two consecutive domains. As initially observed in [55] for GM06990 and
K562 domains, we get for all the cell lines (Fig. 5.6 and Supplementary Fig. B.11) that
on average there exists more interactions between domain borders than expected given
their genomic distance. Note that the larger the domains, the higher the interactions
between the borders. This observation suggests that replication domain borders loop out
the intervening late-replicating regions to contact each other [55].

Altogether these results reflect a three-dimensional structural organisation where master
replication origins at domain borders likely play a major role in the formation of the 3D
structure.
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5.2.2 From chromatin conformation capture data to chromatin
interaction network

In our initial analysis [405], we were interested in Hi-C experimental data for erythroid
human cell line (K562) [14] and we focused on both the intra- and interchromosomal con-
tact maps. Hi-C contact maps are positively defined and symmetric and so are proned
to be represented and analyzed using graph theory [210] (Chapter 3). A natural way is
to use the Hi-C contact matrix as the adjacency matrix A of a graph G = (V,E), where
the vertices vi are the 100 kb DNA loci and the edges e(vi, vj) link connected vertices.
In our initial work [405], we used two somehow complementary graph descriptions: (i) a
weighted network where the weights assigned to each edge are the number of correspond-
ing binary interactions and (ii) a non weighted network where the entry aij of A is 1 if
vi and vj are connected and 0 otherwise. Because the number of interactions decreases
very fast when increasing the seperation s between the loci (like s−1 or s−3/2) [14, 210],
the weighted network amounts to focus on interactions between loci seperated by short
genomic distances (. 10 Mb) over which contact probabilities are the highest. Alterna-
tively, the non weighted network takes equally into account short-range (. 10 Mb) and
very long range interactions within a chromosome (≥ 40 Mb).

To provide some perceptual illustration of the results of the centrality measure analysis,
we use in this work the open-source Gephi software [406], a interactive visualisation tool
to manipulate large graphs such as social or biological networks. This software implement
graph layout algorithms. As discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.1.1), one way to represent
the graph consists in grouping nodes strongly connected while pushing away the weakly
connected ones using a dynamical approach. Here, we use the special force-directed
algorithm called Force Atlas 2 (of the Gephi software). This algorithm, such as the Force
Directed Placement algorithms (Section 3.2.1.1), amounts to simulate a physical system
of particles (vertices) distributed in a plane (2D): vertices repulse each other like magnets
while edges attract the vertices they connect like springs. These forces create a dynamic
that converges to a balanced final state that is expected to help the interpretation of
the data (Fig. 5.7). In this representation, the information is conveyed by the relative
positions of the vertices. Figure 5.7 illustrates the successive steps of the algorithm. The
nodes are randomly put in a 2D space (Fig. 5.7 A), the system then evolves according
to the repulsion and attraction forces (Fig. 5.7 B,C) to reach a worm-like steady state
(Fig. 5.7 D). This state reflects the high level of interactions between close loci and follows
the linear structure of the chromosomes. In fact, when projecting the genomic positions
on the graph nodes, we check that they are sorted accordingly (data not shown). Hence,
the worm-like layout reflects the quick decay of the contact frequency as a function of the
genomic distance [14]. Interestingly, the projection of U-domains on the graph (Fig. 5.8)
shows that borders are found closer to each other in the graph layout unlike centers that
mainly interact at short distances and are found looping out at the periphery of the
stationary, worm-like final configuration. This illustrates the central role of the MRT
domain borders in the specification of the 3D architecture of the human chromosomes.
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(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 5.7. Worm-like graph representation of Hi-C data. (A) All the 100 kb loci
of human chromosome 11 (using K562 Hi-C data [14]) are randomly put in 2D space as
nodes (dots) with the interactions found between them as edges connecting the nodes
(black lines on A-C). (B)-(D) The nodes repulse each others while the edges tend to bring
them together. The system evolves reaching a stationary state (D).

Figure 5.8. Replication domains and the
worm-like graph representation. A 18 Mb
long fragment of human chromosome 10 (us-
ing K562 Hi-C data [14]). The nodes at repli-
cation domain borders (400 kb on each side)
are colored in red, the interior of the replica-
tion domains are represented in blue, and the
other nodes outside replication domains are
represented in white.

(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 5.9. Replication domains borders are hubs in K562 DNA interactions net-
work. (A) Degree, (B) Closeness, (C) Betweenness and (D) Eigenvector intrachromosomic
centralities vs to the distance from the closest (split-) U-domain border in K562 cell line
for weighted graphs in different size categories of replication domains: L < 1.8 Mb (light
pink), 1.8 ≤ L < 3 Mb (pink) and L ≥ 3 Mb (purple).
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5.2.3 Replication domain borders are hubs of the chromatin
interaction network in the K562 cell line

To objectively quantify the above observations, we report hereafter the results corre-
sponding to a statistical analysis performed over the U-domains (L < 3 Mb) and split-
U-domains (L ≥ 3 Mb) identified in the 22 human autosomes in K562 [405].

After filtering low and high interacting fragments from the Hi-C data, as discussed in
Chapter 2 (page 48), we compute the four previously defined centralities: degree (CD),
closeness (CC), betweenness (CB) and eigenvector (CS) centralities (Section 3.3), for the
weighted graphs resulting from all the intra-chromosomal interactions. Note that to com-
pute the shortest path involved in the calculus of CB and CC (Equations (3.3) and (3.2)),
we take the inverse of the weight as the length of an edge. We classify the replication
domains relatively to their size: L < 1.8 Mb, 1.8 ≤ L < 3 Mb and L ≥ 3 Mb, and
then we look at the average centralities of vertices corresponding to loci of the repli-
cation domains as a function of the distance to the closest domain border (Fig. 5.9).
The replication domain borders are local maxima of the degree, closeness, betweenness
and eigenvector centralities suggesting that they correspond to critical vertices in the
Hi-C interaction network (Fig. 5.9). The decrease from borders to center is much more
pronounced for split-U-domains and U-domains larger than 1.8 Mb than for U-domains
smaller than 1.8 Mb.

The decrease of the degree centrality CD (Fig. 5.9 A) confirms that replication domain
borders have a much higher intrachromosomal contact frequency than the centers in
K562. The closeness centrality (Fig. 5.9 B) only slightly decreases when moving from
the domain borders to center. Recall that a higher CC reflects the “central” position
of the node that can be caricatured by the fact that, in the stationary state (Fig. 5.7),
the domain borders form somehow feet of loops “inside” the graph while the centers are
pushed to the periphery. In Figure 5.9 C, the betweenness centrality CB is also shown to
decrease. The decrease of CB quantifies the role of these replication domain borders as
“hubs” in the chromatin interaction network. This enlightens the insulator properties of
these replication domain borders that prevent cross-talk between neighbouring domains
likely establishing self-interacting independent expression domains [44]. The eigenvector
centrality CS (Fig. 5.9 D) also decreases from replication domain borders to center. This
illustrates the fact that replication domain borders are hubs that predominantly interact
with other hubs.

These results (Fig. 5.9) suggest that replication domain borders are interconnected hubs
at the heart of the chromatin interaction graph. In fact, the “early” replicating initiation
zones of open and transcriptionally active chromatin that border replication U/N-domains
in the genome wide intrachromosome Hi-C chromatin network are local maxima for the
different centrality measures in K562.

5.2.4 Are replication domain borders hubs in different cell types?

To assess the robustness of the link between functional domains and genome 3D archi-
tecture, we reproduce this genome-wide analysis in different human cell lines where Hi-C
data and replication timing profiles are available.
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(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 5.10. Same as in Figure 5.9 for H1 ES interaction network.

5.2.4.1 MaOris are hubs in H1 ES embryonic stem cell line

We reproduce the analysis described in Section 5.2.3 using H1 ES Hi-C data with BG02
replication domains. We proceed in the same manner to construct the chromatin interac-
tion network where the 100 kb loci are the nodes of the graph and the Hi-C interactions
constitute the weighted edges. We calculate CD, CC , CB and CS for all the graph vertices
and we look at the centralities of the nodes inside replication split-U- and U-domains,
classified as above in three size categories: L < 1.8 Mb, 1.8 ≤ L < 3 Mb and L ≥ 3 Mb
(Fig 5.10).

In contrast to the results observed for K562, the replication domain borders are only
local maxima of the betweenness and closeness centralities (Fig 5.10 B, C). CD slightly
increases from replication domain borders towards the center (Fig 5.10 A), suggesting
that domain centers have more connections than the borders. CS, that can be seen as a
generalisation of CD (Section 3.3.4), also increases (Fig 5.10 D). This is consistent with
the fact that in H1 ES, EC3+EC4 CTRs have more interactions than EC1+EC2 CTRs
(Fig. 5.2) and that replication domain borders are mainly EC1 and EC2 while the cen-
ters are EC3 and EC4. Nevertheless, the decrease of CC and CB from domain borders
to center (Fig 5.10 B, C) suggests that replication domain borders are at the heart of
the structural organisation and mediate interactions as in K562. In fact, as suggested in
Chapter 3 (Table 3.1), the combination of low (degree and eigenvector) and high (close-
ness and betweenness) values for the replication domain borders means that they have
few connections (low degree) and they are not connected to key player of the network
(low eigenvector), however, they are indeed key players in the “center” of the network
(high closeness) and they are crucial to the network flow (high betweenness).

These results confirm the “important” role of the replication domain borders relative
to domain centers. They are “hubs” in the pluripotent chromatin interaction network
in the sense that they are used as bridges for the graph connections such as the airline
hubs that are airports which an airline uses as a transfer point to get passengers to their
destinations when travelers want to move between airports with no direct flights.
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(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 5.11. Same as in Figure 5.9 for IMR90 interaction network.

(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 5.12. Same as in Figure 5.9 for IMR90 interaction network normalised as in [37].

5.2.4.2 Are MaOris hubs in the IMR90 interaction network?

We carry out similar analysis using IMR90 intra-chromosomal Hi-C data, both the raw
data (Fig. 5.11) and the normalised data (Fig. 5.12) as in [37] (See Chapter 2 page 47),
obtained from [16].

The results obtained with raw IMR90 data are more similar to the ones obtained with
H1 ES than to the ones obtained for K562. When looking at the centrality measures
inside replication domains, the replication domain borders are only local maxima of the
betweenness centrality (Fig. 5.11 C), and to a lesser extent of the closeness centrality
(Fig. 5.11 B). However, CD and CS are almost constant along the replication domain
(Fig. 5.11 A, D). This can be related to previous observations on CTRs (Fig. 5.2) where
C1+C2 CTRs had more connections than C3+C4 CTRs up to 1 Mb, whereas the ten-
dency was reversed at larger distances, so that on average C1+C2 CTRs or C3+C4 CTRs
have the same number of interactions but with partners distributed at different distances.
Interestingly, when normalising the data, CD for split-U-domains slightly decreases while
CC gets more homogenous in the domains. Note that CB for large domains continues to
decrease and CS is not affected (Fig. 5.12). This raises the question about the normalisa-
tion effect on the data. The connections are not changed however the weights associated
with the connections are modified as is reflected by the changes in the degree centrality
computation (Figs. 5.11 and 5.12). Nevertheless, in IMR90 the MaOris at replication do-
main borders still mediate genomic interactions being local maxima of the betweenness
centrality.
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(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 5.13. Same as in Figure 5.9 for GM06990/HindIII interaction network.

(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 5.14. Same as in Figure 5.9 for GM06990/NcoI interaction network.

5.2.4.3 Does the choice of the restriction enzyme affect GM06990 hubs?

We reproduce the previous analysis on GM06990 intrachromosomal Hi-C interaction net-
works resulting from the two datasets obtained when cutting the ligated molecules (in
the Hi-C experiment) with HindIII and with NcoI (Figs. 5.13 and 5.14). In both cases,
replication domain borders are local maxima of the betweenness centrality (Figs. 5.13 C
and 5.14 C) especially for the split-U-domains. The other centrality measures for these
size categories present rather flat profiles (Figs. 5.13 A, B, D and 5.14 A, B, D). The fact
that degree, closeness, and eigenvector centralities are flat means that the replication do-
main borders do not present more interactions as compared to loci inside the replication
domains. However, the decrease of the betweenness centrality suggests that the replica-
tion domain borders are really important for the flow inside the network. In other words,
the replication domain borders still play the role of hubs as communication bridges inside
the graph that mediate other interactions.

It is worth to mention that for the degree, closeness and eigenvector centralities us-
ing HindIII as restriction enzyme, the values obtained for the smaller domain sizes are
systematically lower than the ones obtained for the split-U-domains (Fig. 5.13). On the
opposite, with restriction enzyme NcoI, the curves for smaller domain sizes are system-
atically higher than the ones obtained for split-U-domains (Fig. 5.14). This illustrates
that the choice of the restriction enzyme can effect the results in unexpected and not un-
derstood ways. Full characterisation of the effect of the choice of the restriction enzyme
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Figure 5.15. MaOris and the 3D genome organisation. Mean intrachromosome Hi-C
contacts vs genomic distance (logarithmic representation) between two loci in the central
region of two juxtaposed (split-) U-domain separated by a MRT peak (green), or on each
side and equidistant to a MaOri bordering an early CTR and a (split-) U-domain (blue)
in H1 ES, GM06990, IMR90, HeLaS3 and K562. The black straight lines correspond to
the power-law behaviour Pc(s) ∼ s−α predicted by the equilibrium globule model in 3D
(α = 3/2) and in 2D (α = 1). We considered only split-U- and U-domains of length L ≥
1.2 Mb. To avoid MRT to be a confounding factor, we excluded late U-domain borders
with MRT>0.5.

requires further Hi-C experiments.

Z To summarise, using graph centrality measures, we have shown that the “early”
replicating initiation zones of open and transcriptionally active chromatin that border
replication split-U/N- and U/N-domains play a predominant role of hubs in the intra-
chromosomes interactions network regardless the considered cell type, as local maxima of
the betweenness centrality CB. Nevertheless, cell type specific properties can be observed,
for instance in K562 MaOris are highly interconnected to each other (local maxima for
the degree and eigenvector centralities) and in H1 ES, MaOris are at the center of the
graph (local maxima of the closeness centrality). The “master” replication origins are not
only barrier elements that delimit self-interacting topological domains of independant ex-
pression and duplication, they also mediate long-range interactions among distant DNA
elements within chromosomes. In contrast, even if the late replicating regions at the
centers of the (split-) U/N-domains can be highly (or even more) connected than the
borders, they can be by-passed.

5.3 MaOri plasticity and genome organisation

From the comparison of MRT profiles in different cell types in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2),
we saw that replication split-U- and U- domains borders are dynamic. Each cell type
was shown to share about half of their MaOris at domains borders with at least one
other cell type (including the skew N-domain borders in the germline) but only a small
proportion (. 5%) are ubiquitous to all considered cell types (Table 4.4, page 103). Fur-
thermore, the MaOris can correspond to either MRT peaks (common to two juxtaposed
MRT U-domains) or to a dissymetric border (common to an early CTR and a MRT U-
domain). Here, we ask whether all MaOris play the same role in the genome architecture
or depending on their status, they can be more or less efficient. In fact, in differentiated
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cell types, when investigating the contact probability between (C3,C4) loci at the centers
of two juxtaposed (split-) U-domains, we recover the same long-range interactions over
distances 0.7 Mb . s . 7 Mb (Fig. 5.15) as previously observed between inactive late
(C3+C4) CTR loci (Fig. 5.2). In the same way, the contact probability between two
loci on each side of and equidistant to a MaOris bordering an early CTR and a MRT
(split-) U-domain decays faster on the range of distances 0.7 Mb . s . 7 Mb (Fig. 5.15),
as previously observed for pairs of loci in separate early C1+C2 CTRs and late C3+C4
CTRs (Fig. 5.2). When analysing the H1 ES Hi-C contact probability between pairs of
loci in the (EC3, EC4) central part of two juxtaposed (split-) U-domains, we found over
the range of distances 0.7 Mb . s . 7 Mb, a power-law decay Pc(s) ∼ s−3/2 (α = 3/2)
as between pairs of loci on either sides of a master replication initiation zones common
to an active early (EC1+EC2) CTR and a (split-) U-domain (Fig. 5.15). This is consis-
tent with the similar contact probability behaviour previously observed between active
early (EC1+EC2) CTR loci, as well as between (early/late) pairs of loci (Fig. 5.2). This
confirms the absence of spatial compartmentalisation in a more plastic and accessible
pluripotent chromatin that statistically seems to be well described by the 3D “equilib-
rium” globule model.

To further quantify these observations, we compute the betweenness centrality across
(split-) U-domain borders after sorting the borders according to their status (Fig. 5.16).
We first consider the weighted intrachromosome Hi-C network with all the interactions,
then we remove edges connecting loci distant by less than 1 Mb. MaOris (both MRT
peaks and early CTR/U-domain common borders) are found to be “hubs” in the H1
ES Hi-C interaction network corresponding to local maxima of the centralities (Fig. 5.16
A, B) both when considering all the interactions and when considering only long-range
interactions. When considering all the interactions, we notice that the randomly dis-
tributed early firing origins in active early CTRs sharing a common master replication
origin with a (split-) U-domain, have a similar high centrality as the border, strongly
suggesting that early replicating C1 100 kb loci are the dominating “hubs” in the H1 ES
chromatin interaction network. This is consistent with the observed enrichment of these
loci in CTCF [53, 54], which besides its insulator properties [169, 203] is also known to
mediate long-range intra- and inter- chromosomal interactions in somatic cells [18, 208–
212]. Moreover, these MaOris in H1 ES were shown to be highly enriched in the key
pluripotency transcription factors NANOG and OCT4 that are known to have an im-
portant role in ESC-specific interactions and in the spatial clustering of pluripotency
genes via the formation of (small) chromatin loops [361, 362]. These results shed a new
light on these transcription factors that likely play also a role in the maintenance of the
replication spatio-temporal programme in pluripotent cells [54]. In IMR90, MaOris that
separate an early CTR and a replication domain, are local maxima of the betweenness
centrality computed on the complete interaction graph (Fig. 5.16 C). Again, the vertices
in C1+C2 CTRs have similar high centrality values (Fig. 5.16 C). However, in contrast
to H1 ES (Fig. 5.16 A), the MRT peaks bordering two (split-) U-domains, are no longer
local maxima of the betweenness centrality (Fig. 5.16 C). Also when concentrating on
long range interactions, MRT peaks in IMR90 do not correspond to local betweenness
centrality maxima (Fig. 5.16 D). When removing short range interactions, interestingly,
but not surprisingly as regards to the slow power-law decay of the contact probability
previously observed in IMR90 between HP1-associated heterochromatin C4 loci in in-
active late CTRs (Fig. 5.2) and in the central regions of juxtaposed (split-) U-domains
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(Fig. 5.15), the “hubs” of high betweenness centrality in the IMR90 chromatin inter-
action network are no longer the early replicating C1 loci but late replicating C4 loci
(Fig. 5.16 D). This confirms the predominant role of the structural proteins that regulate
the spreading of heterochromatin LADs in IMR90 [407].

Z The 3D nuclear chromatin organisation differs between tissues and cell types as the
signature of the chromatin folding induced by the self-interaction between chromatin
states that promote physical bridging between distal elements, e.g., via the specific in-
teractions of some structural proteins. Thus, in the K562 cell line, the highly active
early replicating euchromatin (100-kb) loci in early CTRs and in the master replication
initiation zones at MRT U-domain borders were shown to be the main “hubs” in the
chromatin interaction network [44, 408]. The observed enrichment of these loci in CTCF
strongly suggests that CTCF is a key factor underlying long-distance intra- and inter
chromosomal interactions in this cell line [18, 208–212]. In IMR90 cell line, as the signa-
ture of the important spreading of the HP1-assciated heterochromatin, the main “hubs”
in the long range chromatin interaction network are instead the inactive late replicating
heterochromatin loci in late CTRs and inside MRT U-domains. This suggests that, the
structural proteins that regulate the anchoring of the Lamina B1 heterochromatin to the
nuclear envelop [407] are determinant factors in the long-range interactions underlying,
the high-order chromatin architecture in IMR90. In H1 ES the MaOris at replication
domains borders appear to be fundamental determinants of pluripotency maintenance.

In all the cases, centrality measures from graph theory confirm the fundamental role
played by the MaOris at replication domain borders in regulating the 3D organisation
suggesting a compartmentalisation of the genome into structural units separated by these
MaOris. In the next, chapter we will use multi-scale community detection to quantify
the existence of structural domains as a counterpart of the replication domains.
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A B

C D

Figure 5.16. MaOri plasticity at the heart of the 3D genome organisation. Be-
tweenness centrality across (split-) U-domain borders in H1 ES (A, B) and IMR90 (C,D):
MRT peaks (green), dissymetric borders (blue). We only considered (split-) U-domains
of length L ≥ 1 Mb and we exclude late (split-) U-domain borders with MRT >0.5. We
consider the complete weighted graph in A and C and the weighted graph with edges
connecting loci distant by more than 1 Mb in B and D. The distance is relative to the
borders: positive values indicate loci inside (split-) U-domain, the negative values can be
either the loci in early CTRs (blue) or in a neighbouring U-domain (green).
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Delineating structural communities

into the DNA interaction network

It’s well recognised that the genome structure plays an important role in gene regulation,
DNA replication and epigenetic modifications. Understanding genome structure is funda-
mental to study nuclear functions. In this chapter, we look for communities in the chro-
matin interaction network retreived from Hi-C data (known to probe the 3D structure).
As these communities reflect groups of loci that present a high amount of interactions,
we compare them to functional partitions of the genome to address the structure/function
relationship. This analysis of structural networks obtained from different cell lines allow
us to assess the level of structure conservation between cell types.
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6.1 Hi-C data reveal chromatin organisation into struc-
tural domains

As discussed in Chapter 2, the spatial organisation of genome in the cell nucleus is
highly linked to biological functions. Interestingly, 3D organisation and genome activity
were shown to be linked at different scales in the nucleus. At the kilobase-scale, chro-
matin loops bring together distal regulatory elements such as enhancers and their target
genes [409]. At the megabase scale genes co-occupy functional sites of the nucleus such as
foci of Polycomb proteins [410], or of active RNA polymerase [411]. At the nucleus level,
chromosomes cluster together forming chromosomes territories [1] that are organised in
a way to put together gene-poor chromosomes in the predominantly heterochromatic
periphery and gene rich regions in the euchromatic interior. Altogether these studies
suggest a hierarchical multi-scale organisation of the genome. Until the emergence of
3C protocols (Chapter 2 Section 2.3.2), there was a lack of information allowing to pre-
cisely investigate the intermediary scales of genome 3D structuration. At the scale of ∼
10 Mb, the analysis of Hi-C data [14] revealed the structuration of the genome into two
compartments (A/B) (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3) of loci sharing the same genome wide
contact pattern. At the Mb scale, examination of Hi-C data (Figs. 2.16 and 6.1) shows
the existence of diagonal blocks (squares) of enriched interactions [16]. Those squares
arise when all the loci forming a genome interval preferentially interact with other loci
in the same interval. Identification of those interaction blocks i.e extracting from the
data some structural motifs, raises a methodological challenge for genomics in order to
understand chromatin folding [16, 21, 244, 255–259, 412]. Many studies have been dedi-
cated to extract structural motifs from Hi-C data based on looking for changes in a 1D
profile derived from the Hi-C matrices [16, 412], on dynamic programming [258] or on a
combination of both approaches [259].

The original study [16] describing diagonal blocks of Hi-C matrices as topologically asso-
ciated domains (TADs) delineated block borders using the directionality index profiles.
These genome 1D profiles take into account the upstream and downstream interactions
of a genomic region, TAD borders corresponding to the transition from mainly upstream
to mainly downstream interacting regions. The so identified kilobase-to-megabase sized
TADs were found to correlate with many one dimensional features of the chromatin
such as histone modifications [16], coordinated gene expression [21, 255], lamina asso-
ciation [16] and DNA replication timing [16, 256]. Moreover, TADs were found to be
conserved in Drosophila [19, 20] and mammalian [16, 21] genomes but they were less
clearly defined in Arabidopsis [22, 23], Plasmodium falciparum [24] and yeast [25, 26]
genomes. Finally, TADs were suggested to be a stable property of the human genome
as they appeared to be conserved between different cell lines [16]. Hence, topologically
associated domains were included in many studies and are known to be at the heart of
the genome 3D organisation although there is increasing evidence suggesting that TADs
hierarchically co-associate to build up larger chromosomal structures [20, 413].

Another segmentation method for Hi-C data into TADs-like domains uses dynamic pro-
gramming [259] that explicitly takes advantage of the genomic order. This method relies
on the fact that Hi-C matrices are symmetric and instead of looking for squares of high
interactions in the whole matrix, it is enough to look for triangle blocks along the di-
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Figure 6.1. Hi-C contact maps reveal a multi-
scale organisation. Hi-C contact map along a
15 Mb long fragment of human chromosome 10
in H1 ES (resp. IMR90) under (resp. above)
the diagonal with intensity of interactions color
coded according to the right colormap. Blue lines
represent TADs [16] in the two cell lines. Col-
ored dashed lines correspond to 2 partitions into
communities obtained at small (yellow) and large
(red) scales. Black columns and rows correspond
to masked regions.

agonal of the matrix. The authors of [259] proved that maximisation of the likelihood
with respect to the block boundaries can be reformulated in terms of a 1D segmentation
problem. The blocks obtained with this method show good agreement with TADs. Block
boundaries colocalise with TAD borders even though they are less numerous [259]. Also
reformulating the question of decomposing Hi-C matrices in a 1D problem, the authors
in [412] developed a wavelet-based change point method to detect changes in the total
Hi-C interaction count profile allowing to segment the genome.

All these methods do not take into account the multi-scale organisation of the genome.
In fact, looking at Figure 6.1, it is clear that TADs can be nested in bigger domains and
sometimes subdivided in smaller domains.

Only the method proposed in [258] using dynamic programming developed a multi-scale
segmentation algorithm of Hi-C data. Introducing a scale parameter γ to set the size
of the intervals forming the interaction blocks, the authors identified a set of domains
that show a high level of intra-domain interactions and a low level of between-domain
interactions. Interestingly, comparison of the original TADs [16] with the domains ob-
tained with this method at the resolution corresponding to the TADs, showes a good
agreements between the two genome structural partitions. The aim of this work is to
propose a novel method for Hi-C data segmentation that not only allows the multi-scale
identification of structural domains but also does not rely on the 1D genome structure,
in other words that does not assume that the structural domains should be contiguous
genomic intervals.

6.2 Structural communities of DNA network form a
hierarchy of genome intervals

6.2.1 Wavelet-based community detection in the DNA network

As discussed in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2.2), Hi-C matrices can be represented as graphs
where nodes represent DNA loci and the edges connect interacting loci. Here, we refor-
mulate the question of finding structural domains as a question of finding communities
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Figure 6.2. Community size across scales. (A) Mean community size for chromosome
12 as a function of the index of the scale in IMR90 (blue) and H1 ES (yellow) using the
intra-chromosome Hi-C data. (B) Histogram of the length of the interval-communities
that are left in the database after filtering trivial and redundant communities (see text).

in the DNA interaction network. The DNA interaction network depends on the genome
structure only over the size (100 kb) of the regions used to define its nodes. As intro-
duced in Chapter 3 (Section 3.6), a community in a graph is an ensemble of nodes that
are more connected to each other than with the other nodes. Here, we use the wavelet-
based multi-scale community detection method (Chapter 3, Section 3.6.3.1) in order to
scan many scales without privileging any. We use the fast algorithm described in Sec-
tion 3.5.1 (page 73) to compute the distance correlation matrix with η = 200 random
vectors. We consider for each analysed cell line, the 22 intra-chromosomal matrices. In
a first approach, we consider the Hi-C data from two human cell lines: IMR90 and H1
ES [16]. We filter the data as discussed in Chapter 2 (page 48), leaving ∼ 90% of the
data to study. We analyse for instance, 314 (resp. 326) 100 kb nodes for chromosome
21 in IMR90 (resp. H1 ES) and 2 179 (resp. 2 172) nodes for chromosome 1 in IMR90
(resp. H1 ES). The remaining 100 kb loci are concatenated which result in new masked
positions. We systematically apply the wavelet-based multi-scale community detection
method to all the connected interaction networks scanning 100 scales logarithmically dis-
tributed in the range of available scales (between smin = 1/λ1 and smax = 1/λ2

1 (page 76)).

The obtained results for the different chromosomes are quite similar. Here, we show
the results obtained for human chromosome 12 in H1 ES and IMR90 as representative
examples. This chromosome consists initially of 1 324 nodes. After the filtering procedure
1 250 nodes are left in IMR90 and 1 249 in H1 ES (Table 2.4). When applying the wavelet-
based community detection method on the two networks, we obtain 100 partitions of the
masked genome for each cell line, one at each scale. In total we obtain 23 927 (resp. 4 266)
communities for IMR90 (resp. H1 ES). As expected, the size of the resulting communi-
ties increases with the scale parameter (Fig. 6.2 A). For H1 ES the increase of the mean
community size with the scale is homogeneous suggesting that there is no characteristic
size for the community structure. For IMR90, we observe a first range of scales where the
communities reduce to singletons (mean size ∼ 1) and followed by an abrupt transition
to a community mean size ∼ 17 (Fig. 6.2 A). The existence of singletons over a relatively
large range of scales explains why the total the number of communities in IMR90 is larger
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than in H1 ES. Note that when removing the trivial singletons communities we obtain
3 342 (resp. 4 266) community in IMR90 (resp. H1 ES).

6.2.2 Structural communities correspond to genome intervals

It is noticeable in Figure 6.1 that the interaction frequency outside the diagonal blocks
characterising the structural compartimentalisation as described in Dixon et al. [16] is
not negligible (look for instance at the region around [82,89] Mb in IMR90 that highly
interacts with the region around [92,93] Mb (Fig. 6.1) or at the paving we observe away
from the diagonal for IMR90 in Figure 5.1 B). This suggests that communities do not
necessary reduce to intervals along the genome. Hence, for each non trivial community
(community of size > 1), we calculate the proportion Pint of the largest set of successive
100 kb loci covered by the community over the size of the community: Pint = 1 when all
the nodes of the community constitute an interval of the masked genome and Pint = 1/N
where N is the size of the community when the community do not contain any pair of
consecutive loci of the genome. Considering Pint ≥ 0.95 as a criterion for a community
to constitute an interval along the genome, we observe for the 2 cell lines that more than
99% of the communities correspond to intervals of the genome. This property for the
communities remains true for all the scales and whatever the size of the communities.
This is consistent with the fact that at all scales, genomic neighbours tend to strongly
co-localise, resulting in higher frequency of interactions. These results demonstrate that
the strongest motifs of structural organisation involve contiguous genomic segments. We
will refer to the communities forming a genomic interval as interval-communities.

In the following, we only keep the communities that correspond to an interval (Pint ≥
0.95) reducing them to their main interval. This allows us not only to adopt a sim-
ple representation for the obtained communities as illustrated on Figure 6.3 but also to
construct our database (Section 6.2.4).

6.2.3 A hierarchical organisation of the genome

Figure 6.3 represents for a 20 Mb long fragment of chromosome 12, the obtained interval-
communities across scales. The differences observed between the resulting community
size distributions in IMR90 and H1 ES (Figure 6.2 A), are visible in this representation.
We clearly see a first range of scales (≤ 20) where the interval-communities reduce to
singletons in IMR90 (Fig. 6.3 A) and not in H1 ES (Fig. 6.3 B). At a larger critical
scale, non trivial interval-communities appear in IMR90. Not that the mean size of the
interval-communities for this first meaningful partitioning in IMR90 is larger than the
ones observed in H1 ES for its first meaningful partitioning (smallest scale). This results
in a lack of small non trivial interval-communities in IMR90.

A stricking property illustrated by this representation (Fig. 6.3) is the hierarchical or-
ganisation of the communities. Across scales, small communities merge together to form
bigger communities at larger scales (Fig. 6.3). Hence, the community borders present at
the smallest scale progressively disappear at some larger scale allowing the emergence of
bigger communities. Importantly, the conservation of borders from large scales to small
scales is very high as illustrated in Figure 6.4 for H1 ES. For each pair of scales s2 > s1,
we look at the proportion of borders at the larger scale s2 that are also present at the
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Figure 6.3. Multi-scale interval-communities. Multi-scale community structure along
a 20 Mb long fragment of human chromosome 12 in IMR90 (A) and H1 ES (B) cell
lines. At each scale the interval-communities are represented by a colored segment (colors
were limited to 10 for readability) bordered by grey +. When a community is found at 2
consecutive scales the same color is used.
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Figure 6.4. Conservation of com-
munity borders across scales. (Bot-
tom) Proportion of borders at a scale
s2 > s1 that are borders at scale s1,
for human chromosome 12 in H1 ES
cell line. (Top) The average size of
communities and the number of bor-
ders as a function of s2.

smaller scale s1. This proportion is close to 1 regardless of the scales (Fig. 6.4). Note that
the smallest proportion of border recovery (∼40%) is obtained at a scale s2 at which we
have 5 borders and only two are recovered. At scale s1, the three missing borders being
shifted few pixels away from a scale to another. The fact that the borders are conserved
across scales means that there is no “new” structure that emerges and that only existent
ones merged together, i.e. small structures are nested into bigger ones. This is consistent
with the results of recent studies suggesting that TADs hierarchically co-associate to form
larger structures [20, 413].

6.2.4 A hierarchical database of structural communities

Another important property illustrated on Figure 6.3 is the redundancy of the commu-
nities obtained across scales. Hence, we construct our database of communities keeping
only once each non trivial interval-communities (size ≥ 2 nodes and Pint ≥ 0.95). We
also filter out the communities that at least double in size when reintegrating the masked
regions of the genome, e.g. interval-communities spanning the centromers.

This leads to 386 (resp. 537) non trivial interval-communities in IMR90 (resp. H1 ES)
for the chromosome 12. Interestingly, when looking at the genomic length distribution
of those interval-communities (Fig. 6.2 B), we observe that IMR90 has more interval-
communities involving only 2-3 nodes and a deficit in community size from ∼ 500 kb
to ∼ 1.5 Mb relative to H1 ES. This is consistent with the structuration described pre-
viously (Figs. 6.2 A and 6.3). Moreover, for the communities of size & 2 Mb, we see
that the length distribution is similar for the two considered cell lines suggesting that
communities are conserved between cell lines in that scale range. We will further discuss
the conservation of communities between different cell lines in Section 6.4.
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We apply the wavelet-based community detection framework to the 22 human autosomes
in different cell lines:

• H1 ES and IMR90 cell lines that we have used until now to illustrate our results
and for which TADs [16] are available, allowing a direct comparison of our struc-
tural communities with what is considered as reference structural domains in the
literature (Section 6.3.4).

• K562 and GM06990 cell lines that we will use further to discuss the conservation
between cell lines (Section 6.4).

• HeLaS3 cell line where the data were obtained on synchronised cells during mitosis
and G1 allowing a comparison of the community structure during the cell cycle
(Section 6.3.5).

The results reported previously for the intra-chromosomal structural networks of chro-
mosome 12 in IMR90 and H1 ES are representative of the results obtained for the 22
autosomes using the above mentioned Hi-C datasets. The genome-wide distributions of
genomic length of the interval-communities in IMR90 and H1 ES (Fig. 6.5) are simi-
lar to the one observed for chromosome 12 (Fig. 6.2 B). When applied to different cell
lines, the wavelet-based community detection method results in few thousands of interval-
communities in each cell line as described in Table 6.1. Interestingly, the size distributions
of the interval-communities obtained in GM06990, K562 and HeLaS3 cell lines are more
similar to the one obtained in IMR90 than to the one of H1 ES (Fig. 6.5): there is more
200 kb communities and a deficit around ∼ 500 kb in differentiated cell lines relatively
to H1 ES; for communities larger than ∼ 2 Mb the distributions are similar. An in-
terpretation of the observed general excess of interval-communities of size ∼ 500 kb to
∼ 1.5 Mb in H1 ES compared to differentiated cell lines can be that cell differentia-
tion is accompanied by the merging of the small structural communities in a structural
consolidation scenario similar to the one described for replication timing domains (Sec-
tion 4.2.4) [38, 147, 148, 364]. Interestingly, in a logarithmic representation, community
size distributions (s & 2 Mb) follow a power-law behaviour sα with α =∼ −1.3 (Fig. 6.5).
This suggests that there exists domains at all scales (& 2 Mb) without a characteristic
size for the genome structuration. Note that if communities of size ∼ s form a partition
of the genome of length L then the number of communities of this scale is equal to L/s
leading to α = −1 (& −1.3).

Z To sum up, the wavelet-based community detection method allowed us to identify
structural-communities in the chromatin interaction networks that led to a database
of several thousands of domains (Table 6.1). These communities form hierarchies of
genome intervals which led us to call them interval-communities. Interestingly, it seems
that these structural interval-communities may reflect some functional properties. In H1
ES cell line, characterised by smaller replication domains [44], we observe an excess of
interval-communities in the range of scales from ∼ 500 kb to ∼ 1.5 Mb compared to the
differentiated cell lines. Moreover, for interval-communities larger than 2 Mb, all the cell
lines showed a similar length distribution suggesting that they are conserved from one
cell line to another.
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Cell line N N(filtered) Remaining communities Distinct borders
H1 ES 12 343 65 12 278 5 751
IMR90 8 852 25 8 827 6 824

GM06990 10 279 60 10 219 6 967
K562 13 383 30 13 353 8 273

HeLaS3 G1 6 752 36 6 716 4 108
HeLaS3 M 1 059 4 1 055 885

Table 6.1. Number of structural communities. For each cell line, N is the number of
distinct non redundant and non trivial (size ≥ 2 i.e. 2 nodes) communities. N(filtered) is
the number of communities filtered out because (i) they do not correspond to a genomic
interval or (ii) they double in size when going back to the original (not masked) positions.
The last two columns correspond to the number of communities and distinct borders in
the database.

Figure 6.5. Genomic length dis-
tribution of non-redundant interval-
communities. Histogram of interval-
communities genomic length in a log-log
representation and calculated in 100 kb
bins for different cell lines IMR90 (blue),
H1 ES (yellow), GM06990 (pink), K562
(purple) and HeLa (G1) (light purple).
The black straight line correspond to the
power-law behaviour with α = −1.3.
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6.3 Structural communities encompass genome seg-
mentations at multiple scales

In this section, we enlighten properties confirming that our interval-communities in-
deed correspond to structural units. In particular, we explicitly compare the interval-
communities to the TADs [16] that are considered as a reference for the structural de-
scription of Hi-C data. TADs [16] were identified at both 20 kb and 40 kb resolutions.
However, our adopted resolution is 100 kb like the resolution of the MRT data. We thus,
use the data obtained at the 40 kb resolution, and assign each TAD border to the cor-
responding 100 kb pixel and finally keep only TADs larger than 200 kb (3 pixels). This
leads to a database of 2 993 (resp. 2 263) TADs in H1 ES (resp. IMR90), with 3 905
(resp. 3 096) distincts borders in H1 ES (resp. IMR90).

6.3.1 Are interval-communities structural domains?

A first question that one can ask is if the communities are “really” structural units of the
3D DNA organisation inside the nucleus. In fact, the community detection method will
always output a partition at each scale whether or not the analysed network presents a
“true” community structure. In order to verify that there are more interactions within
interval-communities than between interval-communities, we compare the number of con-
tacts between two 100 kb loci that are inside the same interval-community at equal dis-
tance from its center and the number of interactions between two loci at equal distance
from one of the interval-community borders, as a function of the distance separating the
pairs of loci. The obtained average ratio of different interval-communities is reported in
Fig. 6.6. We classify our interval-communities in different size categories: 0.3 ≤ L <
0.6 Mb, 0.6 ≤ L < 1 Mb, 1 ≤ L < 2 Mb, 2 ≤ L < 3 Mb, 3 ≤ L < 5 Mb, 5 ≤ L < 10 Mb
and 10 ≤ L < 100 Mb. We observe that on average there is more interactions within the
communities than between communities, regardless of the cell line and the community
size: the interaction ratio systematically increases to some maximal value at distances ∼
1-2 Mb, from ∼ 1.6 in GM06990 and K562, to ∼ 2.2 in H1 ES and ∼ 3 in IMR90. Over
larger distances, the ratio remains rather constant in GM06990 and K562 and decreases
to ∼ 1.5 in H1 ES and IMR90 (Fig. 6.6). This property holds true, even for domains
larger than 10 Mb, corroborating the correspondence between structural barriers and
community borders as previously observed for (split-) U-domain borders (Fig. 5.5) [44].
As a comparison, we perform the same analysis at the TAD borders grouped in the fol-
lowing size categories: 0.3 ≤ L < 0.6 Mb, 0.6 ≤ L < 1 Mb, 1 ≤ L < 2 Mb and 2 ≤ L <
3 Mb. The interaction ratio vs distance curves present very similar shapes as observed for
interval-communities (Supplementary Fig. B.12), reaching maximal values ∼ 3 in both
H1 ES and IMR90. These results provide evidence that interval-communities, very much
like TADs, constitute units of 3D genome organisation bordered by structural barriers.

6.3.2 Are chromosomes structural communities in the full in-
teraction network?

It has been suggested that Hi-C data contain enough information to allow us to distinguish
between different chromosomes and, hence, can be used for genome assembly [29, 30]. This
raises the question whether the wavelet-based community detection method can recover
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Figure 6.6. Are interval-communities structural domains? Ratio of the number of
interactions between two 100 kb loci that are inside the same community at equal distance
from its center (c) and the number of interactions between loci in different communities at
equal distance from a community border (b), versus the distance between them. Different
colours correspond to different community size categories: 0.3 ≤ L < 0.6 Mb (light pink),
0.6 ≤ L < 1 Mb (pink), 1 ≤ L < 2 Mb (magenta), 2 ≤ L < 3 Mb (dark pink), 3 ≤ L <
5 Mb (light blue), 5 ≤ L < 10 Mb (blue) and 10 ≤ L < 100 Mb (purple).

Figure 6.7. Mean community size across
scales in the full interaction network.
Mean community size (number of nodes) as
a function of the index of the scale in IMR90
(blue), H1 ES (yellow) when using the full Hi-
C network of both intra- and inter- chromo-
somal Hi-C interactions between the 22 auto-
somes.
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chromosomes as communities in the chromatin interaction network. To adress this ques-
tion, we consider the “full” interaction network in H1 ES and IMR90 where the nodes
are the 100 kb loci coming from all the 22 autosomes and the edges are both intra- and
inter-chromosomal Hi-C interactions. We then apply the community detection algorithm
to these “full” networks.

Note that this way of constructing the network does not allow us to scan the same range
of scales as in the chromosome by chromosome approach. As described in Chapter 3 (Sec-
tion 3.5.2), the range of available scales depends on the first eigenvalue of the network
Laplacian (smin = 1/λ1 and smax = 1/λ2

1) which depends on the graph structure. When
the graph compartmentalisation is marked (i.e. there seems to be distinct connected com-
ponents), λ1 is small and close to 0 (λ1 = 0 when the graph is disconnected). In the full
interaction network, the long range interactions (interactions between different chromo-
somes) are less frequent [14] and hence the graph has 22 well connected components with
few connections between them. Hence, λ1 is smaller which results in larger values of
smin and smax. Thus, the range of scales is shifted towards larger scales compared to the
chromosome by chromosome approach.

At the largest scales previously unavailable, we observe instabilities (Fig. 6.7) of the
community detection method. As can be seen in the mean size vs scale curve in Fig-
ure 6.7, for scales & 80 we observe partitions made of large communities, as expected,
alternating with partitions made of trivial singletons. At the smallest scales, contrary
to what we observe on the intra-chromosome networks (Fig. 6.2 A), we no longer ob-
tain many singletons because of the new scale boundaries. Between the two extremes,
the mean size of the communities is similar between IMR90 and H1 ES (Fig. 6.7). Fur-
ther examination of these communities reveals that they either correspond to “small”
communities fully embedded within one chromosome or include one or more complete
chromosomes. Hence, in both H1 ES and IMR90, the structural community detection
respects the organisation of the genome into chromosomes. In H1 ES, all the chromo-
somes were identified as communities, at a certain scale relative to each chromosome. In
IMR90, a few counter examples are observed either because at the largest scale available
the chromosome still corresponds to few communities or because intra-chromosome com-
munity partitions abruptly switch to partitions where communities encompass 2 or more
chromosomes.

To sum up, the wavelet-based community detection method successfully recovers chro-
mosomes as communities in the full interaction networks. Intra-chromosomal communi-
ties detected in the full interaction network are consistent with the ones obtained with
the chromosome by chromosome approach, with some noise in the position of interval-
community borders across the scales (moving ± 1 pixel from a scale to another). But, as
the range of scales depends on the matrix, to avoid loosing small scale details, it is better
to concentrate on intra-chromosomes data. In the rest of this work, we only consider the
interval-communities obtained when applying the wavelet-based method on individual
chromosomes, as described in Table 6.1.
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6.3.3 Comparing genomic domain distributions

In the rest of this chapter, we adopt the three following points of view for the comparison
of genomic domains. Consider two sets of domains D1 and D2 with two sets of associated
borders B1 and B2 that we want to compare. We consider:

• Mean best mutual coverage: We define the mutual coverage mc between two do-
mains d1 ∈ D1 and d2 ∈ D2 as their intersection length Ld1∩d2 divided by the
maximum length of the two domains lengths Ld1 and Ld2 :

mc(d1, d2) =
Ld1∩d2

max(Ld1 , Ld2)
. (6.1)

The maximal value 1 ofmc is obtained when the two domains d1 and d2 are identical.
Then, for each domain d1 ∈ D1, we define its best mutual coverage with D2 domains
(bmcD2

) as its maximal mutual coverage with D2 domains:

bmcD2
(d1) = max

d2∈D2

(mc(d1, d2)). (6.2)

Sorting the D1 domains by size, we compute the mean best mutual coverage with
D2 of groups of 50 D1 domains that we plot as a function of the mean length of the
domains in the group.

• We say that a domain d has a match in D2 if bmcD2
(d) ≥ 0.8. PD2(D) is then

defined as the proportion of domains d ∈ D that have a match in D2. Sorting the
D1 domains by size, we consider them in groups D of 50 domains and plot PD2(D)
as a function of the mean length of the domains in D.

• We say that a border b has a match in B2 when there is a border in B2 less than
100 kb away from b i.e ± 1 pixel away. PB2(B) is then defined as the proportion of
borders b ∈ B that have a match in B2. Sorting the B1 borders according to their
associated size (see below), we consider them in groups B of 100 and plot PB2(B)
as a function of the average associated size of the borders in B.

Interval community borders need to be classified according to the size of the interval-
communities they border prior to being used as a reference borders. Indeed, it is clearly
not as significant for a border to have a match with the borders of 200 kb interval-
communities than with borders of 2 Mb interval-communities which are one order of
magnitude less numerous than the former (Fig. 6.5). Since borders are conserved across
the scales (Fig. 6.4) and, at each scale, they delimit two consecutive interval-communities,
we assign a size to each interval-community border in the following way. At each scale,
the border is associated with the minimum length of the two bordering communities.
The largest of these lengths across the scales is finally retain as the “size” associated
to the border. In this way, interval-community borders that exist over a large range of
scales are likely to be associated to a large size than borders that only exist at small
scales. As expected, the number of distinct borders as a function of their associated size
decreases rapidly (Fig. 6.8). We compute the proportion of the genome covered by the
interval-community border pixel and its two neighbouring pixels (±1 pixel resolution) for
all borders of associated size greater than some minimal size (Fig. 6.9). As expected, this
proportion decreases as a function of the minimal size (Fig. 6.9). Setting the proportion
covered by the interval-community borders to 35%, we end up with different numbers of
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Figure 6.8. Distribution of the
interval-community border associ-
ated size. Number of distinct borders
when classified according to the asso-
ciated size (see text) in different cell
lines: IMR90 (blue), H1 ES (yellow),
GM06990 (pink) and K562 (purple).

Figure 6.9. Genome proportion
covered by interval-community bor-
ders. The genome fraction covered
by the interval-community borders (bor-
ders pixels and their two neighbours)
of associated size greater than a mini-
mal size vs this minimal size in different
cell lines: IMR90 (blue), H1 ES (yel-
low), GM06990 (pink) and K562 (pur-
ple). The horizontal black line corre-
sponds to the 35% threshold we adopt
to classify the borders.

distinct borders: 3 468 in H1 ES, 2 834 in IMR90, 3 171 in GM06990 and 3 478 in K562
(Figs. 6.8 and 6.9). In the analysis presented next, we use this set of conserved borders
that cover 35% of the genome at ± 1 pixel resolution as interval-community borders
reference set.

6.3.4 Are TADs structural communities?

We next compare our communities to the previously TADs [16] in H1 ES and IMR90,
asking to which extent the TADs and TAD borders are recovered in our hierarchical
database of interval-communities (Section 6.2.4). We follow the comparison framework
described in Section 6.3.3 associating the size of the shortest neighbouring TAD to each
TAD border.

Figure 6.10 (A) shows the behaviour of the mean best mutual coverage between TADs and
interval-communities as a function of TADs size. Mean best mutual coverage is slightly
higher in H1 ES as compared to IMR90 for all sizes: ranging from 62% (resp. 52%) at
small size (300-500 kb) to 91% (resp. ∼ 89%) at larger size (∼ 1-2 Mb) in H1 ES (resp.
IMR90). This suggests a good recovery of the largest TADs by the interval-community
classification. Given the 100 kb resolution used in this analysis, it is not surprising to
observe lower mutual coverages at small sizes where 1 pixel error results in a dramatic
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Figure 6.10. TADs are structural communities. Mean best mutual coverage (Equa-
tion 6.2, Section 6.3.3) of TADs with interval-communities (A); proportion of TADs that
have a match in the interval-community database (Section 6.3.3) (B) and proportion of
TAD boundaries that have a matching interval-community border (C) as a function of
the TAD size (Section 6.3.3), in H1 ES (yellow) and IMR90 (blue). In (C) the TAD size
associated with a border is the minimum of the size of the two bordering domains; only the
set of interval-community borders covering 35% of the genome are used (Section 6.3.3).
The black horizontal dashed line shows the expected border matching proportion.

lowering of mutual coverage. Now looking at the proportion of TADs that have a match-
ing structural community, we see that, the proportion of recovered TADs increases with
the domain size (Fig. 6.10 B). Only about 1/5 of the smallest TADs (. 500 kb) are
recovered consistently with the fact that in this scale range a match has to be exact. For
TADs longer than 1 Mb the proportion of match is relatively high: in IMR90 it increase
from 40% for TADs of 1 Mb up to 70% for TADs ≥ 2 Mb and in H1 ES from 70% for
TADs ∼ 1 Mb up to 85% for TADs of ∼ 2 Mb (Fig. 6.10 B). Comparison of TAD borders
to interval-community borders shows good concordance for the two datasets (Fig. 6.10
C). In fact, we classify the TAD borders according to the smallest TAD size they bor-
der and for the interval-community borders we restrict the analysis to the borders with
associated size large enough so that at 100 kb resolution (± 1 pixel) they collectively
cover 35% of the genome (Section 6.3.3). We clearly see that H1 ES TAD borders are
recovered from 50% up to ∼ 90% depending on the TAD border associated size, and that
IMR90 TAD borders were recovered from 50% up to ∼80%, while the expected match
by chance is 35% (Fig. 6.10 C). These results quantify the high level of TAD recovery by
interval-communities for domain length & 1 Mb.

Altogether, these results show that there is a significant agreement between TADs and
the interval-communities. This provides further evidence that the interval-communities
are indeed structural domains of the human genome.

6.3.5 Structural communities during the cell cycle

To further test the robustness of the wavelet-based community detection method with
respect to the possible absence of a community structure over some scale range, we apply
the method to two Hi-C datasets obtained in synchronised HeLaS3 cells during G1 and
M phase, respectively [243]. A recent study [243] showed that the highly compartmen-
talised organisation described before from non synchronous cells [14, 16, 242, 244, 245]
is restricted to interphase and that during a cell cycle, chromosomes transit from a de-
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Figure 6.11. Structural communities during the cell cycle. Same as in Fig. 6.3 for
HeLaS3 cells during G1 (left) and mitosis (right), along the complete masked chromosome
17.

condensed and spatially organised state during interphase to a highly condensed and
morphologically reproducible metaphase chromosome state [243]. This study provides
Hi-C data for HeLaS3 cells during mid-G1 and metaphase. In the former phase, the
interaction maps display similar plaid patterns of regional enrichment or depletion of
long range interactions (as the one shown in Figure. 6.1) while the maps in mitotic cells
change and the plaid patterns disappear [243]. Here, we analyse the Hi-C matrices with
our wavelet based multi-scale community detection method. For each chromosome, we
construct two intra-chromosomal structural networks at 100 kb resolution: one with the
mid-G1 data and the other one with the mitosis data, and we apply separately the com-
munity mining method on each network (Section 6.2.4). For mid-G1 HeLaS3 cells we
obtain 6 752 non trivial communities from which we filter out 36 that do not correspond
to genomic intervals resulting in 4 108 distincts borders (Table 6.1). For mitosis cells,
we obtain 1 059 communities from which we filter out 4 resulting 885 distincts borders
(Table 6.1). Figure 6.11 shows for chromosome 17 the communities at the two moments
of the cell cycle. Consistently with non synchronous cells, G1 cells present a hierarchi-
cal structure into interval-communities that increase in size across scales (Fig. 6.11). At
small scales, we observe singletons that are then grouped to form bigger communities.
Note that the size distribution of the interval-communities in HeLaS3 (G1) is similar
to the previously described interval-communities size distribution in IMR90 (Fig. 6.5).
However, for metaphase cells, for more than half of the scale range (s . 65), each node
is considered as a community. At larger scales, we observe a sharp discontinuity of
the community sizes distribution: nodes are abruptly grouped in 3 then 2 communities
(Fig. 6.11). Interestingly, the obtained two large scale communities in chromosome 17
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correspond to the two chromosome arms. This result is representative of what we ob-
serve for all chromosomes. More specifically, chromosomes 16, 21 and 22 do not show
any structure (each node constituted a community on the full available range of scales).
The 18 other autosomes show similar metaphase structuration pattern as chromosome 17
(Fig. 6.11) where at small scales each node is considered as a community and then after
an abrupt transition nodes are grouped in 2 to 5 communities. For 11 out of these 18
chromosomes, when divided in two communities, these communities correspond to the
two chromosomes arms. These results demonstrate that the wavelet-based community
detection method does not produce misleading intermediate scale communities when no
structuration exists in that scale range.

Z Altogether these results confirm that the wavelet-based community detection is able to
capture meaningful structure from the Hi-C data. When considering intra-chromosomal
Hi-C data, we recover the TADs (the reference domain-like organisation of the chromatin)
for sizes significantly larger than the resolution of the analysis. When considering all Hi-C
interactions inside chromosomes and in between chromosomes, we find that chromosomes
are structural units. Finally, when considering data at two different moments of the cell
cycle, one with a domain-like organisation and another one with no structural properties,
the wavelet-based community detection method is able to robustly capture these two
situations.

6.4 Structural communities are robustly observed
across cell lines

In the pionnering study [16], TADs were described to be conserved between cell lines.
We observed that interval-communities in different cell lines, present similar size distri-
butions (Fig. 6.5). This led us to investigate to which extent they are conserved across
cell lines. To compare the communities obtained in different cell lines, we use each of the
database of interval-communities obtained in H1 ES, GM06990, IMR90, K562 as refer-
ence domain sets and compute the proportion of conserved interval-communities of the
3 other cell lines relative to this reference set. As explained in Section 6.3.3, an interval-
community has a matching interval-community in the reference set if its best mutual
coverage with the reference set (Equation 6.2) is greater than 0.8. Figure 6.12 shows that
small interval-communities (. 600 kb) are not well conserved between different cell lines.
However, when considering interval-communities of larger sizes, higher conservation is
observed (Fig. 6.12). For instance, more than 60% of intervals-communities of length
L & 0.6 Mb in the differentiated cell lines correspond to an interval-community in H1 ES
(Fig. 6.12 A). H1 ES interval-community dataset thus contains a large proportion of the
interval-communities observed in the differentiated cell lines above ∼ 600 kb; we recall
that below this threshold our analysis is sensitive to the 100 kb resolution (Section 6.3.4).
When using one differentiated cell line interval-community database as reference, we ob-
serve a maximal recovery rate that is similar for the 3 other cell lines: 45% for sizes &

2 Mb in IMR90 (Fig. 6.12 C), 65% for sizes & 1.5 Mb in GM06990 (Fig. 6.12 B) and 70%
for sizes & 1.5 Mb in K562 (Fig. 6.12 D). The observed differences likely reflect the excess
of interval-communities in the size range 0.5-1.5 Mb observed in H1 ES compared to the
differentiated cell lines (Fig. 6.5). These domains not observed in differentiated cell lines
might be subject to some structural consolidation scenario during cell differentiation. As
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Figure 6.12. Matching interval-communities between cell lines. For each reference
cell line (the different plots), we look at the proportion of interval-communities in the dif-
ferent query cell lines H1 ES (yellow), IMR90 (blue), GM06990 (pink) and K562 (purple).
An interval-community of a cell line has a match in the reference cell line when there exists
an interval-community in the reference cell line such that the two interval-communities
have a mutual coverage larger than 0.8 (Section 6.3.3). Proportion of interval-community
matches is computed over groups of 50 query interval-communities ordered by size (Sec-
tion 6.3.3).
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Figure 6.13. Sequence encoded NFR density around community borders. Mean
excluding energy barrier density (per kb) as a function of the distance from the closest
interval-community border in different cell lines and in different interval-community size
categories (color coded like as in Fig. 6.6).

a comparison, we perform the same analysis over the TADs that were shown to be con-
served between H1 ES and IMR90 cell lines [16](Supplementary Fig. B.13). As observed
when comparing interval-communities, the correspondance between TADs in the two cell
lines decreases for domain sizes . 600 kb. For larger domain sizes, we observe that H1 ES
TAD dataset contains more (maximal value ∼ 60%) of the IMR90 TADs than the IMR90
TAD dataset contains H1 ES TADs (∼ 45%). These results underline a conservation of
structural domains between cell line in the 45%-70% range for both interval-communities
and TADs of size ∼ 1 Mb up to the largest interval-communities of size ∼ 10 Mb.

Previous analyses of replication (split-) U-domain have shown that ubiquitous U-domain
borders systematically found in 6 different cell lines are encoded in the DNA sequence
via a local enrichment in nucleosome excluding energy barriers [365]. Here we ask to
which extent this sequence-encoded chromatin property could explain structural domain
conservation across cell lines. Previous work revealed that promoter regions for protein-
coding genes are extremely hypersensitive to DNase I digestion [184]. These regions were
shown to be nucleosome depleted [180–184], very much like the nucleosome free regions
(NFRs) observed at yeast promoters [186, 187]. Numerical studies showed that, to a large
extent, these NFRs are coded in the DNA sequence via high energy barriers that impair
nucleosome formation [414–416]. Furthermore, these excluding genomic energy barriers
were shown to play a fundamental role in the collective nucleosomal organisation observed
over rather large distances along the chromatin fiber [414]. Using the same physical mod-
eling of nucleosome formation energy based on sequence-dependent bending properties
introduced for modeling nucleosome occupancy profiles in the yeast genome [414, 415]
sequence encoded NFRs were identified in the human genome as the genomic energy
barriers that are high enough to induce a nucleosome depleted region in the nucleosome
occupancy profile [51, 365].

When mapping these intrinsic NFRs inside the interval-communities (Fig. 6.13), we ob-
serve an enrichment around the community borders for all the cell lines. Note that the
decrease from the borders to the center of the interval-communities is sharper in H1
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ES than in the other cell lines and this for all the interval-communities sizes. For the
largest communities (size ≥ 10 Mb), the NFR density is significantly lower and almost
flat in the differentiated cell types. As a control, the same analysis of TAD borders (data
not shown), leads to the same behaviour. The increase in NFR density around interval-
community and TAD borders suggests that these borders are at least partly encoded in
the DNA sequence which may explain their conservation across cell lines.

Z Hence, the interval-communities identified with the wavelet-based community detec-
tion method seem to be stable between different cell lines. The enrichment in sequence-
encoded NFRs at the borders suggests that these conserved structural communities are
specified by a genetic mechanism.

6.5 Structure-function relationships in the nucleus

TADs were previously shown to correlate with the DNA one dimensional features such as
replication timing [16, 256] and chromatin states [244]. We investigate in this section the
relationships between (i) replication split-U- and U- domains (Sections 2.1.4.3 and 4.1.2),
(ii) chromatin states blocks (Section 2.2.2) and (iii) interval-communities (Section 6.2.4).

6.5.1 Are replication domains structural communities?

Replication domains appeared in a preliminary study to correspond to structural do-
mains (Section 2.4, Fig. 2.19) [44] and their borders were shown to have a particular
role in regulating the DNA structual network (Chapter 5). Here, we address whether
there exist structural domains as counterpart of the replication (split-) U-domains or,
in other words, if the replication (split-) U-domains constitute communities in the DNA
interaction network. We sort replication (split-) U-domains in IMR90, GM06990, K562
and H1 ES (using BG02 domains as a surrogate) by size and we associate (split-) U-
domain borders with the size of the smallest domain they border. We then query their
presence in the interval-community database (Section 6.2.4) using the protocol described
in Section 6.3.3. For groups of 50 (split-) U- domains, we compute (i) their mean best
mutual coverage and (ii) the proportion of their matching by a structural community.
For groups of 100 (split-) U-domain borders, we compute the proportion that have a
matching interval-community borders (Fig. 6.14).

The mean best mutual coverage versus replication domain size curves are rather similar to
what we obtained for the TADs in Figure 6.10. For all cell lines, the mean best mutual cov-
erage slowly increases with (split-) U-domain size, from ∼ 47% (IMR90) up to ∼ 68% (H1
ES) for small replication domain sizes (. 600 kb) to ∼ 70% (IMR90) up to 82% (K562) for
large replication domain size (& 4 Mb) (Fig. 6.14 A). Note that the proportion of (split-
) U-domains that have a counterpart in the interval-community database is rather low
(10-30%) for small replication domains but reaches significant percentages for the largest
replication domains (40% in IMR90 up to 65% in K562) (Fig. 6.14 B). The proportion of
matching borders is almost constant: regardless of the replication domain size, between
40% to 50% of the borders are recovered as an interval-community border when the pro-
portion expected by chance is 35% (Fig. 6.14 C). It thus appears that if the largest (split-)
U-domains present some convincing concordance with interval-communities (Fig. 6.14 B),
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Figure 6.14. Are replication domains structural communities? Same as in Fig. 6.10
for replication domains in different cell lines: H1 ES (yellow), IMR90 (blue), GM06990
(pink) and K562 (purple).

the relationship between replication (split-) U-domains and interval-communities is more
complex for smaller domains. As initially reported in Drosophila [20] and more recently in
human using higher resolution (kb) Hi-C data [244], fine scale structural domains corre-
spond to regions of homogeneous chromatin status. Given the open chromatin structure
(± 200 kb) around replication domain borders [44, 51] and the gradient of chromatin state
from replication domain borders to center [53, 54], replication (split-) U-domais might in
fact be related to structural domains in the following way. Replication domain borders
would sit inside but close to the borders of an open chromatin structural- domain explain-
ing their association to interval-community borders slightly above the random expectation
(Fig. 6.14 C). Replication domain central regions would correspond to heterochromatin
structural domains covering more than 80% of the domain length for the largest (split-
) U-domain only, explaining the good concordance of these largest replication domain
with interval-communities observed in (Fig. 6.14 B). This prompts us to test the corre-
spondance between chromatin state domains (Section 6.5.2) and interval-communities.

6.5.2 Are chromatin states structural communities?

As mentioned above, recent results suggest that chromatin states correlate with the 3D
structural organisation of the genome [20, 244]. Here, we ask whether chromatin state
domains are better matched by interval-communities than replication (split-) U-domains.
We reproduce the same analysis as in Section 6.5.1, replacing (split-) U-domains by the
different chromatin blocks C1+C2 (resp. EC1+ EC2) and C3+C4 (resp. EC3+EC4)
(Fig. 6.15).

The analysis of the mean best mutual coverage and proportion of domain recovery pro-
vides very similar results for chromatin blocks (Fig. 6.15 A12, A34, B12, B34) as those
previously obtained for (split-) U-domains (Fig. 6.14). The mean best mutual coverage
decreases to 30%-40% depending on block type and cell line, for the smallest chromatin
block sizes (∼ 200 kb) (Fig. 6.15 A12, A34). The proportion of chromatin blocks of size
. 500 kb with an interval-community counterpart is systematically below 10% (Fig. 6.15
B12, B34). However, for the 4 cell lines and the 2 chromatine block types, the propor-
tion of chromatin block borders that match an interval-border at 100 kb resolution (±
1pixel) is rather constant with chromatin block size and takes values significantly larger
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Figure 6.15. Are chromatin states structural communities? Same as in Fig. 6.10 for
C1+C2 (resp. EC1+EC2) chromatin blocks (A12, B12, C12) and C3+C4 (resp.EC3+EC4)
chromatin blocks (A34, B34, C34): in IMR90 (blue), GM06990 (pink) and K562 (purple)
(resp. H1 ES (yellow)).

than the 35% random expectation level∗. Border recovery is higher in K562 (∼ 70% in
C1+C2 and ∼ 80% in C3+C4 blocks) than in the other cell lines (∼ 60% in C1+C2/
EC1+EC2 and ∼ 60% in C3+C4/EC3+EC4 blocks) (Fig. 6.15 C12, C34). Repeating
this analysis separately for C1/EC1, C2/EC2, C3/EC3 and C4/EC4 chromatin blocks,
we obtain qualitatively and quantitatively the same results (Supplementary Fig. B.14).

We thus observe a significant localisation of chromatin block borders at interval-community
borders concomitant with a rather low recovery of complete chromatin blocks as structural
domains. A possible explanation of this situation is that there exists interval-community
borders inside chromatin blocks that persists to larger scale than the interval-community
borders colocalising with the chromatin block borders. These results provide evidence
that as previously suggested [20, 244], there is some correspondence between structural
domains and blocks of homogeneous chromatin states. They also question the rule that
governs the hierarchical association of neighbouring structural domains at small scales
to form the larger scale structural domains. It appears that neighbouring domains of
similar chromatin states do not necessarily group to form the larger structural domains.
The hierarchical segmentation of the genome in interval-communities performed at higher
resolution is likely to provide new insights to this question.

Recovering chromatin block borders as structural community borders is consistant with
the recent high resolution Hi-C study [244] suggesting the existence of small scale struc-

∗Note that for a chromatin block of size comparable to the resolution used to match borders (±
100 kb), border matching simply reflects colocalisation of the chromatin block with an interval-community
border.
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tural domains (∼ 180 kb) that correlate with chromatin states.

6.6 Towards a multi-scale description of the genome
organisation

The wavelet-based multi-scale community detection method allowed us to detect a set
of structural interval-communities in the intra- and inter- chromosomal interactions net-
works. The set of structural communities was found to form a hierarchical ensemble
of genomic interval, where, at large scales chromosomes were identified as communities.
Recovering communities as genomic intervals suggest that chromosome folding is essen-
tially due to interactions between “close” neighbours along the genome. This hierarchical
description in terms of structural domains covers the initial proposed topologically associ-
ated domains [16] without favoring any scale. It allowed us us to compare the multi-scale
structural domains between different cell lines. We observed a high level of structural
conservation between cell lines up to the largest scales (for example ∼ 65% of the ∼
1 Mb interval-communities in differentiated cell lines are also found in H1 ES cell line).
The observation that sequence encoded nucleosome excluding energy barriers were en-
riched at structural-community borders suggests a possible genetic mechanism for this
conservation. Segmentation of the genome in terms of structural communities led us to
compare functional and structural organisations. If our results question the exact rela-
tionship between replication (split-) U-domains and structural domains (Section 6.5.1),
they also provide interesting perspectives to further understand the relationship between
chromatin states and structural domains across the scales (Section 6.5.2).

This novel methodology is actually independent of the exact genome assembly, avoiding
the artefacts of the analysis of Hi-C data coming from cells exhibiting rearrangements
relative to the reference genome. The obtained interval-communities respect the 1D or-
der of the chromosomes and hence can be used in a genome reconstruction pipeline from
Hi-C data [417]. In fact, Hi-C data has been argued to convey enough information to
closing gaps in genome assemblies [29]. In this study, we mainly detailed the analysis
of the intrachromosomic interaction networks, and only briefly discussed the analysis of
the complete genome interaction network. It will be interesting to analyse structural
communities obtained with the whole genome interaction network and to look at how
the chromosomes are grouped together and whether we can detect the chromosomal re-
arrangements observed in cancer cells [418] for example.

On a different perspective, one can wonder how to link the communities to the dichotomic
view and the segmentation into A/B compartments suggested in pioneering Hi-C study
with distance normalised Hi-C intra-chromosomic data (Section 2.3.3) [14]. When apply-
ing the wavelet-based community detection method on the interaction network obtained
after distance normalisation of the Hi-C intra-chromosomal matrix in K562, we succeed
in grouping the nodes into 2 communities alternating along the chromosomes rather than
interval-communities (data not shown). The A/B compartments were defined using the
sign of the first eigenvector of the correlation matrix of distance normalised Hi-C data [14].
The correlation between the vector associating to each node its community at a certain
scale and this first eigenvector found ∼ 80% in chromosome 17, for example. Further
analysis may provide a link between the two types of segmentation. In fact, it has been
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recently argued that the A/B mega-domains are likely to be sub-compartmentalised when
considering data at higher resolution [244].

Z Clearly wavelet-based multi-scale community detection provides a computational
framework to analyse structural domains along the genome, to correlate these domains
with functional domains and to compare genome organisation between different cell lines
as well as, in the same cell line, between the chromosome folding at different moments
of the cell cycle. Interval-communities form structural domains as the interactions inside
them are greater than the interactions in between them. Further analysis are needed
to better understand the communities and their borders relative to proteins that are
known to be involved in chromatin looping. It will be interesting to investigate chromatin
marks around community borders to see which different chromatin marks are involved
in the DNA 3D architecture. Wavelet-based multi-scale community detection is a ro-
bust methodology to detect structural domains. The hierarchy of interval-communities
encompass information previously described at single scale only. Using higher resolution
map allowing the detection of the elementary structural units, will provide us with a
comprehensive view of the multi-scale structural genome organisation.
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Conclusion and Perspectives

In human, high (resp. low) GC, gene-rich (resp. poor), active (resp. inactive) CTRs cov-
ers about 25% (resp. 25%) of the genome that are replicated very early (resp. late) by
the coordinated and almost synchronous activation of multiple origins more or less ran-
domly spatially distributed [54, 69]. The other half of the human genome is organised in
tissue-dependent U-shaped mean replication timing (MRT) domains bordered by “mas-
ter” replication initiation zones (MaOris) enriched in open and transcriptionally active
marks [43, 44, 53, 54, 161]. It was proposed that from these borders initiates a replication
wave that further propagates and accelerates towards the domain center via the succes-
sive firing of secondary origins, more or less randomly dispersed [69, 70]. This cascade
model involves the superposition of specific and efficient initiations at domain borders
with random and less efficient initiations elsewhere, in addition to firing stimulated by
propagating forks [69, 70].

In this manuscript, investigating what happens in between two successive and very dis-
tant MaOris in human, we reported the discovery of MRT split-U-domains, bordered
by putative replication origins with similar properties as the MaOris flanking MRT U-
domains and harboring a large central region of late replication timing. These split-
MRT U-domains are reminiscent of the skew split-N-domains previously described in the
germline [359]. What distinguish split-U/N-domains from the U/N-domains is their cen-
tral regions that, similarly to the late CTRs, are gene deserts of low and constant GC
content. This demonstrates that when the two MaOris are far from each other, a late
CTR emerges between them leading to the formation of a split-U-domain. The length
of the late CTR in the central region of a split-U-domain increases with the size of the
domain. In fact, the MRT increases from the split-U-domain borders up to a certain
distance reaching a relatively high value in the central region. Complementarily, in these
large replication domains, the MRT derivative decreases to zero over a distance inde-
pendent of the domain size, suggesting the existence of a limiting time or length scale.
Further analysis of replication timing inside these domains showed that, regardless the
cell line, the MRT derivative vs the MRT follows a “universal” curve. This led us to pro-
pose that the cascade model of replication is a general property of the human replication
programme that only depends on the time left till the end of the S-phase.

Replication split-U and U-domains cover altogether 60% of the genome and are highly
conserved between different cell lines: each cell line shares about half of its domains with
at least another cell line. Regardless the domain size, we showed that the replication wave
initiating at replication domain borders corresponds to a directional path across the four
chromatin states previously described in differentiated cell lines (C1, C2, C3, C4) and
in embryonic cell line (EC1, EC2, EC3, EC4), from C1/EC1 at the replication domain
borders followed by C2/EC2, C3/EC3 and C4/EC4 at the center. The novel split-U-
domains enlighten the striking difference between the epigenetic coating in the large late
replicating central region of these replication domains in differentiated cell lines. Blood
cells (GM06990) do not endure mechanical constraints whereas fibroblast structural cells
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(IMR90) belong to a mechanically constrained tissue. Concomitantly, we observed that
split-U-domain central regions in GM06990 are characterised by chromatin state C3 cor-
responding to the absence of all chromatin marks whereas in IMR90 these regions are
characterised by the chromatin state C4 corresponding to HP1 heterochromatin associ-
ated with the nuclear lamina. It is thus possible that the nature of chromatin state in
these regions is a response to the mechanical properties of their environment.

When concentrating on the MaOris at replication domain borders, we saw that each
cell line shares about 80% of its borders with at least another cell line. These borders
were found to be in a GC rich, open chromatin region. Furthermore, besides their role in
regulating nuclear functions, these borders likely prevent cross-talk between Hi-C topo-
logical domains. This observation was strengthened by the enrichment of MaOris in
CTCF which besides its insulating property contributes to chromatin 3D folding. Using
a graph theoretical approach, we were able to identify the MaOris as hubs in the chro-
matin interaction network (local maxima of betweenness centrality). In addition, using a
multi-scale community detection method to analyse chromatin Hi-C interaction networks,
we identified a hierarchy of structural domains. When projected along the genome, these
structural-communities reduce to genomic intervals suggesting that chromatin folding is
mainly driven by interactions between close neighbours. Interestingly, TADs that are
described as the reference physical units of metazoan chromosomes characterised by high
intra-domains contact frequencies with conserved borders enriched in insulator protein
CTCF [16] were found in majority in our database of interval-communities. Comparison
of interval-communities between different cell lines showed that these structural units are
highly conserved, especially for larger community sizes (∼ 2 Mb). However, at smaller
sizes, pluripotent H1 ES showed an excess in interval-communities of sizes 500 kb-1.5 Mb,
as compared to differentiated cell lines. This is consistent with H1 ES presenting smaller
replication domains [44]. This suggests that cell differentiation could be responsible of the
merging of small structural units in a scenario similar to the one observed for replication
domains [38, 147, 148, 364].

A recent Hi-C experimental study at much higher (kb) resolution has provided some
refined partitioning of the human genome by TADs of mean size ∼180 kb [244] much
closer to the estimate ∼100-kb previously reported in Drosophila [20]. Interestingly, as in
Drosophila, these refined TADs seem to have some specific epigenetic chromatin identity
that can change dramatically their functional identity in different cell types [20, 244, 379].
Within the limit of our resolution (100 kb), we were able to identify chromatin block bor-
ders as structural-community borders. Our database of interval-communities consitute
a hierarchical partitioning of the genome. The fact that we recovered the chromatin
state block borders suggests that functional units hierarchically associate together. The
wavelet-based community detection provides us with a tool to address this idea and
investigate further the existence of some underlying rules for the association of struc-
tural/functional domains across scales.

The analysis of Hi-C data in the other half of the genome (not covered by replication
U-domains) has provided compelling evidence for the existence of a 3D compartmen-
talisation of the genome in differentiated human cell types. Active early CTRs display
long-distance interactions (0.7 Mb . s . 7 Mb) similar to the ones predicted by the 3D
“equilibrium” globule model [368, 371–373] as an indication of their central positioning
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in the nuclear interior. Inactive late CTRs display significantly different long-range in-
teractions similar to the ones predicted by the 2D “equilibrium” globule model strongly
suggesting some segregation and confining of these lamina-associated heterochromatin do-
mains to the nucleus periphery [17, 392–396]. The Hi-C interactions observed inside and
in between (split-) U-domains confirm the existence of some radial nuclear organisation
with replication waves initiating from master initiation zones at the nucleus center and
further propagating towards a more peripheral heterochromatin positioning at the nuclear
membrane. This provides a very attractive understanding of the experimental observation
that the spatial distribution of replication foci changes over the course of the S-phase from
a central to a more peripheral positioning in the cell nucleus [5–8, 228, 369, 390, 401, 402].

This 3D nuclear chromatin organisation differs between tissues and cell types as the sig-
nature of the chromatin folding induced by the self-interaction between chromatin states
that promote physical bridging between distal elements, e.g., via the specific interactions
of some structural proteins. Thus, in the K562 cell line, the highly active early replicating
euchromatin (100-kb) loci in early CTRs and in the master replication initiation zones at
(split-) U-domain borders were shown to be the main “hubs” in the chromatin interaction
network [44, 408]. The observed enrichment of these loci in CTCF strongly suggests that
CTCF is a key factor underlying long-distance intra- and inter chromosomal interactions
in this cell line [18, 208–212]. In IMR90 cell line, as the signature of the important spread-
ing of the HP1-associated heterochromatin, the main “hubs” in the long-range chromatin
interaction network are instead the inactive late replicating heterochromatin loci in late
CTRs and at the center of (split-) U-domains. This is an indication that the structural
proteins that regulate the anchoring of the Lamina B1 heterochromatin to the nuclear
envelop [407] are likely determinant factors in the long-range interactions underlying the
high-order chromatin architecture in IMR90. Specific properties of the H1 ES cycle such
as a high proliferation rate and a shortened G1 phase that are necessary for self-renewal
and the maintenance of pluripotency [419, 420], could explain the differences observed be-
tween chromatin landscapes, gene expression and MRT profiles in pluripotent embryonic
stem cells and sommatic cells [197, 198, 201, 207]. In mammals, tens of thousand repli-
cation origins are prepared in G1-phase which is more than actively needed in S-phase
[69, 262, 421]. Replicon size, which is dictated by the spacing between active origins, was
shown to correlate to the length of chromatin loops [265] and to be smaller in H1 ES
than in defferentiated cells [254], as confirmed by the smaller characteristic size of (split-)
U-domains in H1 ES than in somatic cell types [44]. The shorter G1-phase and cell cycle
duration may thus explain the highly dynamic plastic chromatin in pluripotent cells as a
lack of time for trancrisptionally inactive heterochromatin to establish [197, 198, 201, 207].
This absence of genome compartmentalisation in pluripotent cells was confirmed by Hi-C
data that revealed that the pluripotent chromatin architecture statistically ressembles
to the one predicted by the 3D “equilibrium” globule model regardless the heteropoly-
mer (epigenetic) nature of the chromatin fiber. As enriched in CTCF and pluripotent
transcription factors NANOG and OCT4, that were recently shown to contribute to the
overall folding of embryonic stem cells genome via specific long-range contacts [361, 362],
the master replication initiation zones at MRT U-domain borders appear to be funda-
mental determinants of pluripotency maintenance. In particular they are at the heart
of the so-called consolidation phenomenon [38, 147, 148, 364] corresponding to early to
late transitions from embryonic stem cells to differentiated cells coinciding with the emer-
gence of compact heterochromatin at the nuclear periphery. These results shed a new
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light on the role of replication in the epigenetically regulated chromatin reorganisation
that underlies the loss of pluripotency and lineage commitment [54].

To summarise, in this thesis manuscript we reported the discovery of novel replication
split-U-domains where replication follows a universal origin firing cascade model. From
the analysis of Hi-C data, we showed a segregation from a 3D to a 2D equilibrium chro-
matin organisation in differentiated cell lines that is not present in H1 ES. We used graph
theory to analyse the chromatin interaction network. As compared to most complex net-
works in biology such as metabolic and gene regulation networks, edges in the chromatin
interaction network link vertices that belong to a 1D physical object: the DNA het-
eropolymer. It is thus a rather specific situation where the graph properties are in direct
relationship with the physics of the supporting polymer. We used centrality measures to
identify key players in the network. We were able to identify structural communities using
a wavelet-based community detection method. This allowed us to compare the structure
between different cell lines and to investigate structure/function relationships. The main
advantage of this method is that it does not depend on the exact genome assembly.
The interval-communities were found to respect the underlying 1D structure allowing in
principle to (re)construct genome from Hi-C data. Further analysis of chromatin marks,
around interval-community borders will help to characterise them and understand better
their nuclear functions.

We also applied our methodology to Hi-C data at 2 different moments of the cell cycle,
one in G1 with domain-like organisation and the other one in mitosis with no apparent
structure. Interestingly, we were able to capture interval-communities in the first case
while no structure emerged in the second. This demonstrates that in the limit of the
availability of the data we are in a position to follow the structural domains evolution
during the cell cycle. In that perspective, it could be interesting to apply community
detection using a dynamic graph approach. Dynamic graphs are graphs whose structure
evolves in time. A recent study [255] showed distinct structural transitions of TADs with
hormone-induced gene regulation. In that context, dynamical graph theoretical concepts
look very promising to follow and to understand the evolution in time of structural units.

Some of our analyses were limited by the Hi-C data resolution. It will be interesting
for example to detect interval-communities at higher resolution. In fact, as suggested
by a recent study, TADs are subdivided into smaller domains of same epigenetic coat-
ing [244]. Looking at communities in these new data can provide better quantification
of the chromatin state blocks as epigenetic communities. Moreover, as our methodology
allows to detect hierarchical structural domains, it constitutes a way to understand how
structural domains hierarchically co-associate.

In biology, it is always instructive to compare different cell lines. In that sense, it would
be interesting to reproduce our analysis to more cell lines. From a more experimental
point of view, analysis of two sets of GM06990 Hi-C data (obtained with two different
restriction enzymes in the Hi-C protocol) presented some divergences relative to other
considered cell lines. It could be interesting to see how those results compare to GM12878
Hi-C data from [242].

So far, genome-wide methodologies require thousands to millions of cells and thus only
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provide population averages. Accordingly, our understanding and modelling of chromatin-
mediated regulation of nuclear functions are simply a mean field view of the dynamic and
stochastic nature of chromosomal structures. Although the genome is faithfully repli-
cated each cell cycle, the epigenome coating of TADs could be in part variable between
daughter cells [13, 378, 379, 386]. An important challenge for future research will be to
devise single-cell experimental strategies to move from probabilistic chromosome confor-
mations averaged over millions of cells towards the determination of chromosome and
genome structure in individual cells. Very promising pioneering single-cell Hi-C [422] and
nuclear lamina interactions [407, 423] experiments have confirmed that intra- and inter-
chromosome contact structures are highly variable between individual cells. In particular,
each cell cycle, a different subset of LADs contact the nuclear lamina in a rather stochas-
tic manner and the chromosomes adopt different configurations. This emerging highly
dynamic view of chromosomal organisation looks very attractive as far as progressing in
our understanding of cell fate decisions of individual cells in different organisms.

Meta-analyses [385, 424] of replication timing profiles [151], Hi-C data [14] and so-
matic copy-number alterations (SCNA) observed in cancer samples from diverse cancer
types [425] showed that SCNAs tend to fuse genomic regions that, prior to the rearrange-
ment, spatially co-localised within the nucleus and have similar replication timing. This
illustrates that combined structure/function characterisations of nuclear processes are
likely required to fully investigate cancer progression. Thus, experimental protocols and
computational tools allowing to fully apprehend this relationship will provide a frame-
work for further studies in different cell types, in both health and disease.
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The continuous wavelet transform

and applications for analysing

genomic data

This appendix is dedicated to present the continuous wavelet transform (WT) and to
summarize the main steps of the methodologies developed to extract objective information
from strand compositional asymmetry (skew) profiles (Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2) and DNA
replication timing profiles (Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4.3).

A.1 The continuous wavelet transform

The WT is a space-scale analysis which consists in expanding signals in terms of wavelets
which are constructed from a single function, the “analysing wavelet” ψ, by means of
translations and dilations. The WT of a real-valued function f is defined as [426–428]:

T
(α)
ψ [f ](x0, s) = sα

∫ +∞

−∞
f(x)ψ(

x0 − x

s
)dx , (A.1)

where x0 and s (> 0) are the space and scale parameters respectively and α is the
normalisation exponent. We assume α = −1 when the value of α is not specified; it is
the most convenient choice when using the WT for multifractal analysis. The analysing
wavelet ψ is generally chosen to be well localized in both space and frequency. Usually ψ
is required to be of zero mean for the WT to be invertible. It is in fact possible to further
require ψ to be orthogonal to low-order polynomials [300]. The number of vanishing
moment of a wavelet ψ is the largest integer nψ such that:

∫ +∞

−∞
xmψ(x)dx , 0 ≤ m < nψ . (A.2)

A.2 Defining robust scale-derivatives using wavelets

A commonly used class of analysing wavelets is defined by the successive derivatives of
the Gaussian function:

g(n)(x) =
dn

dxn
e−x2/2

√
2π

, (A.3)

for which nψ = n and more specifically g(1) and g(2) that are illustrated in Figure A.1(a,b).
Interestingly, the WT of a signal f with g(n) (Equation (A.3)) takes the following simple
expression:

T
(−(n+1))

g(n) [f ](x, s) =
dn

dxn

(

g(0)
s ∗ f

)

(x). (A.4)
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Figure A.1. Set of analysing wavelets ψ(x) that can be used in Equation (A.1): (a) g(1)

and (b) g(2) as defined in Equation (A.3); (c) ψN as defined in Equation (A.5) and used
to detect replication N-domains (Fig. A.2). (d) Box function φT modelling step-like skew
profiles induced by transcription.

Equation (A.4) shows that the WT computed at scale s with g(n) and normalisation ex-
ponent α = −(n+ 1) simply reduces to the nth derivative of the signal f smoothed by a
dilated version g(0)

s (x) = 1
s
g(0)(x/s) of the Gaussian function. Note that the norm of g(0)

s

is 1, so that the convolution g(0)
s ∗ f is a moving average of the f profile. Equation (A.4)

defines a robust framework for the estimation of noisy experimental profile variations over
different length scales. Indeed, the derivative of a noisy profile is not defined and, corre-
spondingly, the naive derivative of a noisy experimental profile based on the numerical
difference between two successive samples is ill-defined and extremely unstable.

A.3 Delineating N-shaped replication domains us-
ing wavelets: Disentangling transcription- and
replication- associated strand asymmetries

The WT can be used to perform multi-scale pattern recognition in the (space, scale)
half-plane. Indeed, the wavelet coefficient Tψ[S](x0, a) quantifies to which extent, around
position x0 over a distance a, S has a similar shape as the analysing wavelet ψ (Equa-
tion (A.1)). Hence, the first step to detect putative replication N-domains (Section 2.1.2)
consists in computing the WT of strand compositional asymmetry profiles S using as
analysing wavelet [45, 46, 429]:

ψN(x) = −xχ[−1,1](x) , (A.5)

where χ[−1,1] is the characteristic function of the interval [−1, 1] (Fig. A.1(c)). ψN(x),
called N-let because of its shape that looks like the letter N, is adapted to perform an ob-
jective segmentation of skew profiles into N-shaped domains. As illustrated in Figure A.2,
the space-scale location of significant maxima values in the 2D WT decomposition (red
areas in Fig. A.2(b)) indicates the middle position (spatial location) of candidate replica-
tion domains whose size is given by the scale location. In order to avoid false positives, we
then check that there does exist a well-defined upward jump at each domain extremity.
These jumps appear in Fig. A.2(b) as blue cone-shape areas pointing at small scale to the
skew jump positions where are located the putative replication origins. Note that because
the analysing wavelet is of zero mean (Equation (A.2)), the WT decomposition is insen-
sitive to (global) asymmetry offset. However, the overall observed skew S also contains
some contribution induced by transcription that generates step-like blocks (Fig. A.1(d))
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Figure A.2. Multi-scale pattern
recognition of replication N-shaped
skew profiles. (a) Skew profile S
of a 9 Mb long repeat-masked frag-
ment of human chromosome 21. (b)
WT of S using ψN (Fig. A.1(c));
TψN

[S](n, s) is color-coded from
dark-blue (min; negative values) to
red (max; positive values) through
green (null values). Light-blue and
purple lines illustrate the detection
of two replication domains of signif-
icantly different sizes. Note that in
(b), blue cone-shape areas signing
upward jumps point at small scale
(top) towards the putative replication
origins and that the vertical positions
of the WT maxima (red areas) corre-
sponding to the two indicated replica-
tion domains match the distance be-
tween the putative replication origins
(1.6 Mb and 470 kb respectively).

Figure A.3. (a) Skew profile S of a
4.3 Mb long repeat-masked fragment of hu-
man chromosome 6 [45]; each point corre-
sponds to a 1 kbp window: red, sense (+)
genes; blue, antisense (−) genes; black, in-
tergenic regions (the color was defined by
majority rule); the estimated skew profile
(Equation (A.6)) is shown in green; verti-
cal lines correspond to the locations of 5
putative replication origins that delimit 4
adjacent domains identified by the wavelet-
based methodology. (b) Transcription-
associated skew ST obtained by subtracting
the estimated replication-associated pro-
file (green lines in (c)) from the origi-
nal S profile in (a); the estimated tran-
scription step-like profile (second term on
the rhs of Equation (A.6)) is shown in
green. (c) Replication-associated skew SR
obtained by subtracting the estimated tran-
scription step-like profile (green lines in (b))
from the original S profile in (a); the esti-
mated replication serrated profile (first term
in the rhs of Equation (A.6)) is shown in
green. Modified from [45].
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corresponding to (+) and (−) genes [82, 97, 430] as illustrated in Figure A.3. Hence,
when superimposing the replication serrated and transcription step-like skew profiles, we
get the following theoretical skew profile in a replication domain [45, 46]:

S(x′) = SR(x′) + ST (x′) = −2δ × (x′ − 1/2) +
∑

gene

cgχg(x′), (A.6)

where position x′ within the domain has been rescaled between 0 and 1, δ > 0 is the
replication bias, χg is the characteristic function for the gth gene (1 when x′ points within
the gene and 0 elsewhere; see Fig. A.1(d)) and cg is its transcriptional bias calculated
on the forward strand (likely to be positive for (+) genes and negative for (−) genes).
The objective is thus to detect human replication domains by delineating, in the noisy
S profile obtained at 1 kbp resolution (Fig. A.3(a)), all chromosomal loci where S is
well fitted by the theoretical skew profile Equation (A.6). We only retained the domains
the most likely to be bordered by putative replication origins, namely those that are
delimited by upward jumps corresponding to a transition from a negative S value < −3%
to a positive S value > +3%. Also, for each domain so-identified, we used a least-square
fitting procedure to estimate the replication bias δ, and for each gene transcription bias
cg. The resulting χ2 value was then used to select the candidate domains where the noisy
S profile is well described by Equation (A.6). As illustrated in Figure A.3, this method
provides a very efficient way of disentangling the step-like transcription skew component
(Fig. A.3(b)) from the N-shaped component induced by replication (Fig. A.3(c)).

A.4 Multiscale detection of peaks in replication tim-
ing profiles

The simple intuitive idea allowing for effective detection of peaks in a noisy replication
timing profile 〈r(x)〉 is to delineate positions x along the signal that are a local extrema
( d
dx

〈r(x)〉 ∼ 0) and present a strong curvature ( d2

dx2 〈r(x)〉 ≫ 0) as expected at the tip of
a peak symmetrical about a vertical axis∗. Within the framework of our mathematical
modelling of replication timing profiles (Section 2.1.3), over such loci the average fork
polarity is null (Equation (2.11)) and there is an excess of replication origins over termi-
nation sites (Equation (2.12)) as expected in a region containing an efficient replication
origin. As previously mentioned, we used the WT based framework (Section A.2) to
measure signal variation at different scales of observation. When a profile f is the graph
of a Brownian motion i.e. the increments of f are independent, identically distributed
Gaussian variables [431], then the WT coefficients are Gaussian with a standard deviation
independent of the scale of analysis when choosing the normalisation exponent α = −3/2:
T

(−3/2)

g(n) [f ](x, s) ∼ N (0, σo) [42, 432]. Hence, in order to threshold scale-derivatives in a
uniform manner with respect to the fluctuations for a Brownian profile, the first and
second order fluctuations of the timing profiles are estimated using this normalisation ex-
ponent instead of those prescribed in Equation (A.4). The basic principle of the detection
of peaks in the replication timing profiles with the WT is illustrated in Figure A.4. In a
first step, we determined (i) the regions of the space-scale half plane candidates to be a
local MRT extrema by applying the following thresholding of the WT of 〈r(x)〉 using g(1):

∗It is the common habit to plot replication timing profiles with the time axis oriented downward so
that timing peaks are local minima and correspond to positive curvature.
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Figure A.4. (a) Mean replication timing
profile 〈r(x)〉 normalised between 0 (start
of S phase) and 1 (end of S phase). The
color patches are space-scale representa-
tions of the detected peaks (see main text).
(b) Regions of the space-scale half plane
where the timing profile is flat according

to:
∣

∣

∣T
(−3/2)

g(1) [〈r〉](x, s)
∣

∣

∣ < c1 with c1 =
0.01. (c) Regions of the space-scale half
plane where the timing profile presents a
significant negative curvature according to

T
(−3/2)

g(2) [〈r〉](x, s) > c2 with c2 = 0.03.

Modified from [161].

∣

∣

∣T
(−3/2)

g(1) [〈r(x)〉](x, s)
∣

∣

∣ < c1 (Fig. A.4(b)) and (ii) the regions of strong MRT concavity by

applying the following thresholding of the WT of f using g(2): T (−3/2)

g(2) [〈r(x)〉](x, s) > c2

(Fig. A.4(c)). In a second step, we determined the connected regions of the space-scale
half plane where both requirements are fulfilled (color regions in Fig. A.4(a)). Finally,
connected regions that have a scale extension (ratio between the region largest and small-
est scales) smaller than 1.74 are disregarded in order to guaranty the existence of a well
defined peak robust with respect to the scale of observation [43, 47, 161].

A.5 Delineating U-shaped replication timing domains

To detect systematically U-domains along replication timing profiles, we developed a
wavelet-based method (Equation A.1) that consists in looking for regions bordered by
points that are local maxima of the curvature (corresponding to the location where the U-
shape breaks) and presenting a significant negative curvature in their central regions, the
hallmark of a parabolic curve (Fig. A.5) [43, 44]. If the speed of replication fork is constant
(see Section 2.1.4.2) then these borders correspond to regions presenting an excess of
replication origins over termination sites (Equation (2.12)) and the parabolic shape of
the central region corresponds to a gradient of replication fork polarity (Equation (2.11)).
As discussed in Section A.2, the wavelet transform using the second derivative of the
Gaussian constitutes a robust methodology to measure the curvature of a noisy signal
view at a certain scale of observation (Equation (A.4)). The convenient normalisation
exponent α of the WT (Equation (A.1)) to estimate the threshold on the central curvature
c depends on the characteristics of the U-shaped timing motifs. If the depth of the U-
shapes is proportional to their width i.e., if they are of the form x2/l1/2, where l1/2 is
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Figure A.5. A multi-scale method to de-
lineate U-domains along replication tim-
ing profiles [43, 44]. (a) 〈r(x)〉 obtained
in K562 cell line. (b) Space-scale rep-
resentation of second-order variations of
〈r(x)〉; T (−1)

g(2) [〈r(x)〉] (Equation (A.1)) val-

ues are color coded using green (resp. or-
ange) shades for negative (resp. positive)
curvature (note that the timing axis is go-
ing downwards). The horizontal dashed line
marks scale 300 kb used to detect regions
of preferential replication initiation (verti-
cal lines). Pairs of horizontal bars delin-
eate the scale range where strong nega-
tive curvature is expected for parabolic U-
shaped timing profile. Regions delineated
by two successive regions of preferential
replication initiation are kept as U-domain

if T
(−1)

g(2) [〈r(x)〉] ≤ −0.03 at their midpoint

for some scale value in this range. Modified
from [44].

half the width, then c ∝ 1/l1/2. If the depth of the U-shapes is constant i.e., if they are
of the form x2/l21/2, then c ∝ 1/l21/2. For a parabolic shape profile of size 2l1/2, the scale
where extremal curvature is observed using the WT is proportional to l1/2. Hence, in
order to apply a constant threshold at each scale, the first scenario prescribes the usage
of a normalisation exponent α = −2, whereas the second scenario requires α = −1. We
put the emphasis on the detection of the largest U-domains which are constrained by the
duration of S phase i.e., we chosed the second scenario which is more permissive than
the first one for large U-shapes. The basic principle of the detection of U-domains in
the replication timing profiles with the WT is illustrated in Figure A.5. First, candidate
U-domain borders are determined at scale 300 kb as the maxima location with a WT
value T (−1)

g(2) [〈r(x)〉] ≥ 0.15. Then, regions encompassed between two successive border
candidates are accepted as U-domains if they present a sufficiently negative curvature
value T (−1)

g(2) [〈r(x)〉] ≤ −0.3 at their mid-point in the scale range [0.24 × 2l1/2, 0.36 × 2l1/2].
Otherwise, regions were rejected. Indeed, for a parabolic shape profile of finite size 2l1/2,
the scale where extremal curvature is observed using T (−1)

g(2) is proportional to l1/2 but also
depends on the shape of the profile at the border of the regions. The previous scale range
has been estimated numerically and corresponds to the situations where both regions
flanking the U-domain are either other U-domains (then the extremal value of T (−1)

g(2) is
observed at scale 0.24 × 2l1/2) or flat timing profile regions (then the extremal value of
T

(−1)

g(2) is observed at scale 0.36 × 2l1/2).
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Supplementary figures

B.1 Supplementary Figures for Chapter 4

Figure B.1. Mean MRT derivative. Mean
derivative of the MRT vs the distance from
the closest domain border in BG02 for the dif-
ferent domain size categories (see Fig. 4.7)
and the different timing categories: early tim-
ing (MRT<0.25) top pannel, mid timing (0.25
≤ MRT <0.5) center pannel, and late timing
(MRT >0.5) bottom pannel. As observed for
the large domains (Fig. 4.7), the curves corre-
sponding to late replicating borders seems to
flatten before the one of early replicating bor-
ders for all the domain size categories larger
than 1.8 Mb.
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Figure B.2. Same as in Fig. B.1 for lymphoblasts cell lines. Consistently, the curves in
A3-D3 corresponding to late replicating borders flatten before the ones of mid replicating
borders (resp. early replicating borders) in A2-D2 (resp. A1-D1).
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Figure B.3. Same as in Fig. B.1 for fibroblasts cell lines.
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Figure B.4. Same as in Fig. B.1 for cancer cell lines.
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Figure B.5. MRT derivative as a function of the MRT. Same as in Fig. 4.12 with
the original normalisation.
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Figure B.6. Mean MRT derivative. Same as Figure 4.9 with the iteratively normalised
data.
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B.2 Supplementary Figures for Chapter 5

Figure B.7. Same as Fig. 5.2 for GM06990
using NcoI enzyme and for IMR90 normalised
data.

Figure B.8. Same as Fig. 5.3 for GM06990
using NcoI enzyme and for IMR90 normalised
data.

Figure B.9. Same as Fig. 5.4 for GM06990
using NcoI enzyme and for IMR90 normalised
data.
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Figure B.10. Same as Fig. 5.5 for GM06990
using NcoI enzyme and for IMR90 normalised
data.

Figure B.11. Same as Fig. 5.6 for GM06990
using NcoI enzyme and for IMR90 normalised
data.
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B.3 Supplementary Figures for Chapter 6

Figure B.12. Same as Figure. 6.6 for the
TADs grouped in different size categories: 0.3
≤ L < 0.6 Mb (light pink), 0.6 ≤ L < 1 Mb
(pink), 1 ≤ L < 2 Mb (magenta), 2 ≤ L <
3 Mb (dark pink).

Figure B.13. Same as Figure 6.12 for the
comparison of the TAD sets in H1 ES and
IMR90 (blue) where IMR90 set is the query
set and H1 ES the reference set. (yellow) cor-
responds to the reversed analysis.
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Figure B.14. Are chromatin states structural communities? Same as in Fig. 6.15 in
C1/EC1 (first row), C2/EC2 (second row), C3/EC3 (third row) and C4/EC4 (forth row)
chromatin blocks.
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